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Dengue& is& a& neglected& tropical& disease& of& global& importance& today.& Transmitted& by& the&
mosquito& vectors&Aedes% aegypti% and% Aedes% albopictus,& dengue& afflicts& both& urban& and& rural&
human& populations& in& a& cycle& of& endemic& and& epidemic& transmission.& As& the& global& dengue&
burden&continues&to&grow,&there&is&an&urgent&need&for&timely&and&effective&vector&control,&the&
only& means& to& prevent& transmission& of& dengue.& This& thesis& addressed& these& contemporary&
dengue&challenges&by&investigating&three&key&elements&of&dengue&outbreak&alert&and&response.&
At&present,&entomological& surveillance&protocols&are&used& to&quantify&vector&abundance&as&a&






A& systematic& review& of& the& literature& explored& the& evidence& for& the& value& of& entomological&
indices& and& dengue& transmission.& Of& 13& studies& investigating& associations& between& vector&
indices& (mainly& the& Stegomyia& indices)& and&dengue& cases,& 4& reported&positive& correlations,& 4&
found&no&correlation&and&5&reported&ambiguous&or& inconclusive&associations.&Single&values&of&
the& Breteau& Index& (BI),& widely& used& as& dengue& transmission& thresholds,& were& shown& to& be&
unreliable.& Hence,& there& is& little& evidence& that& vector& indices& correlate& with& dengue&
transmission,&although&some&methods,&such&as&adult&mosquito&indices,&merit&further&research.&&
The& effectiveness& of& vector& control& tools& was& examined& in& a& systematic& review& and& metaY
analysis.& Of& 41& studies& eligible& for& inclusion,& 19& provided& sufficient& data& for& metaYanalyses.&
Though& evidence& was& weak,& reduced& odds& of& dengue& incidence& were& observed& for& house&
screening&from&3&trials&(Pooled&OR:&0.22&(95%&CI&0.05,&0.93)).&3&communityYbased&combination&













vector& control& that& are& crucial& for& effective& outbreak& warning& and& response& systems.& These&
must& be& addressed& before& existing& or& novel& vector& control& tools& can& be& optimised,& with& or&































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It& is& estimated& to& infect& 390& million& people& annually& (Figure& 1.1)& (World& Health&
Organisation& 2012a;& Bhatt& et& al.& 2013)& and& remains& endemic& in& a& multitude& of&
countries.& Indeed,& almost& half& the& world’s& population& remain& exposed& to& infection,&
with& the& AsiaYPacific& region& accounting& for& 75%& of& the& worldwide& dengue& burden&
(World& Health& Organisation& 2012a).& While& incident& metrics& and& populationYatYrisk&









that& share& approximately& 65%& genetic& homology,& which& can& vary& between& isolates&
 2&
(Guzman&et&al.&2010;&Katzelnick&et&al.&2015).&Over&the&past&20&years,& these&serotypes&
have& spread& worldwide& from& South& East& Asia& and& are& now& found& throughout& Asia,&
Africa& and& the& Americas& (Figure& 1.2)& (Guzman& et& al.& 2010;& Messina& et& al.& 2014).&
International&travel,&trade,&migration,&restricted&access&to&health&care&and&urbanisation&
are& considered& among& the& main& drivers& behind& the& rapid& dissemination& of& all& four&
dengue& serotypes& (Weaver& 2013;& Messina& et& al.& 2014;& San& Martin& et& al.& 2010).&
Compounding&the&problem&has&been&the&global&spread&of&the&major&dengue&mosquito&










2012),& which& thrives& in& and& around& urbanised& areas.& It& is& diurnal& and& highly&
anthropophilic,&with&domestic& forms&showing& increased&propensity& towards&exclusive&
 3&
human&feeding&(McBride&et&al.&2014).&It&has&greater&competency&for&transmission&than&
Ae.% albopictus% (Lambrechts& et& al.& 2010),% and& coupled& with& short,& frequent& biting&
behaviour,& it& can& transmit& dengue& multiple& times& during& a& single& gonotrophic& cycle&
(World& Health& Organisation& 2012a;& Scott& &&Morrison& 2010).& It& bites& during& the& day&





movement,& confirm& the& presence& of& a& viable& host& immediately& prior& to& landing&
(Kennedy&1940).&Feeding&occurs&after&an& initial&probing&of& the&skin&surface&(Clements&
1999),& and& once& engorged,& the& mosquito& prefers& to& rest& indoors& to& begin& the&
gonotrophic& cycle& (Clements& 1999).& Subsequently,& the& female& mosquito& preferably&
seeks& out& large& containers& of& freshwater& (Harrington& et& al.& 2008),& although& most&
container&types&in&and&around&the&home&are&suitable&(World&Health&Organisation&2009;&
World& Health& Organisation& 2012a).& Upon& reaching& a& container,& oviposition& occurs,&
where& the& female& lays&eggs& singly& just& above& the&water’s&edge& (Fay&&&Eliason&1966),&
even& though& some& eggs&may& be& found& in& the& water& (Abreu& et& al.& 2015).& Unique& to&
Aedes,& the& mosquito& will& deposit& portions& of& her& 100Y200& egg& batch& in& multiple&
breeding&sites,&perhaps&as&many&as&11,& if&available& (Abreu&et&al.&2015;&Williams&et&al.&
2008)& Y&a&process&known&as& ‘skip&oviposition’.&These&eggs&are&particularly&resistant&to&
desiccation& for&prolonged&periods& (World&Health&Organisation&2009)& and& considering&
this,& it& is&not&surprising&that&the&geographical&range&of&Ae.%aegypti%has&increased&over&
the&last&century,&with&oceanic&trade&contributing&to&the&spread&of&Aedes%eggs,&as&well&as&
increased& prevalence& of& mosquito& microhabitats& due& to& urbanisation& of& the& tropics&
(Weaver& && Reisen& 2010).& This& ability& to& withstand& relatively& extreme& environmental&
and& climatic& variation& has& resulted& in& detection& of& the& mosquito& up& to& the& spatial&








for&blood&meals& (Ngoagouni&2015).& Indeed& it& is& zoophilic&and&will& feed&on&warmY&and&
coldYblooded&species,&but&preferentially&feeds&on&humans&(Ngoagouni&2015).&Based&on&
these&observations,&the&implication&is&that&this&species&is&the&most&likely&bridge&vector&
between&nonYhuman&primates& and&human&populations& (Smith& 1956),& although&other&
competent& vectors,& such& as& Ae.% polynesiensis% and% Ae.% scutellaris% may& also& be&
responsible& (Vasilakis& 2011).& In& times&past& it&was& considered& a& rural&mosquito,& often&
breeding&in&tree&holes&and&bromeliads&(Higa&2011).&However&it&has&emerged&as&a&highly&
adaptive&mosquito&that&can&now&successfully&breed&in&manYmade&containers,&including&
tyres&and&household& receptacles& (Li&et&al.&2014),& thereby& increasing& its&potential&as&a&
serious&vector&of&dengue&(Brady&et&al.&2014;&Li&et&al.&2014;&World&Health&Organisation&
2012a).&Termed&the&“Asian&Tiger&Mosquito”,&its&range&has&expanded&dramatically&over&
the& last& 30& years,& establishing& in& the& Americas,& Australia,& Africa& and& Europe&
(Lambrechts& et& al.& 2010),& in& part& due& to& the& used& tyre& trade,& ‘lucky& bamboo’& and&
increasing&urbanisation&(World&Health&Organisation&2012a).&Accordingly,&it&is&currently&
expanding&the&boundaries&of&known&dengue&transmission&(Eurosurveillance&2013;&Añez&
&& Rios& 2013).& Yet,& it& appears& that& its& heterogeneous& biting& behaviour& reduces& the&
vectorial& capacity& of& this& vector,& as& it& is& not& principally& responsible& for& large& dengue&
outbreaks& (Brady& et& al.& 2014;& Lambrechts& et& al.& 2010).& Indeed,& across& the& islands& of&




its& presence& may& be& a& crucial& factor& to& dengue& endemicity& among& otherwise& naïve&
human& populations.& Sporadic& incidence& of& similar& arboviral& diseases& such& as&
Chikungunya,&also&highlights&the&geographical&range&of&these&Aedes&species,&and&how&







Additional& Stegomyia%mosquitoes& incriminated& as& competent& vectors& of& dengue& at&
local& spatial& levels& include%Ae.%henselli,%Ae.% furcifer%and&Ae.% luteocephalus,& yet&due& to&





humans,&with&an&extremely& small&proportion& transmitted&vertically& to&mosquito&eggs&
(World&Health&Organisation&2009).&On&rare&occasions,&blood&products&(Oh&et&al.&2015),&
organ&transplantation&(F.&L.YS.&Tan&et&al.&2005)&and&nosocomial&needleYstick&injury&can&




The& extrinsic& incubation& period& (EIP)& is& best& described& as& the& time& necessary& for& a&
newly& infected& mosquito& to& incubate& the& virus& ready& for& subsequent& transmission&
(Chan&&&Johansson&2012).&During&feeding,&the&female&mosquito&ingests&the&virus&with&
the& blood&meal& from&an& infected& human&host& (Scott&&&Morrison& 2010),&marking& the&
beginning& of& the& EIP.& Thereafter,& virus& particles& enter& the&midgut& and& systematically&
migrate&to&all&tissues,&including&the&salivary&glands,&from&which&point&transmission&can&
occur& during& subsequent& bites& (World& Health& Organisation& 2009).& This& time& point&
marks& the& end& of& the& extrinsic& incubation& period,& a& process& that& has& usually& taken&
between&8Y12&days& (Watts&et&al.&1987;&World&Health&Organisation&2009),& and& signals&
the&beginning&of& lifelong& infectiousness& for& the&mosquito& (World&Health&Organisation&
2009).& Factors& affecting& the& EIP& primarily& include:& 1)& ambient& temperature& (Chan& &&
Johansson&2012),&which&if&elevated,&can&reduce&the&EIP&to&as&low&as&5&days&(Ritchie&et&







human& to&become&symptomatic/& infectious,& is& typically&4Y7&days,&with&a&mean&of&5.9&
days& and& a& known& range& of& 3Y& 15& days& (Chan& && Johansson& 2012;& Scott& &&Morrison&
2010).&Upon&entering&the&bloodstream,&virus&particles&infect&immature&dendritic&cells,&
which& travel& to& the& lymph& nodes& upon& maturation& (Guzman& et& al.& 2010).& Upon&










Aedes% vectors& (World& Health& Organisation& 1971).& These& were& based& on& mosquito&
abundance& data& and& used& as& a& proxy& for& transmission& risk.& Some& of& the& earliest&
evidence&for&the&inception&of&such&‘risk&thresholds’&began&to&emerge&with&yellow&fever&
investigations& in& the& 1920s,& when& Connor& et& al.& (1923)& proposed& that& a& mosquito&
container& index& (CI)& (defined& pp.12)& of& <10%& indicated& a& safety& zone& (Connor& &&
Monroe&1923).&Then,&later&in&1956,&MacDonald&et&al&(1956)&proposed&that&a&mosquito&
House&Index&(HI)&(defined&pp.12)&threshold&of&less&than&1&was&indicative&of&low&risk&for&












and& dengue& transmission& thresholds& of& 6& (Chen& et& al.& 1994)& and& 35& (Lin& 1994)&were&





thresholds& are& derived& from& YF& approaches,& these& are& unlikely& to& be& globally&
standardised& and& will& be& heavily& dependent& on& other& contextYdriven& transmission&
factors,& such& as& circulating& herd& immunity,& human& movement,& migration& and&
population& density,& as& well& as& the& fluctuating& abundance& of& mosquito& vectors&




The& limited& flight& range& of& the& Aedes% mosquito,& typically& less& than& 100& metres& in&
dengue& endemic& settings& (Scott& && Morrison& 2010),& contributes& to& the& existence& of&
localised& concentrations& of& the& virus& (dengue& hotspots).& Often,& positive& spatial&
correlations&between&the&index&case&and&subsequent&cases&are&not&found&beyond&100&






that& the& movement& of& people& between& areas& is& more& likely& responsible& for& the&
dissemination&of&dengue&rather&than&mosquito&movement&alone&(Honorio&et&al.&2009;&
Scott&&&Morrison&2010).&Consequently&this&has&led&to&increased&interest&in&mapping&the&
spatial& behaviour& of& humans& as& the& primary& driver& for& the& dissemination& of& dengue&
viruses& (VazquezYProkopec& et& al.& 2010;& Stoddard& et& al.& 2009).& Coupled& with& other&
prevailing& transmission& factors,& such& as& vector& abundance& and& local& herd& immunity,&
 8&
dengue& transmission& still& remains& a& complex& issue& that& requires& further& work& to&




Early& diagnosis& and& treatment&of& dengue& can&dramatically& improve&patient& recovery,&
often& reducing& mortality& to& almost& zero& (World& Health& Organisation& 2012a).& A&
combination&of&clinical&symptoms&and&diagnostic&tools&are&used&to&classify&dengue&into&
dengue&or&severe&dengue,&a&change&from&the&previous&classification&of&dengue,&dengue&
haemorrhagic& fever& and& dengue& shock& syndrome& (World& Health& Organisation& 1997;&
World&Health&Organisation&2012a).&This&has&improved&the&sensitivity&and&specificity&of&
clinical&diagnoses&(Horstick&et&al.&2015)&(Figure&1.3),&although&some&countries&still&use&
the& 1997& definition.& Primary& diagnostic& tools& depend& on& the& detection& of& genomic/&






some& serological& tools& used& to& identify& dengue& infection& alone& cannot& distinguish&
between& virus& serotypes& (World& Health& Organisation& 2012a;& Guzman& et& al.& 2010).&
Accordingly,& case&definitions&are& categorised& into&probable&and& laboratoryYconfirmed&
dengue& (Guzman& et& al.& 2010;& World& Health& Organisation& 2012a)& and& utilise& a&
combination& of& clinical& observations& and& diagnostic& tools.& A& confirmed& dengue& case&
requires&either& isolation&of&the&virus,&detection&of&antigenic/&genomic&components&or&
seroconversion,& but& the& former&methods& can& be& expensive& and& laborious& (Ahmed&&&
Broor&2014).&Probable&case&definitions&rely&on&simpler,&cheaper&methods,&such&as&rapid&
diagnostic&tests&to&detect&the&presence&of&IgM/&IgG,&which&are&often&easier&to&use&and&









Routine& vector& surveillance& is& undertaken& fundamentally& for& two& reasons:& 1)& regular&
surveys& over& time& are& used& to& ascertain& discrete& relative& abundance& changes& in& the&
circulating&vector&population&(World&Health&Organisation&2009);&and&2)&timely&relative&
abundance&surveys&are&used&postYintervention&for&monitoring&and&evaluation&purposes&
(Focks& 2004;& World& Health& Organisation& 2009).& The& requisite& surveillance& differs& in&
both&contexts.&Depending&on&the&sampling&approach,&large&sample&sizes&are&needed&to&




























The& diurnal,& endophillic& nature& of& Aedes% vectors& presents& another& problem& for&
surveillance:& that& transmission& can& take& place& both& in& the& home& and& the&workplace,&
including& other& public& places& such& as& hospitals,& schools& and& parks& (Scott&&&Morrison&
2010).& The& ubiquitous& distribution& of& the& vector& across& these& settings& requires& large&
scale&surveillance&activities,&but&due&to&funding&constraints,&this&is&almost&always&out&of&
reach&(Horstick&et&al.&2010).&Often,&smaller&neighbourhood&areas&become&the&focus&of&
surveillance& efforts,& but& this& practice& results& in& irregularities& in& data& capture,&
geographic& coverage& and& temporal& monitoring,& all& of& which& contribute& to& poorer&
datasets& and& less& robust& surveillance& systems.& Not& to& mention& that& arbitrary&
surveillance& is& time& consuming&and& costly& (Horstick&et& al.& 2010).& In& addition& to& these&
limitations,&mosquito&abundance&is&dependent&on&land&use&i.e.%urban&areas&provide&an&
increased& number& of& breeding& sites& for& Ae.% aegypti% than& rural& areas,& which& can& be&
 11&
highly& variable& across& space.& Clearly,& where& financial& resources& are& abundant,& it& is&
preferred& that& sampling& strategies& systematically& target& all& buildings& within& a& given&





of& Aedes% species& by& luring& mosquitoes& to& deposit& eggs,& or& simply& to& attract& adult&
mosquitoes&for&extermination,&known&as&lethal&ovitraps&(Harwood&et&al.&2015;&Ritchie&
et&al.&2008;&Rapley&et&al.&2009;&Zeichner&&&Perich&1999).&To&be&effective,&ovitraps&must&
contain& water& in& a& bid& to& replicate& natural& breeding& sites& (Zeichner& && Perich& 1999).&
They&may& also& contain& olfactory& and& visual& attractants,& such& as& CO2&(Harwood& et& al.&
2015)&or&hay&infusion&(Perich&et&al.&2003),&and/&or&darkly&coloured&materials&(Ritchie&et&
al.&2008;&Zeichner&&&Perich&1999).&They&are&widely&used&in&regular&surveillance&in&many&
locations&worldwide& and& are& recommended&by&WHO& for& this& purpose& (World&Health&
Organisation&2009).&Although&it&is&common&to&count&the&eggs&in&ovitraps&as&a&measure&
for& vector& abundance,& it& has& been& demonstrated& that& such& uses& may& lead& to&
calculations&that&are&highly&inaccurate&(Focks&2004),&in&part&due&to&the&preference&for&





alternative& (or&cryptic)& containers& (World&Health&Organisation&2009),&which&may&vary&
from& neighbourhood& to& neighbourhood& i.e.& few& available& alternative& breeding& sites&
may& increase& the& number& of& eggs& observed& in& ovitraps,& or& an& increased& number& of&
positive&ovitraps&may&simply&represent&a&tendency&for&female&mosquitoes&to&increase&
skip&oviposition& rates&due& to&greater&breeding& site&availability& (Focks&2004).& In&either&
scenario,&it&is&clear&that&the&number&of&eggs&cannot&be&taken&as&a&true&crossYsectional&
measure& of& prevailing& adult& mosquito& abundance.& Yet,& there& remains& sufficient&
evidence& for& the& application& of& ovitraps& to&monitor& low& level& vector& abundance,& the&






surveillance& programmes& worldwide.& Originating& in& yellow& fever& vector& surveillance,&
mosquito&metrics&were&established&to&quantify&the&breeding&density&of&the&vector&as&a&
proxy&for&adult&abundance&and&therefore&transmission&risk&(World&Health&Organisation&
1971).& This& approach& has& proved&popular& for&Aedes& vectors& due& the& relative& ease& of&
data& capture& when& compared& with& adult& or& ovitrap& sampling& techniques.& Indeed,&
sampling& protocols& are& well& established,& easily& followed& and& available& from& WHO&
(World&Health&Organisation&2009).&&
&
There&are&different&methods&available& to&sample& the& immature&stages.&These& include&
floating& traps& (Harrison& et& al.& 1982),& often& termed& funnel& traps,& which& allow&
practitioners& to&estimate& the&number&of&pupae&or& larvae& in&particular&breeding& sites,&
but&only&after&parameterisation&using& identical&breeding&sites&and&known&numbers&of&
immatures& (World& Health& Organisation& 2009).& Or,& one& can& directly& observe& the&
presence&of& immatures& in&household& containers& to& calculate& the& standard&Stegomyia&
indices& (Focks& 2004).& Such& indices& often& ascertain& the& ratio& of& positive& containers& or&
number&of&pupae&to&the&number&of&houses&or&number&of&people&respectively& (World&




The& Stegomyia% indices& are& among& the&most& commonly& used& for& vector& surveillance,&
and&where& the& household& is& the& sampling& unit,& the& indices& can& be& described& as& the&
following:& Container& Index& =& percentage& of& waterYholding& containers& infested& with&
larvae& or& pupae;& House& Index& =& percentage& of& houses& infested& with& larvae& and/or&











Stegomyia& indices& fails& to& account& for& variation& in& container& productivity,& i.e.% the&




also&a& function&of& the&quality&and&size&of& the&breeding&site&–& larger&water&bodies&are&
often& more& stable& in& terms& of& temperature& and& nutrient& supply& and& are& indeed&
preferred& vector& breeding& sites& (Focks& et& al.& 2006;& Harrington& et& al.& 2008).& As& this&
variation& affects& the& chance& that& immature& stage& Aedes& will& complete& the& cycle& to&
adulthood&(ManriqueYSaide&et&al.&2008),&assessing&the&productive&capacity&of&container&
types&is&an&important&consideration&Y&detail&which&is&lost&among&the&Stegomyia%indices.&
To&address& this,& ‘container&productivity&assessments’&have&been&used& to& identify&and&
subsequently& target& for& control& those& containers& that& are& responsible& for& a& large&
number&of&mosquito&adults.&To&do&this,&L4&stage&larvae&and/&or&pupae&are&quantified,&
because& these& life& stages& represent& the&closest& immature& form& to&an&adult&mosquito&
(Focks&et&al.&2006;&ManriqueYSaide&et&al.&2011;&ManriqueYSaide&et&al.&2008).&Then,&the&













In& parallel& with& the& Stegomyia& indices,& adult& metrics& for& Ae.% aegypti& were& also&
conceived& during& the& yellow& fever& era,& when&metrics& such& as& the& vector& biting& rate&
(bites&per&man&hour&(>2&bites/&man&hour&was&considered&high&risk))&were&commonplace&
(World& Health& Organisation& 1971).& The& primary&means& for& generating& these&metrics&
was&the&employment&of&people&to&expose&themselves&to&biting&mosquitoes,&called&the&
human& landing& catch& (HLC).& Clearly,& this& involved& a& degree& of& risk& for& the& human&
concerned,&given&that&exposure&to&disease&was&also&possible.&While& this&practice&was&
widespread,&these&metrics&were&likely&less&accurate&than&once&thought,&as&biting&rates&
are& dependent& upon& individual& human& characteristics,& such& as& the&microbial& flora& of&
the& skin& (Verhulst&et&al.&2011)&as&well&as& the& individual’s&ability& to&catch&mosquitoes.&
Updated&ethical&guidelines&now&ensure&that&this&practice&cannot&be&undertaken&where&
the& risk& of& exposure& to& disease& is& present& (Williams& et& al.& 2006).& Consequently,& the&
remaining& possible& sampling& strategies& for& adult&mosquito& sampling& and& surveillance&









to& dispense& in& the& field& (Williams& et& al.& 2006).& And& while& light& traps& have& also&
demonstrated&success&with&various&mosquito&species&(Service&2008),&they&are&generally&
not& as& effective& at& collecting& high& proportions& of& Ae.% aegypti,& especially& when&
compared& with& manually& aspirated& collections& using& the& CDCYbackpack& aspirator;&
indeed,& this& is& perhaps& not& surprising& as& this& species& is& a& day& biter.& Furthermore,&
intense&light&at&a&short&range&can&actually&repel&mosquitoes&(Service&2008),&thus&further&
reducing& the& sampling& capacity& of& these& traps.&While& humanYlanding& catches& are& no&




catches,& which& led& to& the& vindication& of& mosquito& aspiration& methods& as& a& viable&




Given& that&bloodYfed&Ae.%aegypti% tend& to& rest& in&homes,&manually& aspirating& them& is&
the& natural& choice.& Indeed,& this& method& collects& a& higher& proportion& of& bloodYfed&
females&when&compared&with&attractant&traps,&which&is&an&important&consideration&if&
investigators& seek& to& ascertain& the& infection& status& of& the& mosquito& population&
(Williams&et&al.&2006).&But&while&adult&sampling&using&aspirators&has&proved&effective,&
limitations&with& this&method& exist.& One& of& the& first& standardised& aspirators,& the& CDC&
backpack&aspirator,&has&been&widely&used&since& inception& (Clark&et&al.&1994),&yet& it& is&
heavy,& restrictive& and& expensive& (Maia& et& al.& 2011).& Equally,& nonYstandardised&
operators& tend& to& bias& the& results& –& a& problem& that& does& not& affect& standalone&
independent& sampling& traps.& Indeed,& such& cumbersome,& bulky& and& noisy& equipment&




lightweight,& easy& to& use,& cheap& to& build& and& repair,& and& aspirates& mosquitoes&
efficiently& (Maia& et& al.& 2011).& When& considering& absolute& mosquito& numbers,& the&
Prokopack& aspirator& is& also& able& to& reproduce& similar& catch& numbers& as& the& CDC&











Without& the& capacity& to& test& for&mosquito& infections,& a&method& to&evaluate& the& true&
impact&of&vector&control&on&interrupting&transmission&between&vector&and&human&(and&
not& only& the& absolute& or& relative& vector& densities),&would& be& lost.&Monitoring& vector&









Nile&Virus& (WNV)& transmission,& and&eliminates& the&need& to& test& for& virus& infection& in&
other& animal& reservoirs& (Burkhalter& et& al.& 2006;& Voge& et& al.& 2013).& However,& virus&
infection&rates&are&often&low,&and&necessitate&large&sample&sizes&(Eisen&et&al.&2009).%
&
While& infection& rates& in& mosquito& vectors& such& as& Anopheles%mosquitoes& are& easily&
quantified&by&microscopy&of&bloodYmeals&from&infected&individuals&(Ndiath&et&al.&2014),&
detecting& the& dengue& virus& in& either& individual& or& pooled& (<100)& Aedes% is& a& time&
consuming&and&expensive&process&(Voge&et&al.&2013;&Eisen&et&al.&2009).&An&alternative&is&
to& isolate& or& extract& the& virus& RNA& via& RTYPCR,& but& this& is& often& not& available& to&
surveillance& laboratories& in& lowYincome& countries,& mainly& due& to& the& large& capital&
required&to&purchase&and&maintain&reagents&and&equipment,&as&well&as&train&personnel&
(Voge&et&al.&2013;&Muller&et&al.&2012).&Yet,&breakthroughs&in&this&field&are&emerging:&NSY
1& rapid& diagnostic& tests& now& demonstrate& an& ability& to& determine& infections& in& both&
individual& and& pooled& mosquitoes& (Voge& et& al.& 2013;& Tan& et& al.& 2011;& Muller& et& al.&
2012);& fieldYbased& PCR& (Polymerase& Chain& Reaction)& platforms& are& a& reality& and&will&
likely& become&more&widely& available& in& the& future& (Pal& et& al.& 2015).& Considering& this&
progress,& the& future& of& vector& surveillance& may& ensure& that& control& efforts& and&
resources& are& better& targeted& to& those& areas& where& dengue& virus& is& currently&
circulating& amongst& the&mosquito& population,& leading& to&more& timely& responses& and&
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2007),& as& this& is& a& function& of& the& probability& of& infection& during& bloodYfeeding&
multiplied&by& the&number&of& exposures.&Additionally,& increased&mosquito&population&
age&increases&the&likelihood&that&infected&mosquitoes&will&deliver&more&infective&bites.&
Therefore& it& follows& that& younger& vector&populations&have&a& lower& vectorial& capacity&
than&older&populations.&However,& this& view& fails& to& take& into&account&ageYdependent&








consideration,& many& have& argued& that& these& processes& would& not& normally& impact&
wildYtype&mosquitoes,&mainly& as& survival& has& not& been& predicted& to& last& beyond& the&
second&gonotrophic& cycle& (MacDonald&1952;& Styer&et& al.& 2007).&Given& these& complex&
considerations,&it&is&clear&that&mosquito&adult&age&is&only&one&of&a&number&of&covariates&
that&could&be&used&to&define&transmission&risk,&and&that&further&research&in&this&area&is&




Mosquito& surveillance& is& undertaken& across&much&of& the&world& (Horstick& et& al.& 2010;&
Pilger& et& al.& 2011).& As& discussed,& there& are& many& factors& that& contribute& to& the&
effectiveness&of& surveillance&programmes.&There& still& exist& some& important&questions&
 18&
that& must& be& answered& for& the& scientific& community& to& adequately& predict& dengue&
outbreaks.& Firstly,& whether& surveillance& technologies& and& practices& can& accurately&
represent& the& true& characteristics& of& the& circulating& mosquito& population.& And&
secondly,& whether& these& surveillance& programmes& are& currently& used& to& warn& of&
forthcoming& dengue& outbreaks& and& indeed& whether& such& methods& are& effective& in&
doing& this.& Coupled&with& the&huge& financial& and&human& resources& required& for& these&






Currently,& interventions& against& dengue& transmission& target& the&mosquito& vector,& as&
this&is&the&only&preventative&form&of&dengue&control&available.&Evidence&for&the&success&
of&these&interventions&is&generally&either&limited&in&number&and/&or&by&epidemiological&
study& design& (Esu& et& al.& 2010;& Erlanger& et& al.& 2008;&Horstick& et& al.& 2010;& Pilger& et& al.&
2010).& Such& a& poor& evidence& base& for& vector& control& interventions& is& most& likely&
because& epidemiological& trials& that& evaluate& vector& control& interventions& suffer& from&
constrained& budgets& and& inadequate& intervention& coverage,& leading& to& unsuccessful&
attempts& at& controlling& the& vector& (Lambrechts& et& al.& 2015;& Morrison& et& al.& 2008).&
Considering& this,& further& evidence& is& required& to& support& or& discourage& the& use& of&
vector&control&tools&to&limit&both&seasonal&and&epidemic&dengue&transmission.&
&
There& are& a& number& of& vector& control&methods& available& to& the& practitioners,&which&




communities,& these& interventions& are& best& implemented& at& the& community& level.&
Unsurprisingly,&success&of&these&interventions&is&highly&reliant&on&the&coordination&and&
commitment&of&those&involved&(Horstick&et&al.&2010;&Lloyd&et&al.&1994;&Azmawati&et&al.&
2013).& There& are& various& types& of& communityYbased& interventions,& but& most& use& a&
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combined&approach&utilising&ITMs&(insecticideYtreated&materials),&residual& insecticides&
in& the& form& of& repellents,& clean& up& campaigns,& water& covers,& and& the& formation& of&




life& cycle& (Horstick& et& al.& 2010).& Yet,& all& dengue& interventions,& either& vertical& or&
communityYbased,& and& insecticidal& or&mechanical,& have&met&with&mixed& success.& For&






control& campaigns& (Horstick& et& al.& 2010).& Yet,& in& light& of& the& absence& of& an& available&







Health& Organisation& 2012a).& The& intervention& can& be& delivered& both& indoors& and&
outdoors&by&teams&using&specialised&equipment&(World&Health&Organisation&2012a).&It&
is& a& highly& visible& approach& and& regularly& used& by& health& authorities& during& dengue&








Fogging& can& be& conducted& either& on& foot& or& by& vehicle.& Outdoor& fogging& is& easy& to&
apply&and&unconstrained&by&household&acceptability,&thus&coverage&of&targeted&areas&is&
often&easier&and&more&complete.&However,&this&approach&may&not&reach&inside&homes&
and& public& buildings,& which& is& where& bloodYfed& vectors,& and& hence& likely& infectious&
mosquitoes,& tend& to& rest& (Renganathan&et&al.&2003;&Perich&et&al.&2000;&Schoof&1967).&
Because& of& this,& there& is&much& debate& around& the& effectiveness& of& this& approach.& In&
spite& of& its& popularity,& little& evidence& exists& to& support& the& effectiveness& of& outdoor&
fogging& against& both& the&mosquito& population& and&dengue& transmission.& It& has& been&
assessed& in& Erlanger& et% al.& (2008)& as& effective& at& reducing& the& Breteau& Index& (BI)&
(Erlanger&et&al.&2008),&and&when&used&periYdomestically,&was&able&to&reduce&immature&
indices&for&short&periods&in&13/15&studies&(Esu&et&al.&2010).&In&addition,&recent&evidence&
demonstrated& that& various& formulations& result& in& 100%& mosquito& mortality& at& 10m&
distance,&and&>50%&mosquito&mortality&at&a&distance&of&50m,&despite&dense&vegetation&
(Karunaratne& et& al.& 2013).& However,& mosquito& mortality& was& assessed& using& caged&
mosquitoes,&which&are&not&able&to&move&away&from&irritant/& lethal&chemicals.&Finally,&
evidence& from& Thailand& suggests& that& this& approach& is& inadequate& for& reducing& the&
number&of&‘secondary’&dengue&cases,&defined&as&cases&arising&within&100m&of&the&index&
case& within& 16Y35& days& of& onset& (Thammapalo& et& al.& 2012),& but& this& observation& is&
overshadowed& by& poor& implementation& of&WHO& standardised& protocols& and& indeed&
the&movement&of&people,&rendering&precision&in&defining&the&origin&of&dengue&infection&
difficult.& While& considered& less& practical& than& outdoor& fogging& for& reasons& of& social&
unacceptability& and& residential& access& (World& Health& Organisation& 2012a)& indoor&
fogging& is& still& preferred& for& targeting& infectious& bloodYfed& mosquitoes.& Indeed,& this&
method& has& proved&more& effective& than& outdoor& fogging& in& quasiYexperimental& field&




fogging& as& a& singly& effective& intervention& (Erlanger& et& al.& 2008).& In& summary,& such& a&











to& effectively& diminish& the& larval& population& (Nguyen& et& al.& 2009).& However,& such&
examples&cannot&be&used&to&support&perifocal&residual&spraying&as&a&standalone&control&




By& contrast,& indoor& residual& spraying& is& used& to& combat& predominantly& endophillic&




(Scott& && Morrison& 2010).& The& insecticide& is& applied& to& walls& and& ceilings& inside&
buildings,& most& often& houses,& remaining& effective& for& up& to& 5& months& and& longer,&
depending&on&the&surface&type&(N'Guessan&et&al.&2010;&Tangena&et&al.&2013).&However,&
although&successful&against&malaria&vectors,&the& impact&of& IRS&on&dengue&mosquitoes&
remains& uncertain,& as& the& vectors& tend& not& to& rest& on& walls,& preferring& instead&
furniture,& fixtures&and& fittings& (World&Health&Organisation&2012a).&Despite& this,& IRS& is&
regaining& status& as& a& preferred& method& of& insecticide& delivery& for& dengue& control&
(Chadee& 2013),& with& notably& improved& results& (VazquezYProkopec& et& al.& 2010).&
Recently,& it& is& has& been& used& in& outbreak& response& programmes,& notably& in&
Queensland,&Australia&(Ritchie&et&al.&2013),&and&is&gaining&vocal&support&of&the&dengue&
community&(Achee&et&al.&2015).&Yet,&few&randomised&controlled&trials&have&assessed&its&





Insecticide& treated&materials& (ITM)& including& curtains& (ITC)& and& water& covers& (ITWC)&
have&met&with&some&success.& In&Kroeger&et%al.,&2006,&pronounced&effects&against& the&
vector& were& observed& when& compared& to& baseline,& however,& due& to& a& proposed&
community& effect,& reductions& were& also& observed& in& control& clusters,& rendering&
differences&between&the&two&arms&statistically& insignificant&(Kroeger&et&al.&2006).&And&
in& Lenhart& et% al.,& 2013,& consistent& statistically& significant& differences& were& notably&
absent&between&intervention&and&control&clusters&(Lenhart&et&al.&2013).&Elsewhere,&ITCs&
have&fared&better.&Where&ITC&coverage&was&highest,&evidence&of&a&significant&reduction&
of& intradomicillary& dengue& transmission& and& reduced& dengueYinfected& Ae.% aegypti%
populations& was& observed& (LoroñoYPino& et& al.& 2013).& Similar& effects& were&
demonstrated& in& Vanlerberghe& et% al.,& 2013,& wherein& authors& reported& a& significant&
reduction& in& the& Breteau& Index& after& 6&months,& but& only&when& coverage&was& 70.5%&
(Vanlerberghe& et& al.& 2013).& Impact& reduced& to& statistically& insignificant& levels& when&






broadYspectrum& insecticides,& and& in& this& sense& is& a& particularly& ‘green’& approach.& In&
addition,& while& vertical& implementation& is& feasible& (indeed,& necessary& for& the&
generation& of& large& quantities& of& biological& control& agents),& usually& the& community&
administers& this& approach,& leading& to& localised& vector& control& and& empowerment& of&
discrete& human& populations.& However,& the& evidence& in& support& of& biological& control&
methods& is& often& mixed,& while& limitations& regarding& sustainability& and& acceptance&
abound&(Lazaro&et&al.&2015;&Han&et&al.&2015).&Larvivorous&copepods&are&often&cited&in&
Vietnam& as& a& particularly& effective& control& method,& in& fact& so& effective& that& it& also&
reduces&dengue&incidence&(&Vu&et&al.&2005;&Kay&&&Nam&2005;&Nam&et&al.&2012).&In&Vu&et%







Furthermore,& operational& restrictions,& such& as& the& necessary& reYapplication& of&
copepods&to&containers,&drastically&reduce&the&potential&for&this&method&as&a&longYterm&
sustainable&control& tool& (Lazaro&et&al.&2015).&Authors&of&a& recent& review&suggest& that&
the& lack& of& effectiveness& of& this& approach& in& other& contexts& is& likely& due& to& poor&
communityYparticipation& (Lazaro& et& al.& 2015),& probably& because& drinking&water&must&
be& seeded& with& these& agents,& which& understandably& breeds& suspicion& and& poor&
acceptance& among& communities.& Ultimately,& the& review& concludes& that& there& is& no&
strong& evidence& to& recommend& copepods& as& an& effective& biological& control& method&
against&dengue&vectors,&given& the&widespread& failure&of& this&approach& in&many&other&





Historically,& fish&have&been&used&synergistically&as&a& form&of&biological& control& in& rice&
paddies.& Indeed,& fish& are& known& to& predate& on& mosquito& larvae& (World& Health&
Organisation&2009),&while& those&that&predate&on&Aedes% larvae& include&guppies,&perch&
and&carp& (Han&et&al.&2015).&Accordingly,& this&approach& is& listed&as&a&potential&dengue&
control&method&by&the&World&Health&Organisation&(World&Health&Organisation&2009).&
However,& in& a& recent& review,& the& evidenceYbase& in& support& of& these& methods& was&
critically& assessed&and&demonstrated& that& there& is:& 1)& very&weak,& limited&evidence& in&
support&of&this&approach&to&reduce&dengue&incidence;&2)&no&evidence&to&support&this&as&
an& effective& communityYlevel& tool& to& reduce&Aedes% larvae;& and& 3)& only& experimental&
evidence& to& support& this& as& a& viable& approach& in& some& container& types& (Han& et& al.&
2015).& Indeed,& until& further& evidence& emerges,& this& method& should& not& be&
recommended&as&a&reliable&method&of&dengue&vector&control&at&the&community&level,&






regions,& have& historically& used& topical& repellents& to& ward& off& bloodYsucking& insects.&
There& are& a& myriad& of& laboratory& and& semiYfield& studies& demonstrating& a& repellent&
effect& against& different& heamatophagus& mosquitoes,& including& Ae.% albopictus,& using&
various& insecticidal& compounds& (Chattopadhyay& et& al.& 2013;& Kalyanasundaram& &&
Mathew& 2006;& Yap& et& al.& 1998;& Ogoma& et& al.& 2012).& Indeed,& recent& evidence& for& a&
variety&of&effective&natural&and&synthetic&compounds&against&Ae.%aegypti% is&beginning&
to& emerge& (Sanghong&et& al.& 2015;& Yu& et& al.& 2015;& Kumar&2014).&As&with&most& vector&
control,& the& effect& of& these& compounds&must& be& twoYfold:& 1)& they&must& reduce& the&
mosquitoYhuman&biting/&contact&rate;&and&2)&they&must&limit&transmission&and&thereby&
reduce&the&incidence&of&disease.&A&recent&systematic&review&and&metaYanalysis&of&the&
effect& of& topical& repellents& on& malaria& incidence& evidenced& no& effect& in& reducing&
malaria& cases& (Wilson& et& al.& 2014).& Indeed,& no& epidemiological& studies& have& been&




The& combination& of& vector& control& tools& to& optimise& allocation& of& resources& is& often&
cited& as& the&most& practical& and& costYeffective& vector& control& method& (World& Health&
Organisation&2012a).& Indeed,& integrated&vector&management& (IVM)&emerged&as&most&
effective& at& controlling& dengue& vectors& in& the& review& article& by& Erlanger& et% al.,& 2008&
(Erlanger& et& al.& 2008),& and& is& widely& recommended& by& the& international& community&
(World& Health& Organisation& 2012a;& World& Health& Organisation& 2015).& In& a& recent&
review,&integrated&control&methods&were&found&to&be&more&effective&than&standalone&








• Integration& of&mixed& vector& control&methods& alongside& allied& disease& control&
measures&(World&Health&Organisation&2015).&
• Data&driven&decision&making& through&operational& and&academic& research& into&






Indeed& it& is& highly& likely& that& integrated&management& techniques&will& be& adapted& to&
include& vectors& of& additional& diseases,& especially& where& synergies& between& certain&
vectorYborne& diseases& are& clearly& apparent.& Recent& research& suggests& that& these&





resistance& is& becoming& more& prevalent& across& a& number& mosquito& species& and&
insecticide& classes& –& two& classes& in& particular:& pyrethroids& and& organophosphates&
(Ranson&et&al.&2010;&Rodriguez&et&al.&2007).&Resistance&to&these& insecticides& is& largely&
seen& in&mosquitoes& and&black& flies,& but& less& so& in& other& vectors,&where& reproductive&
rates& are& slower& (tsetse& flies& and& triatomine& bugs)& (Hemingway& && Ranson& 2000;&
Andrade&&& Junior&1990).&This& is&predominantly&due& to& the&nature&of&mosquitoes&as& r%
species,& –& those& that& reproduce& quickly& and& in& large& numbers& –& as& beneficial&
evolutionary&genotypes&are&able&to&emerge&within&populations&due&to&the&sheer&weight&
of&numbers&over&short&time&periods.& Indeed,&mosquito&species&have&been&exposed&to&
insecticidal& pressures& for& a&number&of& years& from&varied& sources& and&arguably& these&
selection& pressures& are& the& result& of& a& combination& of& factors:& 1)&widespread& use& of&
these&insecticides&in&the&agricultural&sector&(Overgaard&2006)&2)&sole&reliance&on&these&
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classes& to& form& the& foundation& of& a& wide& variety& of& vector& control& interventions&
(Ranson&et&al.&2010),&and&3)&an&abundance&of&poor&quality&spray&formulations&(World&
Health& Organisation& 2001).& Clearly,& the& emergence& of& insecticide& resistance& in&
medically&important&vectors,&in&particular&mosquitoes,&has&major&consequences&for&the&
incidence&of&vector&borne&disease&(Ranson&et&al.&2010).&As&a&result,&novel&formulations&
and& alternate& strategies& to& disseminate& insecticides& are& needed& and& are& currently&




in& the& Caribbean& and& Latin& America,& and& is& becoming& increasingly& resistant& to&
pyrethroids&and&organophosphates,&notable&for&their&use&in&space&spraying,&insecticide&




not& yet& as& widespread& as& resistance& to& the& former& two& classes.& Temephos,& an&
organophosphate&with&low&mammalian&toxicity,&was&widely&used&against&the&larvae&of&
Ae.% aegypti% during& early& control& programmes& and& remains& in& use& today,& however&
resistance&in&this&vector&has&become&common&throughout&many&Latin&American&strains&
of&Ae.%aegypti%(Alvarez&et&al.&2014;&Rodriguez&et&al.&2007).&Recent&research&elsewhere&
has&also&documented& resistance& to&other&organophosphates,&and& indeed&carbamates&
(Koou&et&al.&2014),&possibly&due&to&widespread&use&of&these&in&domestic&preparations&
and&against&other&insects&in&urban&areas.&Clearly,&in&terms&of&controlling&the&vector,&this&
has& a& knockYon& effect.& Indeed,& in& some& situations,& resistance& mechanisms& have&
reduced&the&effectiveness&of&vector&control&tools&(Grisales&et&al.&2013;&Marcombe&et&al.&
2011).&As&a&result,&it&has&even&been&argued&that&some&control&measures&that&result&in&
sustained& exposure& to& insecticides,& should& be& reduced& (Luz& et& al.& 2011).& Luz& et% al.%
(2011)&argue&that&approaches&such&as&continuous&larval&control&actually&contribute&to&
emerging& resistance,& thus& negatively& impacting& the& effectiveness& of& adult& mosquito&
control,&thereby&reducing&the&cost&effectiveness&of&these&outbreak&control&tools&(Luz&et&
al.& 2011).& Yet,& it& still& remains& unclear& whether& emerging& and& prevalent& insecticide&
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resistance& will& negatively& impact& entomological& outcomes& in& the& field,& and& thereby&
have& a& knockYon& epidemiological& impact,& as& observed& for& Anopheles& (Strode& et& al.&
2014).&&
&
As&with& all& insecticideYbased& approaches,& there& should& be& available&means& to& detect&
increasing& resistance& and& reducing& effectiveness& over& time& (Hemingway& et& al.& 2006;&
Ranson& et& al.& 2010;& Russell& et& al.& 2014).& To& combat& emerging& resistance,& insecticide&
resistance& should& first& be& quantified.& Standardised& insecticide& resistance& bioassay&
methodologies& are& well& documented& among& the& international& community& (World&
Health&Organisation&2013),&while&the&recently&developed&insecticide&quantification&kit&
can&be&used& to& take&a& snapshot&of& the&prevailing& insecticide&dosage&on&a&wall&at&any&













Based& on& this& desire& for& repellents,& there& has& been& renewed& interest& in& ‘spatial&
repellents’& and& recent& research& has& pursued& the& development& of& novel& repellent&
formulations&to&repel&mosquitoes&from&the&entire&home.&This&forms&one&side&of&what&is&
called& the& ‘PushYPull’& strategy,&where&mosquitoes& are& repelled& or& ‘pushed’& from& the&
home& and& lured& or& ‘pulled’& to& attractant& lethal&mosquito& traps,& thereby& altering& the&




In& experimental& settings,& 58%& and& 70%& of&mosquitoes&were& deterred& from& entering&
experimental&huts&using&metofluthrin&coils&and&DDTYtreated&fabric&respectively&(Achee&
et& al.& 2012).& Importantly,& this& method& utilises& insecticide& quantities& far& lower& than&
necessary&for&toxicity&(Achee&et&al.&2012),&suggesting&that&repellency&is&being&achieved.&
In& support& of& this,& lab& studies& have& also& shown& dosageYdependent& repellent& effects&
(Chattopadhyay& et& al.& 2013).& However,& it& remains& to& be& seen& whether& repellent&
interventions& are& able& to& impact& mosquito& behaviour& prior& to& blood& feeding,& and&
indeed& whether& this& would& affect& dengue& transmission& (Manda& et& al.& 2013).&
Significantly,& feasibility& studies&would& also& need& to& be& conducted& and& as& yet& remain&
absent&(Chattopadhyay&et&al.&2013).&&
&
The& ‘pull’& part& of& the& ‘pushYpull’& mechanism& still& requires& further& research.& While&
evidence& behind& attractant& technologies& and& reagents& for& dengue& vectors& is&
strengthening& (Harwood& et& al.& 2015;& Hoel& et& al.& 2015),& these& are& largely& laboratoryY
based&or&‘proof&of&concept’&studies.&FieldYbased&evidence&is&urgently&needed&to&assess&






their& application.& A& notable& example& currently& deployed& in& research& capacities&
worldwide& is&based&on&a&variation&of&the&sterile& insect&technique&(Alphey&et&al&2012),&
defined& as& a&method& to& limit& the& reproduction& of&wildYtype&mosquitoes& through& the&
release& of& genetically& engineered& or& biologically& altered& (irradiated& or& infected)&
mosquitoes& (OléronYEvans& 2014).& Researchers& genetically& engineer& and& release&male&






development&of& the& f1&generation& from& larval& to&pupal& form,& leading& to& the&death&of&
the& larva& (Alphey& && Alphey& 2014)& and& in& this& manner,& is& able& to& dramatically& crash&
mosquito&populations.&In&the&context&of&an&outbreak,&this&would&mean&destroying&the&
next& generation& of& mosquitoes& thereby& disrupting& the& cycle& of& humanYvector&
transmission&(Harris&et&al.&2012).&However,& the&approach&does&not&target&those&adult&
mosquitoes&already&infected&and&currently&transmitting&dengue,&while&it&can&be&costly&
due& to& the& intensive& labour& requirements& of& separating& newly& emerged&males& from&
females,&prior&to&release.&Field&trials&are&onYgoing.&
&
A& second& novel& approach& utilises& symbiotic& bacteria& that& are& known& to& render&
mosquitoes& refractory& to& dengue& infection,& and& thus& act& as& a& ‘dengue& vaccine’& for&
mosquitoes.&Wolbachia%pipientis,&an&endosymbiotic&bacterium,&is&able&to&reduce&adult&
Ae.%aegypti%longevity&and&interrupt&dengue&infection&(Walker&et&al.&2014).&In&addition,&
the& bacterium& can& be& transmitted& vertically& to& next& generations& (Lambrechts& et& al.&
2015).&This&technique&could&rapidly&disrupt&dengue&infection&in&wild&type&mosquitoes,&
thus& serving& as& a& control& tool& for& mosquito& populations,& but& crucially,& with& the&
possibility& of& longYterm& fixation& in& the& vector& population& (Hoffmann& et& al.& 2011).&
However,& the& technique& has& not& yet& been& deployed& operationally& and& still& requires&
further& evaluation,& preferably& in& a& randomised& controlled& setting& (Lambrechts& et& al.&
2015).&However,&due&to&the&cost&of&this&approach,&a&number&of&observational&studies&








DENV& serotypes& across& multiple& study& populations& (da& Costa& et& al.& 2014).& Further&





bullet& for& dengue& control.& Indeed,& recent& research& indicates& that& baseline& immune&





eradication& or& indeed& elimination&would& almost& certainly& need& to& be& bolstered&with&






produce& reliable& trends& (Reddy& 1977).& Standard&monitoring& techniques& used& for& the&
collection&of&meteorological& data&provide& a& ready& source&of& reliable& information,& yet&
these&data&do&not&necessarily&correspond&with& the&area&of& interest& (Hii&et&al.&2012a).&
Also,& underYreporting& and& indeed& lag& times& associated& with& data& capture& further&
confuse&epidemiological&trends.&Any&number&of&variables&could&be&contributing&to&the&







(Ross& 1910)& and& latterly& developed& by& MacDonald& in& 1957& (MacDonald& 1957).& The&
multiple&variations&of&the&RossYMacDonald&malaria&model&has&encouraged&the&use&and&
development&of& the&Entomological& Inoculation&Rate& (EIR)&and&vectorial&capacity,&with&
the& concurrent& inclusion& of& standard& epidemiological& theory& such& as& the& basic&
reproductive& number& (R0)& (Smith& et& al.& 2012).& Yet,& compared& with& the& centuryYold&
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modelling& history& for&malaria,& dengue&modelling& still& remains& in& its& infancy.&Much&of&
the& transmission&dynamics& concepts&now&applied& to&dengue&were& initially&developed&
for&yellow&fever&and&transferred&to&dengue&between&1920&and&1980&(Connor&&&Monroe&
1923;&Macdonald& 1956;& Soper& 1967;& Cornet& et& al.& 1968;& Brown& 1977;&World& Health&






Modelling& DENV& outbreak& prediction& is& hampered& by& two& main& factors:& poorly&
evidenced/& defined& outbreak& definitions& and& inadequate& alarm& surveillance& systems&
(Badurdeen&et&al.&2013;&J.&Harrington&et&al.&2013).&This&is&partly&due&to&the&complexity&
and& variability& of& vector& borne& disease& outbreaks& (Brady& et& al.& 2015),& as& models&
struggle& to& estimate& variable& metrics& that& are& central& to& transmission& (Favier& et& al.&
2005).&Yet&alarm&data&are&routinely&captured&across&many&dengue&endemic&countries&
(Badurdeen& et& al.& 2013),& even& if& these& methodologies& require& improvement.& By&
identifying& fluctuations& in& such& covariate& (alarm)& data,& these& variables& may&
demonstrate& predictive& qualities& that&warn& of& forthcoming& outbreaks.& Consequently,&






Improvements& in& modelling& dengue& transmission& dynamics& have& been& forthcoming,&
with& a& number& of& recent& papers& describing& retrospective& correlations& observed&
between& meteorological& and& epidemiological& variables& and& subsequent& outbreaks,&
often&using&comprehensive&retrospective&datasets&(Hii&et&al.&2009;&Hii&et&al.&2012a;&LiuY
Helmersson& et& al.& 2014;& Phung& et& al.& 2015).& Indeed& these& build& on& earlier&modelling&
efforts&that&were&able&to&parameterise&for&discrete&contexts&and&populations,&both&of&
which& often& exhibit& heterogeneity& in& herd& immunity& and& ultimately& transmission&
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dynamics& (Focks&et&al.&1995).&Yet,& these&models& tend& to& focus&on&small& spatial&areas,&
often& because& coarser& resolution& approaches& are& beset& by& problems& of& spatial& and&
temporal& inconsistencies& (Brady& et& al.& 2015).& However,& this& should& not& deter& the&
pursuit&of&models&that&may&sensitively&predict&forthcoming&outbreaks,&as&the&benefits&
are& multiYfold,& and& include& reducing& the& enormous& economic& burden& (Stahl& et& al.&





the& alphavirus,& chikungunya& (CHIKV).& CHIKV& has& reYemerged& as& a& substantial& public&
health&concern&(Burt&et&al.&2012)&and&now&poses&a&threat&to&many&naïve&populations&in&
lowYincome&nations&(Burt&et&al.&2012).&Currently,&the&global&burden&of&CHIKV&remains&




would& not& ordinarily& be& a& concern,& however& clinical& symptoms& are& very& similar& to&
dengue& and& therefore& tend& to& bias& dengue& incident& cases& considerably.& Modelling&
techniques&should&aim&to&collect&coincident&CHIKV&and&DENV&cases&to&ensure&that&the&







fundamental& scientific& questions,& in& particular,& they& focus&on& evaluating& intervention&
effectiveness&and&the&mechanism(s)&behind&it&(Armstrong&et&al.&2007).&They&are&able&to&
do& this& by& drawing& on& the& current& scientific& evidence& base& available& in& the& public&





The& specific& aim& of& a& systematic& review& is& to& consolidate& and& interpret& existing&
scientific& evidence,&which& is& done& in& an& equitable,& replicable& and& systematic&manner&
(Higgins&&&Green&2015).&These&considerations&ensure&that&the&methodologies&used&can&
be&adequately&followed&to&reproduce&the&same&results,&thereby&validating&the&research&
(Higgins& && Green& 2015).& Important& methodological& tools& that& specifically& aid& this&
process& include& the& use& of& Boolean& operators& amongst& free& text& terms& that& help&
unambiguously&focus&the&search&area&of&interest&(Higgins&&&Green&2015).&These&search&
constructs&shape&the&search&by&casting&a&‘net’&around&the&data&of&interest.&Researchers&
can& either& cast& a& wider& net& using& broader& search& constructs& that& will& capture& any&
publication& distantly& related& to& the& question& of& interest,& or& use& a& narrower& search&
construct&to& immediately&focus&on&a&widely&researched&niche&area,&thereby&excluding&
many& related& but& ultimately& irrelevant& articles.& Once& past& this& stage,& inclusion/&
exclusion&criteria&are&used&to&provide&a&filter&to&ensure&that&the&results&best&represent&
the& area& and& question& of& interest,& and& importantly,& include/& exclude& certain& study&
designs& (Jackson& et& al.& 2004).& This& approach& is& particularly& useful& as& it& allows&




Summarising& the& available& evidence& is& desirable& for& both& health& practitioners& and&
scientists&due& to& the&wealth&of&expanding&and&evolving& information&within&any&given&
field&(Mulrow&1994).&Equally,&synthesising&data&from&a&variety&of&related,&but&inherently&
disconnected& studies& remains& a&particularly& difficult& task& (Antman&et& al.& 1992),& given&
that:&a)&many&studies&may&be&missed&during&the&search&process;&b)&the&various&effect&
measures&between&studies&may&be& incomparable;&c)&study&designs&will&vary& (some&of&
which& are& more& robust& than& others)& (Jackson& et& al.& 2004);& d)& sample& sizes& vary&
dramatically& and& e)& population& level& effects& smooth& the& variation& between&
demographics&(Mulrow&1994).&These&factors&tend&to&confuse&the&picture,&as&scientists/&
practitioners& alike& cannot& adequately& quantify& such& heterogeneous& study&
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characteristics&(Jackson&et&al.&2004)&or&indeed&weight&studies&accordingly,&without&the&
use& of& appropriate,& technical& software& (Armstrong& et& al.& 2007).& Naturally,& for& these&
reasons& alone,& it& has& become& increasingly& important& that& systematic& protocols& and&
tools&are&used&to&enable&the& impartial& revision&and&synthesis&of&existing& literature,&to&
arrive& at& an& evidenceYbased& conclusion.& After& all,& these& results& will& inform& the& next&
phase& of& field& development& and& provide& overarching& recommendations& on& hugely&





reviews& by& amalgamating& quantitative& data& from& individual& publications& (Mulrow&
1994).& Usually,& software& (Review&Manager& (RM))& is& used& to& generate& forest& plots& of&
measures& of& effect,& calculated& either& within& RM& using& original& summary& statistics&
(mean,&standard&error,&confidence&interval),&or&the&available&published&metrics&(Higgins&
&& Green& 2015).& Importantly,& the& forest& plot& utilises& comparable& outcome&measures&
and&is&able&to&weight&each&study&according&to&the&study&sample&size&(Egger&et&al.&1997).&
This&enables&the&reader&to&easily&assess&the&relative&impact&of&any&given&study,&as&well&
as& consider& the& overarching& conclusion,& drawn& from& statistically& combining& the&
















theses& of& students,& feature& in& grant& applications& and& are& conducted& before& primary&
research.&They&help&clarify&prevailing& trends&and&possible& future&goals.&Yet,& literature&
reviews& are& distinctly& different& from& systematic& reviews,& as& the& former& suffers& from&
many& forms& of& bias& and& inconsistency.& Indeed,& they& also& suffer& from& the&
preconceptions&of&the&reviewer.&Conversely,&as&already&highlighted,&systematic&reviews&
are&designed&to&minimise&such&bias.&For&this&reason,&systematic&reviews&are&much&more&
valuable& than& their& counterparts,& in& that& they&are&able& to&both& shape&and&define& the&
current&status&quo,&as&well&as&influence&future&research&avenues.&Without&them,&some&
important& topics& would& still& remain& controversial,& including:& 1)& the& positive& role& of&
statins& in& cardiovascular& disease& (Taylor& et& al.& 2013);& 2)& the& effectiveness& and& safety&
profile&of&the&MMR&vaccine&(Demicheli&2014);&and&3)&the&impact&of&insecticide&treated&
bed&nets&in&reducing&malarial&childhood&morbidity&and&mortality&(Lengeler&2004).&Such&
influential& systematic& reviews& and& metaYanalyses& ensure& that& science& is& fairly&
appraised,& relevant,& accessible& and& provides& direction& for& future& research& for& those&
scientists& who& contribute& to& the& field& and& practitioners& who& rely& on& it& to& make&
informed&decisions.&
&
The! IDAMS! Consortium! M! International! Consortium! on! Dengue! Risk! Assessment,!
Management!and!Surveillance!(www.idams.eu)!
Broadly& speaking,& IDAMS& is& a& EUYfunded& colloquium& of& international& experts&
established& to& improve& dengue& policy.& It& is& one& of& three& EU& consortia& funded&
simultaneously& for& research& on& dengue,& to& develop& new& and& innovative& tools& to&
augment&existing&global&dengue& control& strategies& (Jaenisch&et& al.& 2013).& The&project&
duration&is&5&years,&running&from&2012&–&2016,&and&is&divided&into&6&Work&Packages.&&
&
This& thesis& is& a& product& of& work& wholly& within&Work& Package& 3,& entitled& “Effective,&
affordable& and& evidenceYbased& dengue& early& warning& and& response& systems”.&Work&








1. To& conduct& a& systematic& review& to& identify& and& assess& dengue& vector&
surveillance&methods&as&used&currently& for& routine&entomological&monitoring,&
and&assess& the&value&of& the& indices&used&for&predicting&dengue&outbreaks&and&
monitoring&the&impact&of&the&response.&
2. To& systematically& review& the& literature& for& impact& of& vector& control& on&
entomological& indices&and/&or&dengue& incidence,&and&conduct&a&metaYanalysis&
to&analyse&and&interpret&the&findings.&
3. To&undertake& a& randomised& controlled& trial& to& evaluate& the& impact& on& vector&
populations& of& a& range& of& existing& and& novel& dengue& vector& control&
interventions,&with&specific&relevance&to&outbreak&response.&









































dengue&transmission,& routine&sampling&of&mosquito&vector&populations& is&common& in&
dengueYendemic& countries& worldwide.& This& study& examined& the& evidence& from&




From&a& total& of& 1205&papers& identified& in&database& searches& following&Cochrane&and&




3& were& classed& as& weak& study& designs.& & Eleven& of& eighteen& studies& generated&
Stegomyia& indices& from& combined& larval& and& pupal& data.& & Adult& vector& data& were&
reported& in& only& three& studies.& Of& thirteen& studies& that& investigated& associations&
between&vector&indices&and&dengue&cases,&4&reported&positive&correlations,&4&found&no&
correlation&and&5&reported&ambiguous&or&inconclusive&associations.&Six&out&of&7&studies&




There& was& little& evidence& of& quantifiable& associations& between& vector& indices& and&
dengue& transmission& that&could& reliably&be&used& for&outbreak&prediction.&This& review&
highlighted& the& need& for& standardized& sampling& protocols& that& adequately& consider&
dengue& spatial& heterogeneity.& & Recommendations& for& more& appropriately& designed&
studies& include:& standardized& study& design& to& elucidate& the& relationship& between&
vector& abundance& and& dengue& transmission;& adult& mosquito& sampling& should& be&






are& at& risk& of& infection,& 75%& of& whom& live& in& the& AsiaYPacific& region& (World& Health&
Organisation&2012a).&It&has&been&confirmed&in&128&countries&worldwide&(World&Health&
Organisation& 2012a;& Brady& et& al.& 2012)& and& can& cause& major& social& and& economic&
consequences&(Luz&et&al.&2011;&Underagga&et&al.&2013;&Shephard&et&al.&2013;&Halalsa&et&
al.&2012;&Martelli&et&al.&2011).&Dengue&is&transmitted&by&Aedes&mosquitoes,&primarily&by&
the& highly& urbanYadapted& vector& Aedes% aegypti,& and& a& secondary& vector& Aedes%
albopictus% (Lambrechts& et& al.& 2010).& Ae.% aegypti& thrives& in& the& manYmade& urban&
environment,& particularly& in& deprived& communities& where& water& storage& is& routine,&
sanitation&is&poor&and&nonYbiodegradable&containers&accumulate.&
&
The& abundance& of& dengue& vector& species& as& well& as& dengue& transmission& generally&
show&seasonal&variation.&Depending&on&the&local&ecology,&these&patterns&can&be&in&part&
driven&by&meteorological&parameters&such&as& rainfall&and&temperature& (Barrera&et&al.&
2011;& Campbell& et& al.& 2013).& Vector& surveillance& is& recommended& by&WHO& and& is& a&
routine&practice&in&many&dengueYendemic&countries&to&provide&a&quantifiable&measure&
of& fluctuations& in& magnitude& and& geographical& distribution& of& dengue& vector&
populations,& ultimately& with& the& purpose& of& predicting& outbreaks& and& evaluating&
control& (World& Health& Organisation& 2009).& The& standard& protocol& relies& on& the&
Stegomyia& indices,&which& sample& the& immature&mosquito& stages& (larvae& and& pupae)&
alone& (Focks& 2004).& & This& approach& was& developed& over& 90& years& ago& (Connor& &&
Monroe& 1923)& for& yellow& fever,& a& markedly& different& infection& (zoonotic& in& origin&
though&ultimately&transmitted&between&humans&by&Ae.%aegypti)&during&a&very&different&
era&(i.e.%in&terms&of&urbanization&levels&and&human&population&densities).&Focks&(2004)&
questioned& the& reliability& and& sensitivity& of& the& Stegomyia& indices& because& they&
correlate& poorly& with& abundance& of& adult& mosquitoes,& (i.e.& the& actual& vector& stage)&
which& should& be& sampled& directly& (Focks& 2004).& Focks& and& others& recommended&
sampling& adult& mosquitoes& directly& or& indirectly& via& pupal/demographic& surveys&
(calculating&a&pupae&per&person/area&index,&defined&as&the&number&of&pupae&divided&by&










2009).& Variations& in& sampling& protocols& are& common& and& can& lead& to& significant&
variations&in&indices:&e.g.&sampling&may&be&carried&out&indoors&or&outdoors&only,&or&at&
both& locations;& the&presence&of&cryptic&breeding&sites&may& lead&to&underYsampling&or&
complete&omission&of&certain&sites;&failure&to&distinguish&Aedes%aegypti/albopictus&from&
other& common& mosquito& species,& or& from& each& other,& may& lead& to& overestimates.&&
Little& is& known& about& the& relationship& between& differing& proportions& of& the& various&
sampled& larval& instars& and& the& accuracy& of& these& data& as& proxy& measures& of& adult&
mosquito& abundance& (Focks& && Chadee& 1997).& Finally,& although& ovitraps& (waterYfilled&
pots&in&which&Aedes%aegypti&lay&their&eggs)&are&widely&used&as&a&simple&sampling&tool,&
Focks& (Focks& 2004)& showed& very& convincingly& that& their& reliability& is& limited& to&
indicating&vector&presence&or&absence.&
&
Despite& these& doubts,& many& dengue& control& authorities& worldwide& routinely& collect&
vector&population&data&based&on&these&indices,&although&the&mathematical&relationship&








risk?;&2)&what&are& the&mosquito&densities&necessary& to&achieve& that&goal?;&3)&what& is&
the& best& way& to& measure& entomological& risk?;& 4)& at& what& geographic& scale& are& the&
41&
components& of& dengue& transmission& important?& While& a& number& of& mathematical&
models& have& explored& the& value& of& thresholds& or& rates& of& change& in& the& vector&
population&for&the&prediction&of&dengue&outbreaks&(Focks&et&al.&2001;&Ellis&et&al.&2011),&
these&knowledge&gaps&remain&and&continue&to&hinder&progress&(Andraud&et&al.&2012).&




Effective& dengue& surveillance& and& early& warning& systems,& using& information& from&
multiple& epidemiological& sources,& are& an& important& goal& for& numerous& countries&
worldwide.& To& determine& the& value& of& vector& surveillance& for& such& systems,& the&





The&aim&of& the& study&was& to&evaluate& the&potential& value&of&vector&or&entomological&
survey& data& for& dengue& surveillance& by& examining& the& evidence& from& studies& that&
investigated&quantitatively&the&relationship&between&vector&indices&and&dengue&cases.&
The&specific&objectives&were:&










standard& methodologies& (Centre& for& Reviews& and& Dissemination& 2009;& Moher& et& al.&
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2009).& The& databases&WHOLIS,& PubMed,& EMBASE,& LILACS& and&Web& of& Science& were&
searched& using& the& Medical& Subject& Heading& (MeSH)& “dengue”& followed& by& the&
Boolean&operator&“and”&combined&with&one&of&each&of&the&following&‘free&text’&terms&
in&succession:&‘entomological&surveillance’,&‘oviposition&trap’,&‘house&index’,&‘container&
index’,& ‘Breteau& index’,& ‘pupal& index’,& ‘pupal& survey’,& ‘adult& collection’,& ‘sticky& trap’,&
‘aspirator& collection’,& ‘resting& collection’,& ‘landing& collection’,& ‘vector& density’.& The&
reference&list&of&each&of&the&included&studies&was&also&searched,&and&“grey&literature”&
was&sought&by&communication&with&authors&for&cited&unpublished&documents.&
Results& were& collated& in& EndNote& (EndNote& X5,& Build& 7473)& where& abstracts& were&














for& the& duration& of& a& dengue& outbreak)& in&
conjunction&with& number& of& reported&dengue&
cases&
Studies& with& only& one& outcome& of& interest&
(entomological&surveillance&OR&dengue&cases);&
&
Any& study& type& with& all& empirical& data&
gathered&within&the&same&time&period&
Opinion& papers;& review& articles;& retrospective&
analyses& comparing& data& generated& at&
different&time&points&








The& following& definition& was& used& for& the& term& ‘vector& surveillance’:& “Any& onYgoing&
surveillance& of& entomological& indices,& including& larval& indices& (House& Index& (HI),&
Container&Index&(CI),&Breteau&Index&(BI)),&pupal& indices&(Pupal&Productivity&Index&(PPI)&
and&other&variations),&oviposition&trap&data&and&data&from&adult&mosquito&collections&





extraction& stage&using& the&Quality&Assessment&Tool& for&Quantitative&Studies& (QATQS)&
(National& Collaborating& Centre& for& Methods& and& Tools& 2008).& QATQS& provides& a&
recognized&standardized&method&to&assess&study&quality&by&assigning&scores&based&on&
possible& selection& bias,& study& design,& confounders,& data& collection& methods,&
intervention&integrity&and&statistical&analyses.&This&ensured&each&study&could&be&ranked&





The& information& extracted& included& first& author,& year& of& publication,& year& of& study,&
population&size,& study&design,& indices&and&case&definitions,& study&objectives,&duration&


















Regarding& the& 84& studies& excluded,& the& most& common& reasons& for& exclusion& were:&
study& duration& less& than& 3& months& (22& studies);& absence& of& a& reliable& dengue& case&
definition&(21&studies);&use&of&datasets&that&did&not&correspond&temporally&or&spatially&
(19& studies).& Note& that& although& such& dislocated& spatial& comparisons& were& not&
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captured&by& the&exclusion& criteria&originally&defined& (simply&because& it&had&not&been&
expected),& exclusion& at& this& point& was& considered& to& be& valid.& Other& reasons& for&
exclusion&were:&measurement&of&only&one&outcome&(i.e.&vector&or&dengue&cases&only:&9&




18& studies& reviewed& are& summarised& in& the& supporting& data& files& (Appendix& 1,&
Appendix&2).&&
&
The& origin& of& the& data& used& in& analyses& differed& between& studies.& & Some& generated&
novel& data& as& an& integral& part& of& the& study,& thus& ensuring& complete& or& independent&
control& over& the& quality& of& the& data& obtained,& while& others& obtained& existing& or&
retrospective& data& from&external& sources,& including& local& surveillance& data& (e.g.& local&






Fourteen& studies& were& longitudinal,& two& were& caseYcontrol,& one& was& an& ecological&
study& (as&defined&by& the&unit&of&analysis)&and&one&was&a&vector&control& intervention.&
Applying&QATQS&(National&Collaborating&Centre& for&Methods&and&Tools&2008),& fifteen&
studies& (1,3Y6,8Y14,16Y18)& scored& 3& (defined& as& a& weak& study),& two& studies& (2,15)&
scored&2&(a&moderate&study&design)&and&one&study&(7)&scored&1&(a&strong&study&design)&
(Appendix&2).&In&the&latter&study,&Chadee&and&colleagues&(7)&used&controls&matched&on&





eighteen& studies& generated& indices& for& immature& stages& of& the& vector& by& collecting&
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combined&larval&and&pupal&numbers&to&calculate&either&the&CI,&HI&or&BI&(1Y5,7,8,10,13Y
15.& One& of& these& (10)& combined& Ae.% aegypti& and& Ae.% albopictus& data.& Four& studies&
sampled&only&larvae&(6,9,17,18).&
!
Table! 2.2.& Details& of& vector& sampling& methods& used& and& correlation& of& vector& indices& with&
dengue&transmission&in&the&studies&reviewed.!!
All&studies&reported&Ae.%aegypti%alone&unless&indicated&otherwise.&HI&=&House&Index&(%&houses&
with& larvae& and/or& pupae);& CI& =& Container& index& (%&waterYholding& containers&with& larvae& or&
pupae);&BI&=&Breteau&index&(no.&positive&containers&per&100&houses&inspected);&BImax&is&defined&
as& the& highest& or& ‘maximum’& block& level& BI& in& a& neighbourhood;& Pupal& index& =& pupae& per&
person/premise&defined&as&no.&pupae&divided&by&the&number&of&residents/&premises.&&









classed& as:& ‘+’& positive& association;& ‘M‘& no& association;& ‘+! M‘& ambiguous& association;& ‘~’&
inconclusive&or&weak&association.&&


























1% Sanchez%et$al.,%2010.%   ! ! % % ! ✓! ! Block;%N’hood% ~%
2% Sanchez%et$al.,%2006.% ! ! ! ! % % ! ✓! ! Block;%N’hood% +%
3% Chadee,%2009% ! ! !  pupae/%person% % ! ! ✓! Premise% +%
4% Pham%et$al.,%2011% ! ! !  % % ! ✓! ! Premise% +%
5% Gurtler%et$al.,%2009%  ! !  % % ! ✓! ! N’hood;%City% ~%
6% Katyal%et$al.,%2003% " " "  % % ! ! ! % ~%
7% Chadee%et$al.,%2005%   !  % % ! ! ✓! Premise*% +/]%
8% Romero]Vivas%&%Falconar,%2005% ! ! !  pupae/%premise% % ! ! ✓! Premise% ]%
9% Foo%et$al.,%1985%  " "  % % ! ✓! ! Premise% ]%
10% Sulaiman%et$al.,%1996%  !# !#  % % ! ✓! ! City%zone% +/]%
11% Honorio%et$al.,%2009%     % ✓% ✓! ! ! Premise% ]%
12% Rubio]Palis%et$al.,%2011%     % ✓% ! ✓! ! Premise% +%
13% Lin%&%Wen,%2011%   ! ! % % ! ! ✓! %District;%Min%admin%unit% +/]%
14% Chaikoolvatana%et$al.,%2007% ! ! !  % % ! ! ✓! Village% ~%
15% Chadee%et$al.,%2007%  ! !  % % ! ! ✓! County% ~%
16% Correa%et$al.,%2005%  
  
 % ✓% ! ! ! District;%%Trial%%area% +/]%
17% Fernandez%et$al.,%2005% " " "  % % ! ! ! Premise% +/]%
18% Arboleda%et$al.,%2012%   "  % % % % % 0.25%km2% ]%
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Thirteen# studies# reported# the# location# of# the# immature# stage#mosquito# samples:# six#
studies# sampled# both# indoor# and# outdoor# containers# (3,7,8,13@15),# while# seven#
searched# indoor# containers# only# (1,2,4,5,9,10,12).# Thus,# where# reported,# all# studies#
included#indoor#sampling.#





using# a# range#of# different# statistical# approaches.# Seven# studies# calculated# regression#
coefficients# (9,10,12,13,16@18),# two#calculated# rate# ratios# (4,11),#one#calculated#odds#
ratios# (2)# and# two# calculated# the# G@test# for# significance# (5,9).# One# study# used# only#
specificity,#sensitivity#and#positive#and#negative#predictive#values#(1).#
The#spatial#unit#of#analysis,#an# important#consideration# in#dengue#epidemiology# (see#




Four# studies# reported# statistically# significant# positive# relationships# between#
entomological#indices#and#dengue#incidence#(2@4,12).#Of#these,#only#one#sampled#adult#





Sanchez# (2006)# (2)# conducted# a# case# control# study# using# two# geographical# units# for#
analysis,# blocks# (units# of# approximately# 50# houses)# and# neighbourhoods# (each#
containing# approximately# 9# blocks).# Any# block# or# neighbourhood# with# at# least# 1#
confirmed# case# was# considered# positive,# while# a# control# was# defined# as# a# block# or#
neighbourhood#without# confirmed# cases.# HI# and# BI#mean# values#were# “consistently,#
substantially# and# significantly# higher”# in# blocks# with# dengue# cases# compared# with#
control# units.# An# odds# ratio# (OR)# of# 3.49# (p<0.05)# for# dengue# transmission# was#
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In# Trinidad,# Chadee# (2009)# (3)# compared# retrospective# routine# entomological#
household# data# with# concurrent# entomological# data# taken# from# confirmed# dengue#
households,# using# a# cardinal# points# approach# (i.e.$ the# ‘index’# house# plus# the# four#
adjacent# houses# at# its# cardinal# points).# Chadee# found# that# significantly# more# (P# <#







meteorological# data# from# central# Vietnam,# between# 2004# and# 2008.# They# found#




In# Venezuela,# Rubio@Palis# et# al.# (2011)# (12)# used# a# simple# regression# analysis# to#
investigate# correlations# between# vector# indices,# climatic# variables# and# dengue#
incidence# for# the# period# 1997@2005.# Analyses# indicated# a# significant# relationship#










Within# these# four# studies# was# some# additional# evidence# that# observed# changes# in#
vector#indices#might#be#useful#for#the#prediction#of#impending#dengue#transmission#or#
outbreaks.#In#Cuba,#Sanchez#(2006)#(2)#reported#that#blocks#with#BImax#(defined#as#the#
highest#or# ‘maximum’#block# level#BI# in#a#neighbourhood)#values#greater# than#4#were#
significantly#more#likely#to#record#positive#cases#in#the#following#month,#and#had#a#3@5#




cases# two# months# later,# indicating# that# the# magnitude# of# outbreaks# might# be#
predictable# to# some# extent# following# periods# of# rainfall.# Pham# et$ al.# (2011)# (4)#
confirmed#an#association#between#dengue#transmission#and#periods#of#higher#rainfall#




A# further# five# studies# (7,10,13,16,17)# reported# ambiguous# evidence# of# associations,#
both# positive# and# negative,# between# entomological# data# and# dengue# cases.# In# Belo#
Horizonte,#Correa#et$al.$(2005)$(16)#found#a#5#@7#fold#increase#in#mean#monthly#dengue#
incidence#where# the# ‘infestation# rate’# (defined#as#house# index)#was#“between#1.33%#
and#2.76%#and#equal#to#or#higher#than#2.77%#when#compared#to#areas#showing#0.45%#
or#less”,#although#it#was#unclear#whether#or#not#this#was#statistically#significant.##They#
reported# a#weak# and# insignificant# correlation# between#HI# and#dengue# cases# (R=0.25#




cases#were# located# in# areas#where# BI#was# greater# than# 10,# although# BI# and# dengue#




Four# studies,# from#Malaysia# (9),# Brazil# (8)# and# Colombia# (8,18)# found# no# statistically#
significant# relationships#between#entomological# indices# and#dengue# cases.# Foo#et$al.$
(1985)# (9)#observed#a#positive#but#non@significant# association#between#dengue# cases#
and#HI#and#BI,#which#they#suggested#might#have#been#influenced#by#the#small#sample#
size,# the# presence# of# Ae.$ albopictus# and# socio@demographic# factors.# Honorio# et$ al.$
(2009)# (11)# found# no# significant# associations# between# recent# dengue# cases# and# Ae.$
aegypti# densities# and# proposed# that# infections# received# outside# the# home# were#
responsible.# In# Colombia,# Romero@Vivas# and# Falconar# (2005)# (8)# reported# distinct#
positive# temporal# correlations# between# the# larval# density# index# and# pupal# density#
index# (p<0.005)#and#a#negative#association#between#the# larval#density# index#and#egg#
density#index#(p<0.01);#however,#they#found#no#correlation#between#any#of#the#larval,#
pupal# or# adult# indices#with# either# rainfall# or# dengue@like# cases.# The# spatial#model# of#
Arboleda# et$ al.# found# no# indication# that# the# BI# was# in# any#way# correlated#with# the#
dengue#cases#or#those#areas#predicted#as#‘suitable’#(18).#
#
In# the# remaining# studies# (1,5,6,14,15)# a# variety# of# mixed,# inconclusive# or# weak#
associations#were#reported.#Gurtler#et$al.#(2005)#conducted#analyses#on#the#effect#of#a#
given#intervention#on#mosquito#indices#but#not#on#dengue#cases#(5).#Although#Katyal#et$




the# ‘macro’# level.# Despite# the# absence# of# statistical# analysis,# Chaikoolvatana$ et$ al.#
(2007)# (14)# reported# a# suggestive# link# between# dengue# haemorrhagic# fever# (DHF)#
during#peak#annual#rainfall#months#and#high#abundance#of#mosquitoes.#Chadee#et$al.#
(2005)# observed# ambiguous# associations,# with# BI# partially# correlating# with# dengue#
fever#cases#for#two#out#of#three#years#(15).#As#in#their#earlier#study#at#the#same#Cuban#
location# (2),# Sanchez#et# al# (1)# reported# that#while#BImax≥4#was# a#useful# predictor# for#










transmission# was# recorded# when# BI# values# were# lower# than# the# widely# accepted#
transmission#threshold#of#5.#Notably,#in#a#study#in#Trinidad,#‘high’#transmission#(25@40#
cases# for#75%#of# sample# ‘cycles’)# took#place# in#areas#with# relatively# ‘low’#abundance#
(~BI<5)#while,#conversely,#a#consistently#higher#BI#of#5.4#in#neighbouring#areas#did#not#
result# in# dengue# cases# (7).# In# Rio# de# Janeiro,# the# BI# did# not# correlate# with# dengue#













With# worldwide# dengue# transmission# levels# at# an# all# time# high,# predicting# dengue#
outbreaks# in# advance# of# their# occurrence# or# identifying# specific# locations# where#
outbreak# risks# are# highest# is# of# critical# importance.# This# review# considered# the#
evidence# that# changes# in# vector# populations# can# be# correlated# with# dengue# virus#
transmission# and#whether# or# not#monitoring# fluctuations# in# vector# indices#might# be#
employed#to#provide#reliable#advance#warning#of#impending#dengue#outbreaks.#
#
Eighteen# studies# that# had# the# potential# to# provide# evidence# of# any# association#
between#vector#indices#and#dengue#incidence#were#identified#and#examined.#Notably,#
only#4#studies#utilized#new#data#on#both#vector#indices#and#dengue#cases#collected#de$
novo$ as# an# integral# part# of# the# study.# # More# common# was# a# reliance# on# local#
government@level# records# for# the# dengue# case# data,# a# practice# that# potentially#
introduces# error# or# bias# for# number# of# reasons.# # First,# hospital# reports# are# prone# to#




case# data.# Third,# differences# between# the# geographic# location# of# the# vector# and#
dengue# case# data,# or# between# the# spatial# units# from# which# each# was# originally#
calculated,# would# result# in# a# geographic# mismatch# or# mask# potential# relationships,#
respectively.###
#






al.# 2012).# # The# effective# area# of# such# key# ‘pockets’# or# ‘hotspots’# is# likely# to# be#
determined#by#dispersal#of# the#vector# (Yoon#et#al.#2012;#Schafrick#et#al.#2013)#which#
itself# can#vary#over# time# (Duncombe#et#al.#2013),#and# is# influenced#by#house#density#
(Kroeger#et#al.#2006)#and#by#human#movement#within#and#beyond#the#infection#cluster#
(Stoddard#et#al.#2009).#Consequently,#in#studies#attempting#to#correlate#vector#indices#





residential# areas# alone# as# increasingly,# evidence# indicates# that# only# a# proportion# of#
dengue#infections#are#transmitted#in#the#individual’s#own#home,#with#many#infections#
(possibly# the# majority)# resulting# from# bites# by# virus@infected# mosquitoes# at# other#
houses,#schools,#workplaces#or#numerous#locations#remote#from#the#home#(Stoddard#





Returning# to# the# studies# examined# in# this# review,# the# fact# that# there# was# no# clear#
indication# of# any# consistent# association# between# vector# indices# and# dengue# cases# is#
not#unexpected,#given#the#diverse#and#mostly#weak#study#designs.# #One#study# found#
there#was#no#apparent#increase#in#vector#indices#coinciding#with#what#was#the#largest#
increase# in# dengue# fever# cases# of# all# areas# studied# (13),# while# in# another,# dengue#
transmission# remained# low# despite# exceptionally# high# vector# indices# (17).# In# studies#
where#correlations#were#calculated#for#HI,#BI#and#dengue#cases,#regression#coefficients#





reviewed#were# published#more# than# three# years# after#WHO# acknowledged# that# the#
56#
traditional#Stegomyia#indices#were#inadequate#for#the#measurement#of#dengue#vector#
abundance# (World# Health# Organisation# 2000).# In# the# two# studies# included# in# this#









exposure# to# dengue# transmission# (Focks# 2004).# # Of# the# four# studies# reviewed# that#





Sampling# adult# female# Aedes$ aegypti# is# a# relatively# simple# task,# though# it# can# be#
limited# by# the# fact# that#mosquito# numbers# often# remain# low#during# outbreaks# (Goh#
1997).# # Nonetheless,# it# is# possible# to# aim# to# sample# adult# mosquitoes# as# a# routine#
procedure#with#minimal#additional#training#and#resources.#A#number#of#novel#sampling#
devices#(Maciel@de@Freitas#et#al.#2008;#Barrera#et#al#2013;#Ritchie#et#al.#2014)#offer#the#
potential# to#monitor#vectors#during#outbreaks# (Ritchie#et#al.#2013)#and#at# the#spatial#
scale#required#to#accurately#sample#populations#of#Ae.$aegypti$(Barrera#2011).#Simple#
affordable#low@tech#tools#that#enable#localized#sampling#of#adult#Ae.$aegypti#and#other#
mosquito# vectors# are# available,# with# initial# studies# demonstrating# their# ease# and#
effectiveness# in# comparison#with#older#methods# (Mai# et# al.# 2011;#Vazquez@Prokopec#
2009).# In#Brazil,# routine#sampling#of#Ae.$aegypti#adults#with#gravid# traps#deployed#at#
relatively# low# densities# was# used# to# identify# high@risk# localities# which# were# then#
targeted# for# vector# control# [68,69].# This# ‘Intelligent# Dengue#Monitoring’# system#was#
reported# to# have# prevented# over# 27,000# dengue# cases# over# two# ‘dengue# seasons’#






PCR# or# NS1,# have# not# been# available# until# recently,# that# vector# infection# rates# with#
dengue# virus# are# of# the# order# of# 1%# even# in# areas# where# transmission# is# on@going#
(Ritchie#et#al.#2013;#Mammen#et#al.#2008;#Garcia@Rejon#et#al.#2008;#Yoon#et#al.#2012)#
and# the# cost# of# running# the# large# numbers# of# tests# to# detect# meaningful# infection#
levels# could# be# considered# prohibitive# for# many# authorities.# Nonetheless,# routine#
screening#for#dengue#virus#of#trapped#adult#female#Aedes$aegypti# is#possible#and#has#
been# incorporated# into# the# routine# surveillance# program# in# Belo# Horizonte,# Brazil#
(Figueiredo#et#al.#2013).#The#relatively#low#dispersal#rates#of#Ae.$aegypti#as#compared#





surveillance# programmes# would# demand# significant# sustained# investment,# but# the#




dengue# transmission.#A#number#of# studies# reported#dengue# transmission#at#BI# levels#
below#the#currently#accepted#threshold#of#5#(Figure#2.2)#(2,7,9@11)#or#when#the#HI#was#
below# 1%# (Goh# et# al.# 1987;# Koh# et# al.# 2008).# Elsewhere,# Focks# proposed# a# pupal#
productivity#index#of#0.25#as#a#threshold#for#dengue#transmission#in#Honduras#(Focks#et#
al.#1995),#yet#in#Brazil#dengue#transmission#occurred#at#PPI#levels#of#0.15#(Pilger#et#al.#
2011).# While# the# desire# for# a# single# globally# applicable# transmission# threshold# is#
understandable,# it# seems#unlikely# that# such#a# threshold#exists,# given# the# variety# and#
complexity#of#other#parameters#that#potentially# influence#the#risk#of#outbreaks#today#





at# different# locations# and# in# different# contexts,# and# while# they# must# be# calculated#
independently#at#each#location#(Kuno#1995;#Sommerfeld#&#Kroeger#2012).#Moreover,#
empirically# defining# thresholds,# which# must# be# expected# to# be# dynamic,# rising# and#
falling#as#the#susceptibility#of#the#local#population#changes,#will#require#comprehensive#






In# spite# of# reference# searches# and# use# of# grey# literature,# publication# bias# will# likely#
remain# given# the# very# nature# of# a# systematic# review.# However,# we# also# sought# to#
further# limit# the# effect# of# bias# by# placing# no# restriction# on# language,# and# those#
languages#encountered#were:#English,#French,#Portuguese,#Spanish#and#Chinese.#
Additionally,# one# should# be# cautious#when# interpreting# these# data# due# to# the# study#
design#of#the#18#articles.#As#defined#by#QATAS#assessment#methods,#study#design#was#







Despite# the#widespread#practice#of#collecting#vector#population#data,# the# review#has#





other# countries# that# have# recently# experienced# major# dengue# outbreaks,# this# is#
59#
disappointing.# Yet# it# is# also# indicative# of# the# lack# of# basic# knowledge# of# dengue#
epidemiology,# in# particular# with# regard# to# transmission,# and# poorly# implemented#
surveillance# methodologies.# Clearly,# these# are# major# knowledge# gaps# that# require#
attention# with# a# degree# of# urgency# and# the# following# research# priorities# are#
recommended:#
• The# relationship#between#vector#population#abundance#and#dengue# transmission#
remains# unknown# and# should# be# quantified.# # Studies# should# aim# to# collect# new#
vector#and#clinical#datasets#carefully#matched#temporally#and#spatially.#Given#that#
epidemiology#will# vary# considerably#between#different# contexts#and#geographical#
localities,#multiple#locations#should#be#investigated.##
• The# ideal# and# most# powerful# approach# would# be# for# a# series# of# coordinated#
studies,#to#be#carried#out#in#multiple#locations#worldwide,#as#exemplified#by#recent#
examples# (Morrison# et# al.# 2004).# # To# facilitate# such# studies,# and# ensure# higher#
power# in# individual# and# combined# datasets,# the# development# of# a# standardized#
study#design#and#protocols#is#a#priority.#
• Independent#spatial#entities#(districts)#are#also#strongly#encouraged#to# investigate#
the# relationship# independently.# Many# dengue@affected# areas# (cities,# districts# or#
similar#spatial#units)#are#likely#to#have#substantial#historic#vector#and#dengue#data#
that#potentially#may#be#suitable#for#appropriate#analysis.#




• While# the# need# for# a# standardized# reliable# definition# of# a# dengue# outbreak# has#
already# been# stated# elsewhere# (Runge@Razinger# et# al.# 2008),# research# into# the#








• Relationship#between# larval,#pupal#and#adult#stages#of# the#vector#population#and#
the# factors# influencing# adult# emergence# rates# remain# poorly# understood.# # The#
paucity# of# fundamental# knowledge# of# the# ecology# of#mosquito# vectors# generally#
and# the# need# for# basic# studies# has# been# advocated# elsewhere# (Ferguson# # et# al.#
2010;# Godfray# 2013)# and# is# true# for# Ae.$ aegypti$ and# Ae.$ albopictus.# A# greater#
understanding#of#the#ecology#of#dengue#vectors#is#essential.#
#
In# the# absence# of# definitive# evidence# that# dengue# vector# surveillance# data# can#
contribute# to# the# prediction# of# dengue# outbreaks,# it#might# be# tempting# to# consider#
abandoning# the# practice# altogether.# However,# this# would# be# a# rash# and# premature#
judgment.# At# the# very# least,# this# systematic# review# has# demonstrated# that# the#
potential# of# vector# surveillance# data# has# not# yet# been# evaluated.# Indeed,# its# full#
potential# will# not# be# apparent# until# its# contribution# to# a# complete# predictive#model#
incorporating# all# other# covariates# influencing# dengue# epidemiology# have# been#
considered.# That#will# not# be#possible# until#multiple# high#quality# studies# investigating#
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Vector# control# tools# are# thought# to# impact# dengue# vectors# sufficiently# to# reduce#
dengue#transmission,#however#evidence#to#support#this# is# lacking.#Further#research#is#




979# records#were# identified# following# searches;# 41#were# included# in# this# systematic#
review,# of# which# 19#were# analysed# in#meta@analyses.# Inclusion# criteria# included# any#
study#design#that#included#the#outcomes#mosquito#indices#and/#or#dengue#incidence.#
Reduced# odds# of# dengue# incidence#were# observed# for# house# screening# (Pooled# OR:#
0.22# (95%# CI# 0.05,# 0.93)).# The# odds# of# dengue# incidence# were# also# reduced# in# one#
study#for#community@based#environmental#management#(OR#0.22,#(95%#CI#0.15,#0.32)).#
Among# cluster@randomised# controlled# trials# (CRCT),# 3# community@based# combination#
interventions# significantly# impacted#mosquito# indices:# Breteau# Index# (BI)# Rate# Ratio#
(RR)#0.48#(95%#CI#0.26,#0.89);#BI,#RR#0.65#(95%#CI#0.52,#0.81);#BI,#Mean#difference#(MD)#
@4.66# (@5.89,# @3.43).# Insecticide# treated# curtains# did# not# significantly# reduce# the# BI:#
Pooled# MD# @25.16# (95%# CI# @76.03,# 25.71).# Among# non@RCTs:# community@based#
larviciding# significantly# reduced# the# rate#of# dengue# incidence# in# intervention# groups,#
RR# 0.19# (95%# CI# 0.12,# 0.30).# Fogging# significantly# reduced# the# circulating# mosquito#




House# screening# is# supported#by# suggestive# evidence# that# it# can# reduce# the#odds#of#
dengue# incidence.#Community@based#combination#campaigns#can#significantly# impact#
vector#metrics,#with# some# evidence# that# they# can# also# impact# dengue# transmission.#
Limited# evidence# exists# for# the# impact# of# outdoor# fogging# on# circulating# mosquito#
populations,#and#further#research#is#required#to#establish#whether#this#translates#into#
an#impact#on#dengue#incidence#
# # # #65#
INTRODUCTION, ,
#
Dengue# is# showing# signs# of# emergence# in# temperate# latitudes# (Tomasello# &#
Schlagenhauf#2013;#Eurosurveillance#2013;#Añez#&#Rios#2013;#Messenger#et#al.#2014)#
and# is# a# particular# threat# to# many# of# the# international# mass@gatherings# that# are# a#
feature# the#modern# era,# such# as# the# FIFA#World# Cup# and# the#Olympics,# or# religious#
gatherings# like# the#Hajj,# although# the# fear# of# large#outbreaks# and# subsequent# global#
spread#from#such#events#has#not#yet#been#realised#(Shibl#et#al.#2012;#M.#E.#Wilson#et#al.#
2014).# Despite# considerable# effort# and# undoubted# progress# (Da# Costa# et# al.# 2014;#
Osorio#et#al.#2014;#Capeding#et#al.#2014),#a#protective#vaccine#for#tourists#and#endemic#
communities# is# not# yet# available.# Consequently,# dengue# remains# unique# among# the#
major#vector@borne#diseases,#in#that#prevention#from#infection#can#only#be#achieved#by#








indirectly# (e.g.# house# or# environmental# improvements# that# lead# to# reduced# vector#
breeding).# Also,# consideration# is# given# to# whether# they# depend# on# skilled# staff# or#
dedicated#resources#(equipment,#insecticides,#transport)#(vertical#approach)#in#order#to#
be# delivered# effectively,# or# whether# affected# communities,# empowered# through#
education# and# advocacy,# can# mobilize# and# mount# effective# control# operations#
independently# (community@led).# Hence,# source# reduction# can# be# achieved# via# a#
horizontal#or#community@based#approach#with#householders#and#communities# taking#
responsibility,# supported# by# education# and# social# mobilization.# Space@spraying# and#
larviciding# on# the# other# hand,# require# trained# personnel# to# deliver# potentially# toxic#
insecticides#using# specialized#equipment#and#are#dependent#on#vertical#municipality@
driven#vertical#programs#(World#Health#Organisation#2009).#




! ! ! !67!
As! discussed! in! Chapter! 1,! in! dengue5affected! communities! worldwide,! immature!
vector! populations! are! targeted! through! the! elimination! of! potential! breeding! sites,!
typically! by! collection! of! purposeless! or! discarded! containers! in! ‘clean5up’! or!
environmental! management! campaigns,! while! functional! sites! are! either! covered!
(water! storage! containers),! drained! (gutters! or! channels)! or! treated! with! an!
appropriate! insecticide!(usually!referred!to!as! ‘larviciding’)!or!biological!control!agent!






by! space5spraying! or! fogging! with! insecticide,! delivered! either! outside! or! inside! the!
home,! with! the! aim! of! drastically! reducing! the! vector! population! at! the! time! of!
delivery.!This!method!is!not!designed!to!deliver!effective! levels!of! insecticide!residue!
on! treated!surfaces,!and!must!be! repeated!at! intervals! that!coincide!with! the!vector!
life!cycle,!if!the!outbreak!continues!(World!Health!Organisation!2009).!!!
!
A! number! of! reviews! have! examined! the! evidence! for! the! effectiveness! of! some!
methods!(Erlanger!et!al.!2008;!Pilger!et!al.!2010;!Esu!et!al.!2010;!Horstick!et!al.!2010).!
Erlanger! et% al.! (2008)! (Erlanger! et! al.! 2008)! reviewed! data! on! the! effectiveness! on!




reviews! (Esu!et!al.! 2010;!Pilger!et!al.! 2010)! focused!on!peri5domestic! space! spraying!
and! concluded! that! there! was! no! evidence! to! support! its! use! in! dengue! outbreak!
control,! either! as! a! standalone! intervention! or! in! combination! with! other!
interventions.!Horstick!et%al.!(2010)!(Horstick!et!al.!2010)!also!found!no!evidence!for!a!
demonstrable! effect! of! vector! control! on! entomological! indices! and! concurrently!
identified! specific! weaknesses! in! funding,! management,! staffing! and! community!
engagement,! all! of! which! conspired! to! lower! operational! standards! and! ultimately!
! ! ! !68!
restrict!any!likelihood!of!success.!
!
Today,! dengue! outbreaks! occur! frequently! worldwide,! and! many! local! authorities!
continue! to! implement! existing! vector! control! strategies,! whether! or! not! they! have!
confidence! in! the!potential! for! success.!A!particular!need! in! at! risk! communities! are!
tools!that!can!be!deployed!to!respond!rapidly!to!the!growing!number!and!intensity!of!
dengue! outbreaks.! ! What! are! the! best! dengue! vector! control! tools?! Are! previous!
dengue!control! failures! the! result!of! low!operational!and!management! strategies,!or!
are! the!available! tools!simply!not!effective?! !A!systematic! review!was!undertaken!to!





To! systematically! review! randomized! and! non5randomized! studies! to! evaluate! the!




Table! 3.1! displays! the! eligibility! criteria.! Studies! that! presented! data! for! a!minimum!
duration! of! 3! months! were! included,! as! this! was! deemed! necessary! to! be! able! to!
demonstrate! sustained! impact! on! the! vector! population! and,! if! measured,! a!
subsequent! impact!on!dengue!transmission.! In!addition,!only!studies!published!since!
after!1980!were!considered!eligible!for!inclusion,!for!a!number!of!reasons.!The!period!
after! 1980! saw! the! expansion! in! urban! populations! worldwide,! notably! in! the! less!
developed! countries!where!migration! from!urban! to! rural! areas!dramatically! altered!
the!urban!to!rural!population!ratio!(Alirol!et!al.!2011;!Gubler!2002).!This!also!was!the!
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San!Martin!et!al.!2010).!!The!authors!are!cognisant!of!the!achievements!prior!to!1970,!
such! as! the! ambitious! yellow! fever! program! when! Aedes% aegypti! populations! were!
significantly!diminished!or!eliminated!across!most!regions!of!Latin!America,!primarily!
by! peri5focal! spraying! with! DDT! and! source! reduction! (World! Health! Organisation!
2012ab;! World! Health! Organisation! 2012aa;! Simmons! et! al.! 2012;! Soper! 1967).! On!
balance,! it!was! concluded! that! the! control! tools! available! before! the! 1980s! and! the!
environments! in!which!they!were!carried!out,!were!not!pertinent!to!the!challenge!of!
dengue! control! in! urban! environments! of! the! 21st! century,! based! on! the! significant!
logistical,! sociological! and! epidemiological! changes,! concomitant! with! the! rise! of!
insecticide!resistance!in!vector!populations!(Ranson!et!al.!2010;!Luz!et!al.!2011).!






Study!design! Any! randomised! or! non5
randomised!study!design.!!
Review! articles! or! opinion!
papers!







used! for! >3! months! for! the!
duration!of!the!outbreak!!
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Dengue! cases! reported! either!




Other! Papers! published! from! 1980!
onwards!
Papers!published!pre51980!














Citation! Index! were! searched! using! the! Medical! Subject! Heading! (MeSH)! “dengue”!
followed!by!the!Boolean!operator!“and”!combined!with!the!following!‘free!text’!terms!
“epidemic”! and! further! combined! in! succession! with:! ‘threshold’! ‘sentinel’! ‘early!
warning’! ‘case!management’! ‘vector! control’! ‘DDSS’! ‘space! spraying’! ‘indoor! residual!
spraying’! ‘fogging’! ‘integrated! vector! management’! ‘IVM’! ‘source! reduction’!
‘container’! ‘larvicide’! ‘repellent’! ‘insecticide’! ‘adulticide’! ‘fumigant’! ‘aerial! spraying’!










eligibility! was! unclear,! additional! data! were! unpublished! or! the! article! was!
inaccessible.!Each!article!was!scrutinized!to!detect!multiple!publications!from!the!same!
trial;!such!publications!were!included!as!a!single!study.!!
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Data(Extraction(
LRB!and!PJM!independently!extracted!data!according!to!an!agreed!checklist!(Appendix!
3)! and! differences! were! discussed.! Trial! characteristics! and! risk! of! bias! information!
were! extracted! along! with! outcome! data.! For! each! randomized! controlled! trial,! we!
extracted! the! number! of! human! individuals! randomized! and! the! number! of! human!
individuals! analysed! for! each! treatment! group.! For! dichotomous! outcomes,! we!
extracted! the!number!of! individuals!experiencing! the!event! in!each! treatment!group!
for! each! study.! For! continuous! outcomes,! such! as! mosquito! indices,! we! extracted!
means! and! standard! deviations! (where! presented)! or!medians,! interquartile! ranges,!




Using! a! pre5piloted! form,! LRB! and! PJM! independently! assessed! risk! of! bias! and!









non5randomized! studies,! LRB! and! PJM! used! the! Quality! Assessment! Tool! for!
Quantitative! Studies! (Thomas! 2004)! (Appendix! 4).! This! ensured! each! study! could! be!
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study! reports.! Where! possible,! we! stratified! analyses! by! intervention,! outcome,!
measure! of! effect! and! study! design.! For! multi5arm! trials,! data! from! numerous!
intervention! groups! were! pooled.! For! multi5arm! trials,! data! from! numerous!
intervention!groups!were!pooled.!We!calculated! trial5level! results! (i.e.!MD,!RR!or!OR!
and!standard!error![SE])!and!pooled!them!using!random5effects!inverse5variance!meta5
analysis!to!account!for!large!variability!present!between!studies.!Results!are!presented!
in! forest! plots.! Sub5group! analyses!were! used! to! stratify! studies! that! used! different!
and/!or!combination!interventions.!
!
Heterogeneity! was! assessed! using! the! I2! test! statistic,! the! chi5squared! test! (P<0.10!
indicated! possible! significance! due! to! the! low! power! of! the! test)! and! by! visual!
inspection!of!the!forest!plots!to!identify!overlapping!confidence!intervals.!
!
When! heterogeneity! was! detected,! possible! causes! were! explored! using! subgroup!
analyses!and!predefined!covariates.!!
!
Subgroup! analyses!were! planned! to! explore! potential! sources! of! heterogeneity:! (i.e.!
effect! of! seasonality,! mosquito! spp.,! duration! of! intervention,! coverage);( analyses!
were!not!carried!out!because!of!the!low!number!of!studies!in!analyses.!Similarly,!pre5






Figure! 3.2! displays! the! flow! diagram.! A! total! of! 960! records! were! identified! by! the!
search,! plus! 19! from! other! sources! (Figure! 3.2).! After! removing! duplicates,! 582!
citations!were!screened,!of!which!480!were!excluded.!The!full! texts!of!the!remaining!
102! records!were!assessed!and!61!articles!were!excluded.!The! reasons! for!exclusion!
were:! incomplete! data! on! intervention! or! dengue! cases! (18! studies);! study! was! a!
review,!non5peer!reviewed!report!or!mathematical!model!(14!studies);!no!intervention!
was!carried!out!(eight!studies);!undefined!or!inadequate!dengue!case!definition!(three!
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studies);!intervention!or!outbreak!duration!was!less!than!3!months!(10!studies);!study!
included! only! one! required! outcome! (three! studies);! study! preceded! 1980! (three!
studies);!time!series!data!collection!not!reported!(two!studies);!in%situ%experiment!(one!
study).!Forty5one!studies!were!included!in!the!review!(Appendix!5)!(1541).!
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Characteristics(of(Included(Studies((
Appendix! 5! displays! the!main! characteristics! of! included! studies.!Of! the! 41! included!
studies,! geographic! study! locations! comprised:! SE! Asia! (n=11)! or! Central! America!





cluster5randomized! and! 2! randomized! controlled! trials)! and! 32! non5randomised!
studies!(i.e.!8!controlled!trials,!7!longitudinal!studies,!4!interrupted!time!series!studies,!








respectively,! while! 11! studies! used! a! combination! of! both! (Appendix! 5).! Multiple!
interventions! (23! studies)!were!more! common! than! single! interventions! (18! studies)!
(Appendix!5).!Study!duration!ranged!from!5!months!to!10!years,!of!which!16!studies!




clear! from! the! graph! that! the!most! frequently! evaluated! intervention!was! clean! up!
campaigns! (n=19),! of! which! 4! were! included! in! CRCTs.! Outdoor! fogging! (n=9),!




the! frequency! of! success! in! reducing! dengue! incidence! following! vector! control!
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interventions!is! lower!in!more!robust!study!designs;!of!the!randomised!study!designs!
that! explored! dengue! incidence! as! an! outcome! (n=2),! 0! reported! a! statistically!
significant!reduction,!compared!with!14!remaining!study!designs,!of!which!8!reported!!
a!statistically!significant!reduction.
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Figure( 3.3.! Top:! Histogram! of! frequency! of! interventions! used! throughout! the! 41!
studies,! by! study! design.! Bottom:! Histogram! of! frequency! of! study! design! that!
reported! a! significant! (p<0.05)! reduction! in! the! outcome.! PPPI! =! Pupae! Per! Person!
Index.!ADI!=!Adult!Mosquito!Density!Index.(
!























































Appendix! 4! displays! the! results! of! this! assessment! for! non5randomised! studies.!
Nineteen!studies!scored!a!3,!which!is!equal!to!a!weak!study,!while!nine!studies!scored!






risk.! Seven! studies!were! at! low! risk! of! bias! for! incomplete!outcome!data,!while! one!
was!at!medium!risk!and!one!was!at!a!high!risk!of!bias.!There!was!a!high!risk!of!bias!via!
blinding! in! all! studies.! Risk! of! bias! through! allocation! concealment! was! low! in! one!





Nineteen! studies! (254,8,10,11,14,15,22,25,29,30,32,33,36539,41)! provided! sufficient!
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Impact%on%Dengue%Incidence%
Impact%of%Dengue%Incidence%in%Randomised%Controlled%Trials%




Pyriproxifen! as! part! of! a! community5based! strategy! significantly! reduced! the! rate! of!
dengue! incidence! in! the! intervention!group:!RR!0.19! (95%!CI! 0.12,! 0.30)! (Figure!3.4)!
(36).!!
!





ratios! were! included! in! one!meta5analysis! (Figure! 3.5).! These! included! a! number! of!
study! designs! (cross! sectional,! 2! x! observational,! retrospective! observational,! case5
control)! and! interventions! (knockdown! sprays! i.e.% insecticidal! aerosols,! house!
screening,! indoor! residual! spraying,! community5based! environmental! management,!




The! presence! of! house! screening! in! homes! (three! studies! (8,15,25))! significantly!
reduced!the!odds!of!dengue!incidence!compared!to!homes!without!screens!(0.22:!95%!
confidence! interval! (CI)! 0.05,! 0.93;! p=0.04).! Combined! community5based!
environmental!management!together!with!the!use!of!water!container!covers!(14)!also!
reduced!the!odds!of!dengue!incidence!to!0.22!(95%!CI!0.15,!0.32;!p<0.0001).!
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Cluster5randomized! controlled! trials! investigating! the! efficacy! of! insecticide5treated!
curtains! (ITCs)! (32,33)! and! community5based! combination! interventions! (combined!
uses!of:!waste!disposal,!clean!up!campaigns,!formation!of!community!working!groups,!
mobilization! of! school! children! and! education! (29);! source! reduction,! larviciding,!
entomological!surveillance,!adulticiding,!communication,!education!and!punitive!fines!




p=0.33),! House! Index,! 510.58! (95%! CI! 532.22,! 511.05;! p=0.34),! Container! Index! 50.24!
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!
Figure(3.6.(Forest!Plot!of!Comparison:!CRCTs!sub5group!analysis!for!insecticide5treated!
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Community5based!combination!interventions!significantly!impacted!the!BI!and!HI:!rate!
ratio! 0.48! (95%!CI! 0.26,! 0.89)! and! 0.49! (95%!CI! 0.27,! 0.89)! (Figure! 3.7)! (3),!while! in!
Castro! et% al.% (2012),! routine! interventions! led! by! the! community! were! significantly!
more! effective! than! routine! interventions! alone! (RR! 0.65! (95%! CI! 0.52,! 0.81))! (39)!
(Figure! 3.7).! Similarly,! in! Arunachalam! et% al.% (2012),! the! mean! difference! was! also!
significantly! reduced! for! all!metrics:! BI! 54.66! (55.89,! 53.43),!HI! 517.10! (522.16,! 512.04)!
and!CI!512.30!(515.31,!59.29)!(Figure!3.8)!(29).!
(
Figure( 3.7.! Forest! Plot! of! Comparison:! CRCT! community5based! environmental!
management! intervention! vs.! control,! outcomes! Breteau! Index,! House! Index.! CRCT!




Figure( 3.8.! Forest! Plot! of! Comparison:! CRCT! community5based! environmental!
management! intervention! vs.! control,! outcomes:! Breteau! Index,! House! Index,!
Container!Index.!
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!
Impact%on%mosquito%indices%evaluated%in%randomized%controlled%trials%(RCTs)%
One! study! investigated! the! impact! of! covering! productive! breeding! container! types.!
Water! tank! covers! significantly! reduced! the! number! of! tanks! positive! for! immature!
stage!Ae.% aegypti:! MD! =! 54.00! (95%! CI! 54.96,! 53.04)! (10),! but! an! impact! on! dengue!
incidence!was!not!evaluated!(Figure!3.9).!
(




These! studies! evaluated! the! impact! of! a! number! of! interventions! that! were! not!
possible! to! combine! into! one! forest! plot,! due! to! heterogeneity! in! study! design,!
outcome!or!outcome!measure.! The! interventions!used!were:! 1)!pyriproxifen! (36);! 2)!
release!of! genetically!modified! (RIDL)!mosquitos! (41)! 3)! fogging! (30);! 4)! community5
based! environmental! management! (including! amongst! others,! household! control! of!
larval! habitats,! transforming! garbage! belts,! repairing! broken! water! pipes! and!
manufacturing!water!container!covers)!(4);!5)!clean5up!campaigns!in!conjunction!with!




0.07,! 0.18)! by! releasing! sterile! male! mosquitoes! into! the! intervention! clusters! (41)!
(Figure!3.10).!!
!
Outdoor! fogging! (nocturnal! ultra5low! volume! fogging! using! DUET! (sumithrin:! 5%,!
prallethin:!1%)! significantly! reduced! the!mean!number!of! adult!Ae.%albopictus! in! the!


















Biogents! Sentinel! lethal! ovitraps! demonstrated! potential! in! reducing! the! number! of!
circulating! adult!mosquitoes,! although! this! result! was!modest! and! insignificant:!MD!
0.30!(95%!CI!50.74,!0.13)!(Figure!3.13)!(37).!!
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Figure' 3.12.! Forest! Plot! of! Comparison:!Non4RCT!multiple! interventions! vs.! baseline,!
outcome:!Breteau!Index,!House!Index.!Controlled!trial!subgroup!analysis!for!larvicide,!
















impact! on! dengue! incidence,! of! which! only! 6! were! suitable! for! inclusion! in! meta5
analyses.!!!
!
The! strongest! evidence! for! effectiveness! in! preventing! dengue! transmission!was! for!
house! screening.! Three! studies! (8,15,25)! were! included! in! a! meta5analysis! that!
indicated!a!significant!protective!effect! (pooled!OR:!0.22! (95%!CI!0.05,!0.93))!against!
dengue! incidence! in! screened! homes! compared! to! unscreened! homes! (Figure! 3.5).!
Although! the! study! design! of! each! study! somewhat! limits! the! interpretation! of! this!
result,! still! it! indicates! that! house! screening! can! potentially! reduce! dengue!
transmission! among! communities.! In! light! of! these! results! and! considering! the!
predominantly! endophagic/! endophillic! behaviour! of! Aedes% aegypti% (Perich! et! al.!
2000),!it!is!understandable!that!limiting!mosquito!access!to!houses!should!be!effective!
in! reducing! biting! by! this! species.! This! is! apparent! in! other! vector! species! too! 5!







Given! the! weight! of! evidence! to! date,! it! is! clear! that! house! screening! should! be!
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the! use! of! the! larvicide! pyriproxifen! (36),! wherein! the! odds! and! rate! of! dengue!
incidence! were! significantly! reduced! respectively.! Clearly,! the! presence! of! only! two!
non5randomised!studies!is!not!enough!to!dispel!or!corroborate!dichotomous!views!on!
the! subject! of! community5based! interventions,! especially! as! there! were! multiple!
interventions!present!in!the!former!particular!study;!yet,!perhaps!this!result!should!be!
taken!in!the!context!of!other!study!designs!that!examined!the!impact!of!community5
based! campaigns! on! vector! indices.! Three! randomised! controlled! study! designs!
demonstrated!an!impact!on!mosquito!metrics!(47,29,39)!(Figure!3.7),!and!while!there!
was! no! singly! evaluated! intervention! among! these! studies,! this! should! not! detract!
from!the!overall!positive! result.!Coupled!with! supporting!evidence! from!a!controlled!
trial! that! also! demonstrated! a! reduction! in! the! House! Index! (4)! (Figure! 3.11),! the!
evidence! mounts! behind! a! largely! positive! view! on! community5based! campaigns.!
Recently!published!data!also!corroborate!these!findings!–!community!augmentation!of!
existing! vector! control! techniques! demonstrated! a! dramatic! reduction! in! both! the!
vector! indices! and! dengue! incidence! in! a! cluster! randomised! controlled! trial!
(Andersson! et! al.! 2015).! However,! the! community5based! control! of! other! disease!
vectors,! such! as! the! tsetse! fly,! has! proven! ineffective! (Goutex! &! Sinda! 1990).! But!
rather! than! reflecting! a! failure! of! community5based! campaigns! in! general,! these!






as! the! studies! that! demonstrated! an! effect! on! vectors! reported! only! on! immature!
stage! Aedes%mosquitoes,! rather! than! the! adult,! excepting! the! two! trials! where! the!
outcome! was! dengue! incidence.! Secondly,! since! community5based! interventions!
typically! involve! multiple! approaches! to! vector! control,! attributing! any! impact! to! a!
specific!intervention!is!likely!to!be!impossible.!Of!interest,!however,!are!the!elements!
in! common! to! the! studies! that! reported! these! results,!which! include:! 1)! community!
sensitisation! and! mobilization! (including! multidisciplinary! steering! committees!
comprising!epidemiologists,!entomologists,!sociologists!and!clinicians,! the!creation!of!
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‘Community! Working! Groups’! (CWG)! and! adequate! training! for! those! involved);! 2)!
creation! of! formal! channels! between! CWGs! and!municipal! vector! control! personnel!
and/or!other!existing!health! structures;!3)!baseline!community!needs!assessment!by!
CWGs;!4)!engagement!and!empowerment!via!campaigns!promoting!behaviour!change,!
CWG! involvement! to! encourage! and! sustain! vector! control! practices! (e.g.! source!
reduction:!water!covers,!clean5up,!effective!larvicidal!and!waste!disposal!activities)!and!
clinical/!vector!surveillance!practice;!5)!monitoring!and!evaluation!conducted!vertically!
and/or! horizontally.! Note! that! the! principal! vector! control! measure! here,! source!
reduction,! was! also! successfully! used! during! the! 1960s! Ae.% aegypti! elimination!
campaign! (Brathwaite! Dick! et! al.! 2012).! While! it! is! clear! that! further! evidence! is!
needed! to! distil! the! truly! effective! components! of! community5based! combination!
campaigns,! nevertheless,! this! evidence! suggests! that! community5led! or! community5
augmented!combination!approaches!are!a!valid!and!outstanding!area!of!research.!
!
Targeting! the! immature! stage! Aedes% mosquito! is! a! popular! control! method,! as!
identified!above.!And!yet,!these!strategies!do!not!impact!on!adult!mosquito!longevity,!
which! likely! limits! their! potential! to! reduce! dengue! transmission,! particularly! during!
outbreaks!5!hence!the!need!for!methods!that!also!impact!adult!mosquito!populations.!
While!there! is!an!expanding!publication!record!of!mosquito!traps!that!may!be!useful!
for! surveillance! (37)! (SantAna! et! al.! 2014;! Eiras!&! Resende! 2009),! there! remains! an!
absence!of!mosquito!trapping!methods!that!can!adequately!control!the!vector.!Indeed,!
in!this!review,!the!only!study!included!in!a!meta5analysis!failed!to!show!any!statistically!
significant! effect! in! reducing! the! circulating! mosquito! population! (Figure! 13).!
Accordingly,!this!remains!an!area!in!need!of!further!research.!
!
Insecticide5treated! materials! (ITMs),! such! as! window/! door! curtains! and! container!
covers,! also! offer! an! alternative! and! attractive! method! for! targeting! the! adult!
mosquito,! and!while! they! remain! popular!with! communities,! they! currently! lack! the!
robustness! to! be! truly! sustainable! (10,33)! (Kroeger! et! al.! 2006).! Perhaps! reflecting!
these!issues,!evidence!for!their!effectiveness!was!mixed:!pooled!results!for!the!impact!
of! insecticide! treated! curtains! showed! no! statistically! significant! effect! of! the!
intervention!on!mosquito!indices!(32,33).!Another!that!did!not!provide!sufficient!data!
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for! a! meta5analysis! also! showed! no! significant! difference! in! dengue! prevalence!
between! intervention! clusters! using! insecticide! treated! curtains! and! control! clusters!
(31).! Yet,! there! is! some! evidence! to! support! the! use! of! water! covers! as! they! were!
successful!at!reducing!vector!metrics!in!one!study!(10),!and!they!also!featured!in!many!
successful! community5based! combination! campaigns! (4,29,38)! (Vanlerberghe! et! al.!
2011),!although!it!is!difficult!to!ascertain!what!level!of!impact!they!had.!!
!
ITMs! are! likely! to! achieve! impact! only! in! certain! circumstances:! where! houses! are!
categorised! by! fewer! and! smaller!windows! and! doors! (31533)! (Kroeger! et! al.! 2006);!
where! container! productivity! is! particularly! high! amongst! an! identifiable! container!
type!(Manrique5Saide!et!al.!2011;!Manrique5Saide!et!al.!2008);!and!where!coverage!of!
the!intervention!is!particularly!high!(33),!as!seen!with!bed!nets!for!malaria!(Larsen!et!
al.! 2014).! Equally,! as! these!products! tend! to!degrade!over! time,! both!physically! and!






control,! which! similarly! targets! the! adult! vector.! It! is! deployed! particularly! during!
outbreaks! for! this! very! reason.! Analysed! in! only! one!meta5analysis,! outdoor! fogging!
was! able! to! positively! and! significantly! impact! the! circulating! mosquito! population,!
albeit! under! night5time! conditions! (30).! Given! the! widespread! use! of! fogging,! it! is!
surprising! that! no! further! studies! have! been! conducted! on! this! well5known!
intervention.! Indeed,! no! randomised! controlled! trials! have! been! undertaken! to!
evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! space5spraying! or! fogging! for! reducing! dengue!
transmission!or!dengue! incidence,!anywhere! in! the!past!35!years.! Literature! reviews!
preceding! this! systematic! review,! that! included! reports! published! before! 1980,! also!
noted!this!serious!omission!(Erlanger!et!al.!2008;!Esu!et!al.!2010).!Still,! in!theory,!this!
approach! has! the! particular! advantage! of! rapidly! reducing! the! mean! age! of! the!
circulating!mosquito!population! 5! a! result! that! targeting! immature! stage!mosquitoes!
cannot!currently!achieve!–!and!for!this!reason,!should!not!be!discounted!until!evidence!
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is!found!to!the!contrary.!Indeed,!it!was!also!used!to!great!effect!during!the!1960s!Ae.%
aegypti% eradication! effort! (Soper! 1967).! However,! now! that! dengue! is! present! in! 4!
continents,!with!concomitant!transmission!of!multiple!serotypes!(Messina!et!al.!2014),!
global!dengue!epidemiology! is! all! but!unrecognisable! to! that!period,! rendering!mass!
fogging! campaigns! financially! unsustainable! and! operationally! unrealistic.! For! this!
reason,! compartmentalised! use! is! recommended! and! indeed! remains! a! popular!
strategy!during!outbreaks.!And!yet,!demonstration!of!impact!on!vector!populations!is!
no! guarantee! that! fogging,! or! indeed! any! other! intervention,! will! translate! into! a!
reduction!in!dengue!transmission.!This!is!true!for!any!vector5borne!disease!(Wilson!et!
al.! 2014)!but!perhaps!even!more! so! for!dengue,!where! the! indices!used! to!measure!
domestic! infestation! rates!are!not!accurate! indicators!of!mosquito!abundance!at! the!
time!of! sampling,!nor!are! they! reliable! indicators!of! transmission! risk! spatially,! since!
infective!bites!occur!during!the!day,!when!many!humans!spend!the!majority!of! their!
time!at! locations!far!from!the!home!(Stoddard!et!al.!2013;!Stoddard!et!al.!2009).!For!
the! reasons! outlined! above! and! the! absence! of! reliable! evidence! from! even! one!
randomised!controlled!trial,!further!research!in!this!area!is!desperately!needed.!
!
Other! potential! methods! available! for! impacting! the! adult! mosquito! include! indoor!
residual! spraying! and! genetic! control.! Two! observational! studies! reported! on! the!
impact!of! IRS,!and!while!one!of!these!reported!a!positive!significant!reduction! in!the!
odds!of!(secondary)!incidence!(22),!the!second!study!reported!an!insignificant!increase!
(25).! Consequently,! the! pooled! odds! ratio! showed! no! statistically! significant! effect!
between! intervention! and! control! groups.!While! indoor! residual! spraying! can! target!
Aedes%aegypti,!such!methods!have!rarely!been!used,!nor!are!currently!recommended!
(Giglioli! 1948;! Nathan! &! Giglioli! 1982;! Doke! et! al.! 2000;!World! Health! Organisation!
2006).! Yet! IRS! is! already! used! widely! to! control! a! number! of! other! vector5borne!
diseases!in!various!settings!worldwide!(N'Guessan!et!al.!2010;!Picado!et!al.!2010).!As!it!
allows! the!delivery!of!a! range!of!different! insecticide!classes,! it! can!be!an! important!
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One!study!evaluating!the!effectiveness!of!novel!genetic!methods!for!control!of!Aedes%
spp.!demonstrated!a!significant!reduction!on!the!circulating!mosquito!population.!As!a!
particularly! contemporary! avenue! of! research,! the! recent! literature! is! rich! with!
publications! describing! the! development! of! these! novel!methods,! and! also! provides!
evidence!of!their!dramatic!performance!in!field!conditions!(85)!(Hoffmann!et!al.!2011;!
Moreira! et! al.! 2009).! Given! the! speed!with!which! this! field! has! developed,! and! the!
relatively!high!number!of!successes!shown!in!recent!years,!many!countries!are!willing!
or!eager!to!test!these!methods!as!early!as!possible!(Maciel5de5Freitas!et!al.!2012).!To!
ensure! that! these! potentially! revolutionary! approaches! are! utilised! to! best! effect,!
considerable! efforts! to! maintain! inclusivity! and! transparency! of! such! trials! within!
vulnerable!communities!should!be!continued,!or!risk!hindering!the!prospects!of!these!
approaches! (Reeves! et! al.! 2012;! Lehane! &! Aksoy! 2012;! Wolbers! et! al.! 2012;!
McNaughton!&!Duong!2014;!Ramsey!et!al.!2014).!
!
There! was! no! evidence! to! demonstrate! any! impact! of! mosquito! repellents! (8),!
insecticide5treated! bed! nets! (8,25)! or! mosquito! traps! (25)! on! the! odds! of! dengue!
incidence.! Another! review! recently! reported! that! there! was! no! evidence! that! skin!
repellents!were!beneficial!in!preventing!malaria!(Wilson!et!al.!2014).!However,!a!new!
generation!of! repellents! is!being! investigated!at!present,!with!a!view! to!deployment!
within! houses! to! prevent! entry,! possibly! in! combination!with! attractant! lethal! traps!
located! outside! in! what! is! termed! a! ‘push5pull’! strategy! (Achee! et! al.! 2012).! Initial!
studies! indicate! that! these!methods! have! greater! potential! than! prior! technologies,!
and!at!insecticide!levels!far!lower!than!those!necessary!to!kill!mosquitoes!(Achee!et!al.!
2012).%These!trials!will!hopefully!supersede!evidence!found!in!this!review,!in!particular!
the! significant! associations! found! between! the! use! of! insecticide! aerosols! (8),!




not! have! adopted! other! preventative! measures,! which! might! otherwise! have!
decreased!the!incidence!of!dengue!among!this!group.!
!
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Finally,! three! studies! evaluated! the! use! of! natural! predators! of!mosquito! immature!
stages! as! biological! control! agents,! all! of! which! involved! copepods! (aquatic!




any! intervention!(Chan!2003).!Of!the!19!studies! included!for!meta5analysis,!only!8! (7!
CRCTs,! 1! RCT)! were! randomised.! Notably,! of! the! 8! studies! that! reported! a! positive!
reduction! in! dengue! incidence! at! p<0.05,! none! of! these! results! were! among!
randomised! studies! (Figure! 3.3).! Such! data! highlight! two! important! details:! that!
achieving!a!reduction!in!dengue!incidence!within!the!stringent!confines!of!randomised!
study!designs! is!difficult,!probably!due! to! the!multitude!of! factors! that!contribute! to!
dengue! transmission! (Campbell! et! al.! 2013),! and/! or! that! possible! sources! of!




In! total,! 23/41! studies! examined! the! impact!of! insecticide5based! tools,! yet!only! 9!of!
these!cited!recent!insecticide!resistance!evidence,!or!indeed!conducted!an!evaluation!
of! the!susceptibility! status!of! the! target!vector!population!at!any!stage!of! the!study.!
Resistance! to! pyrethroids! and! other! recommended! insecticides! has! been! well!
documented! and! continues! to! spread! among! numerous! vectors,! including! those! of!
dengue!(Ranson!et!al.!2010).!Indeed,!such!is!the!scale!of!the!problem!that!insecticide5
based! interventions! are! diminishing! in! effectiveness! in! dengue5endemic! locations!
(Grisales!et!al.!2013).!Clearly,!insecticide!susceptibility!testing!must!be!an!integral!part!
of! any! trial! where! insecticide5based! interventions! are! under! evaluation,! as!
recommended!by!the!World!Health!Organisation!(World!Health!Organisation!2012a).!
!
Today,! a! common! view! of! dengue! vector! control! is! that! existing! methods! are! not!
effective! and! will! not! reduce! dengue! transmission! (Maciel5de5Freitas! et! al.! 2012;!
Maciel5de5Freitas!&!Valle!2014;!Paul!et!al.!2014).!We!argue!that!our!systematic!review!
has!demonstrated!quite!the!contrary.!There!is!evidence!for!the!success!of!community5
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based!combination!campaigns!on!vectors,!and!suggestive!evidence!that!this!translates!
into! an! impact! on! dengue! transmission.! Indeed,! there! also! exists! evidence,! albeit!
weaker,!that!house!screening!holds!the!potential!for!long5term!sustainable!reductions!














The!authors!acknowledge! the!value!of! reported!data!on! the!uptake!of!knowledge! in!
relation! to! dengue! and! associated! interventions.! However,! these! data! were! not!
explored!as!a!consequence!of!strict!inclusion/!exclusion!criteria.!!
!
Sensitivity! analyses!and! funnel!plots!had!a!planned!use!within! the! review.!However,!




• Further! evaluative! work! must! be! undertaken! to! explore! the! link! between!
intervention! and! impact! on! vector! indices! and! subsequent! risk! of! dengue!
transmission.!Generally,!outcomes!should!comprise!dengue!incidence!and!at!least!
one! vector! metric,! preferably! a! measure! of! adult! mosquitoes,! so! that! clearer!
associations!between!vector!control!and!dengue!incidence!can!be!established.!!
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• The! intervention!outputs!used! in!each!meta5analysis!have!been!assessed!using!a!
random!effects!model,!which!accounts! for! the! likely! variation!observed!between!
contexts.!For!example,!there!may!be!differences!in!seropositivity!rates,!population!








this! likely!also! reflects! the!difficulty! in! conducting!CRCT/!RCTs!and!alludes! to! the!
reoccurring!problem!of!contamination!of!control!sites!due!to!existing!public!sector!
vector! control! programs,! invasion!of!mosquitoes! from!neighbouring! control! sites!
and!word5of5mouth!dissemination!of!interventions!into!neighbouring!clusters.!
• Mosquito! coils,! repellents,! bed! nets! and! traps! did! not! evidence! a! reduction! in!
dengue!incidence!thus!are!not!recommended.!!
• Suggestive! evidence! supports! the! use! of! water! covers! as! a! means! to! reduce!
mosquito! indices,! although! these! were! often! used! in! combination! with! other!
community5based!interventions.!
• Limited! evidence! suggests! that! fogging! and! genetic! methods! (RIDL)! can! impact!
vector! indices,!and!given! that! this!directly! influences! the!mean!age!of! circulating!
adult!mosquito!populations,!is!a!reasoned!response!during!outbreaks.!However,!no!
evidence! indicates! that! this! translates! into! a! relative! reduction! in! dengue!
incidence.! Further! trials! are! desperately! needed! in! order! to! validate! this! as! an!
effective!method!for!controlling!dengue!outbreaks.!
• House! screening! is! recommended! for! further! evaluation,! as! evidence! suggests! it!
may!be!effective!in!sustainably!reducing!dengue!incidence!
• Community5based/! augmented! combination! vector! control! campaigns! can!
synergistically!impact!vector!indices!–!a!growing!body!of!evidence!suggests!that!it!
is!also!effective!at!reducing!dengue!incidence.!!
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A! cluster5randomised! controlled! trial! study! design!was! used.! 2500! households!were!
randomised!to! form!clusters!of!5!x!100!households,!giving!a! total!of!500!households!
per!study!arm!(4!interventions!and!one!control!(C)).!The!unit!of!analysis!was!the!cluster!
and! eligible! households! were! chosen! from! the! city! of! Bandar! Lampung,! Sumatra,!
Indonesia.! Clusters! were! randomised! to! receive! one! of! four! interventions! or! the!
control!(routine!measures).!The!primary!outcome!was!chosen!as!the!Stegomyia!indices!




This! is! the! first! cRCT! to! investigate! the! impact!of!Do5It5Yourself! (DIY)! indoor! residual!
spraying! using! handheld! spray! cans! on! vector! abundance,! alongside! the!
implementation!of!household!GPS5linked!questionnaire/!vector!data.!
( (
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INTRODUCTION(
(
Vector! control! is! currently! the! only! approach! available! to! limit! dengue! transmission!
(Achee!et!al.!2015).!Even!with!the!advent!of!a!successful!tetravalent!vaccine,!it!is!likely!
that!combined!vaccine!and!vector!control!use!will!persist!(Andraud!et!al.!2012).!In!light!
of! this,! empirical! evidence! is! necessary! to! evaluate! the! impact! of! existing! and!novel!
vector!control!tools.!
!
While! there! are!many! approaches! to! dengue! vector! control,! fogging! is! arguably! the!
most!widespread,! especially! during! outbreaks! (Harrington! et! al.! 2013).! Despite! this,!
little!is!known!of!its!effectiveness!(Esu!et!al.!2010).!And!while!fogging!may!potentially!
impact!vector!abundance!over!the!short!term,!there!are!alternate!existing!strategies,!
such! as! indoor! residual! spraying,! already! proven! effective! for! other! endophilic!
mosquitoes! (N’Guessan! et! al.! 2010),! that! could! provide! a! longer5term! reduction! in!
vector! abundance.! Indeed! IRS!has!been! the!predominant! approach!used!against! the!
vector!Triatomine!bugs!for!the!disruption!of!chagas!transmission,!and!has!succeeded!in!
dramatically! reducing!vector!prevalence! (Lehane!&!Aksoy!2012).! In!addition,! residual!
spraying! has! also! been! successful! in! reducing!malaria! transmission! by! targeting! the!
Anopheles!mosquito!vector!(Pluess!2013;!Kim!et!al.!2012).!As!discussed!in!Chapter!1,!




In! contrast! to! the! vertical! approaches! described! above,! horizontal! approaches,! or!
community5based! interventions,! may! augment! the! effectiveness! of! vertical! vector!
control! tools! by! empowering! community! members! to! take! decisions! that! directly!
affect! their! health! leading! to! improved!deployment! and!practice! (Lloyd! et! al.! 1994).!
Indeed! over! recent! years,! community5based! interventions! as! a! practical!method! for!
sustainable!vector!control!are!becoming!increasingly!adopted!as!studies!demonstrate!
their!effectiveness!(Vanlerberghe!et!al.!2010;!Arunachalam!et!al.!2012;!Baly!et!al.!2009;!
Andersson! et! al.! 2015).! One! widely! known! commercial! product! that! combines!
insecticide! with! community! empowerment! is! the! hand5held! insecticide! spray! can.!
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In! light!of! the!absence!of! evidence! to! support! any!one!of! these!approaches,! further!
trials! are! necessary! to! a)! validate! both! vertical! and! horizontal! vector! control!





The! trial! site!was! chosen! as!Bandar! Lampung! in! Sumatra,! Indonesia.! Situated!within!
the!province!of!Lampung,!dengue!affects!all!14!municipalities!(7,608,405!population),!
of!which!Bandar!Lampung!is!one!municipality!comprising!13!districts,!98!sub5districts!
and! a! population! of! 881,801! as! of! 2011.!Dengue! incidence! in! 2011!was! reported! as!
highest!amongst!5514yrs!(41%),!followed!by!15544yrs!(29%).!Cases!(defined!as!clinically!
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!
In! 2007,! national! health! insurance!was! implemented;! this! was! free! for! lower! socio5
economic!classes!and!coincided!with!the!largest!report!of!dengue!cases!(1992)!to!date!
(225.9/!100,000)!(Figure!4.1).!Cases!in!2011!have!since!reduced!to!pre52006!levels:!413!











within! Bandar! Lampung.! Reporting! systems! for! dengue! cases! are! in! place! but! often!
























Figure( 4.2.! Dengue! Cases! in! 2011! stratified! by! hospital! in! Bandar! Lampung,! Sumatra.!!
Dengue! was! confirmed! by! standard! WHO! case! definitions! (World! Health! Organisation!
2009).!Dengue! incidence! reporting!was!successfully!completed!by!10/12!hospitals! (Uiskm!
2012).%!
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protocols! for! dengue! reporting! that! predominate! throughout! the! municipality! of!
Bandar!Lampung.!In!all!systems,!the!patient!can!directly!report!to!the!municipality!or!
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Additionally,! the! trial! aimed! to! monitor! any! potential! impact! of! each! approach! on!






is! characterised!by!a! response! to! reported! cases!using!outdoor! fogging.!Accordingly,!
this! trial! aims! to! evaluate! the! most! widely! used! methods! of! vector! control! to!
determine!effectiveness!against!the!vector!and!dengue!transmission.!!
!
1. Outdoor! fogging! will! be! used! to! significantly! impact! numbers! of! circulating!
adult/! immature! mosquitoes! over! the! immediate! short! term! (<1! month).!
Testing! this! intervention! is! crucial! due! to! the! absence! of! evidence! for!
effectiveness!as!the!predominant!form!of!dengue!outbreak!response.!!
!
2. Equally,! indoor!fogging!will!be!used!to!significantly! impact!the!adult!mosquito!




mosquitoes! over! the! medium! 5! long! term! (>3! months).! IRS! has! a! previous!
successful! history! with! global! malaria! and! chagas! programmes! and!
acceptability! is! expected! to! remain! relatively! high! where! the! intervention! is!
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successful!over!the!expected!term.!!
!
4. Finally,! DIY! IRS! will! be! used! to! significantly! impact! the! adult! mosquito!
population!over! the!medium! term! (<3!months).! This! approach! is! expected! to!
garner!high!user!acceptance! rates!and! represents!an!attempt! to!quantify! the!






in! the! trial.! Randomised! controlled! trials! are! considered! the! ‘gold! standard’! in!
epidemiological! study! design! (Chan! 2003).! A! cluster! design! is! considered! most!
appropriate! due! to! the! high! likelihood! of! neighbourhood! contamination! from!




Sample! size! calculations! were! carried! out! in! STATA! 13.1! (StataCorp! 2013)! in!
accordance!with!the!methods!used!by!Hemming!et%al!(2011)!(Hemming!et!al.!2011).!
Using! the! household! as! the! unit! of! analysis! with! a! binomial! significance! test,!
anticipating!a!reduction!to!50%!house!infestation!in!intervention!arms!using!an!alpha!
of! 0.05,! power! of! 0.8!with! an! average! cluster! size! of! 100!while! adjusting! the! intra5
cluster! correlation! (ICC)! of! 0.1,! 5! trial! arms! with! 500! houses! per! arm! for! a! cluster!
randomised!design!was!determined!to!be!sufficient!to!achieve!a!power!of!0.81.!Note!
that!the!sample!size!per!arm!was!rounded!up!and!1!extra!cluster!was!added!in!case!of!




Visits! to! various! areas! of! Bandar! Lampung! prior! to! the! project! determined! possible!
study! sites! based! on! the! attributes! listed! below.! Clusters! of! 100! households! were!
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Each! cluster! was! randomly! assigned! to! a! trial! arm! (DIYDIRS,! IRS,! OF,! IF,! C)! using! a!
random! number! generator! (Figure! 4.3).! Clusters! were! spatially! distinct! from! one!
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Household/*Cluster*Exclusion*
Households! will! be! excluded! where! informed/! written! consent! is! not! obtained.!








The! insecticides! of! choice! are! pyrethroids! due! to! acceptability,! efficacy! and! safety!
profiles.! Consequently,! outdoor! fogging,! indoor! fogging! and! IRS!will! use! the! same!
pyrethroid:!Lambdacyhalothrin!(Icon;!Syngenta),!in!one!of!two!formulations:!
!
1) Icon! EC! (emulsifiable! concentrate)! for! outdoor! fogging! and! indoor! space!
spraying;!diluted!in!diesel!and!delivered!@!1P2!gal/ha!(outdoors)!or!at!a!fixed!
period!of!30P40!secs!discharge/room!(indoors)!!
2) Icon! CS! (capsule! suspension)! for! indoor! residual! spraying;! this!
microencapsulated!formulation!has!improved!lifespan!and!therefore!extends!
the!duration!of!effect!after!a! single! treatment;!application! rate!of!20P30mg!
a.i./m2!
!
Lambdacyhalothrin! has! a! particularly! good! safety! profile! (class! 3! WHO! hazard!
category)! and! has! been! rigorously! tested! and! evaluated! by! WHOPES! as! an!










Control! clusters! will! not! receive! any! experimental! intervention! yet! will! remain!
eligible! to! receive! routine! control! measures! (outdoor/! indoor! fogging,! clean! up!









Organisation! 2011).! In! addition,! knowledge,! attitudes! and!practices! questionnaires!




Each! household! will! be! inspected! for! the! presence! of! larvae/! pupae! in! all! indoor!
waterPfilled! containers.! Containers! will! be! classified! by! container! type! (volumetric!
size!and!usage),!position!(indoors/!outdoors)!and!presence!of!larvicide.!
Any!uncovered!household!wells!will!also!be!sampled!using!funnel!traps!(Focks!2004)!
that! will! be! left! at! the! household! for! one!week,! before! technicians! will! return! to!
collect!and!quantify!the!catch.!
!
Recently,! novel! technologies! to! increase! the! capture! rate! of! live! adult!mosquitoes!
have! emerged! in! the! form! of! the! Prokopack! Aspirator! (VazquezPProkopec! et! al.!
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Global!positioning!systems!(GPS)!are!becoming!increasingly!widespread!across!many!
industries!and!can!be!linked!to!data!capture!in!realPtime.!To!ensure!that!household!
recruitment! remains!within! the!defined! cluster,! and! to! link!KAP!outcomes! to!each!







Within! the! respective! clusters,! outdoor! fogging! will! be! applied! until! complete!
coverage!of!a!cluster!is!achieved,!while!indoor!fogging!and!IRS!will!be!applied!once!
per! household.! DIYPIRS! bottles! will! be! delivered! to! households! for! 2! complete!
applications!within! the!household,! specifically! targeting!bedrooms,!bathrooms!and!





Baseline!will! take!place!over!14!days,!with! treatment,!and! three! follow!up!periods!
also! taking! 14! days.!We!plan! to! train! 120! people! (60! students/! community! health!
workers!and!60!civil!servants)!to!ensure!that!we!have!at!least!40!people!working!at!
any! one! time! based! on! a! given! skill! set.! Civil! servants!will! be! employed! solely! for!
treatment! and! students/! CHWs! will! be! employed! for! all! remaining! stages.! The!
following! calculation! provides! evidence! that! one! phase! (baseline/! treatment! etc.)!















































1) Empowering! communities! to! control! both! nuisance! and! disease! vectors!
autonomously!should!increase!intervention!acceptability,!thereby!reducing!one!
of!the!barriers!to!behaviour!change!and!improving!uptake!(Lloyd!1994).!!
2) Questionnaire! data! are! routinely! captured! using! paper=based! methodologies!
world!over.!The!use!of!paper!reduces!efficiency!with!data!collection!methods!








This! trial! will! validate! these! technologies! and! report! on! their! use! singly! and! in!
combination! for! future! application!within! the! fields!of! dengue,! vector=borne!disease!











































Dengue! is! an! unrelenting! economic! burden!worldwide,! with! increasingly! frequent!





The! Shewhart! method! and! Endemic! Channel! were! used! to! identify! predictors! for!
dengue! outbreaks.! Five! country! datasets! were! compiled! by! epidemiological! week!
and! alarm/! outbreak! indicators! were! analysed! using! logistic! regression! during! the!





(PPV)!of! 92%!and!45%,! and!95%!and!48%! respectively,! at! a! lag!of! 1=12!weeks.!An!
increase!in!mean!temperature!predicted!outbreaks!of!hospitalised!cases!in!Mexico,!
with! 86%! sensitivity! and! 44%!PPV,! also! at! a! lag! of! 1! –! 12!weeks.! At! a! lag! of! 4=16!
weeks,! rainfall! was! less! sensitive! across! some! countries,! and! best! in! Brazil! and!





The! Shewhart! method! was! able! to! sensitively! predict! dengue! outbreaks! using! an!
increase! in! probable! cases! and!mean! temperature,! and! to! a! lesser! extent,!weekly!
rainfall! and! relative! humidity.! While! the! predictive! capacity! of! these! variables! is!
context=dependent,!nevertheless! they! should!be! routinely! captured!and!utilised! to!




Dengue!outbreaks! can!exert! large!pressures!on!public!health! systems,! as!hospitals!
and!outpatient!clinics!become!overwhelmed!by!the!surge!in!cases,!both!actual!and!
suspected! (Badurdeen! et! al.! 2013;! Simmons! et! al.! 2012).! These! pressures! are!





et! al.! 2011;! Badurdeen! et! al.! 2013;! Racloz! et! al.! 2012).! It! is! in! this! capacity! that!
infectious! disease! modelling! has! become! increasingly! relevant! (Rigau=Pérez! et! al.!
1999;!Ellis!et!al.!2011;!Barbazan!et!al.!2002;!Thai!&!Anders!2011).!!
!
To! date,! epidemiological! variables,! such! as! the! historic! incident! mean! plus! 2!
standard!deviations!(SD),!have!been!used!in!dengue!forecasting!models,!with!some!
success! (Phung! et! al.! 2015;! Hii! et! al.! 2012a;! Hii! et! al.! 2012b;! Hii! et! al.! 2009).!
Regression! functions! also! feature! and! are! used! to! calculate! the! probability! of! an!
outbreak,!as!reported!recently!in!Viet!Nam!(Phung!et!al.!2015)!and!Singapore!(Xu!et!
al.! 2014).! These! analyses! identified! clear! trends! between! abnormal! changes! in!
meteorological!and/!or!epidemiological!variables!and!subsequent!dengue!outbreaks.!
!
Yet! vector=borne! disease! prediction! can! be! variable! in! nature,! as! interactions!
between! vector,! pathogen! and! human! are! intricate! and! complex! (Campbell! et! al.!
2013).!In!particular,!models!struggle!to!accurately!capture!spatial!and!temporal!data!




Hii! et! al.! 2009;!Hii,! Zhu,! et! al.! 2012a;!Hii! et! al.! 2012b).! Programme!managers! and!
regional! epidemiologists! alike! need! user=friendly! predictive! models! that! can!
adequately! identify! inter=district!dengue!variation!(Johansson!et!al.!2009;!Racloz!et!
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al.! 2012).! Novel! approaches! are! required! to! develop! predictive,! accessible!










al.! 1999;! Stroup!et! al.! 1989).! Since! regional! epidemiologists!often! collect!historical!
data! to!calculate! the!moving! incident!mean! (or!median),!applying! this!approach!to!
infectious! diseases! modelling! becomes! possible.! These! data! can! then! be! used! to!




an! unprecedented! number! of! cases! and! an! ‘out! of! control’! state! i.e.$an! outbreak.!
This! approach! is! favoured! in!many! countries,! as! it! allows!programme!managers! to!
easily!define!the!presence/!absence!of!an!outbreak!(Badurdeen!et!al.!2013;!Runge=
Ranzinger! et! al.! 2014;! Runge=Ranzinger! et! al.! 2008),! despite! the! limitations!
associated!with!abnormally!high!historic!means,!and!variation!in!the!seasonal!timing!
of! dengue! cases! (Badurdeen! et! al.! 2013).! Such! predictive! methodologies! have!
demonstrated! success! in! both! Puerto! Rico! and! Thailand! (Rigau=Pérez! et! al.! 1999;!
Barbazan!et!al.!2002;!Ninphanomchai!et!al.!2014),!where!measuring!a!prior!increase!
in! the! outcome! variable! enabled! models! to! retrospectively! predict! subsequent!







modelling!high! risk! areas! and!population!dynamics! (Racloz!et! al.! 2012;!Kuhn!et! al.!
2005;!Stoddard!et!al.!2009;!Stoddard!et!al.!2013),! reliable,!affordable!and!practical!
dengue! warning! systems! are! still! needed! to! mitigate! the! growing! economic! and!
human! costs! of! dengue! (Johansson! et! al.! 2009).! Accordingly,! as! part! of! IDAMS!
(International!Research!Consortium!on!Dengue!Risk!Assessment,!Management!and!
Surveillance)!and!WHO=TDR!(World!Health!Organisation!=!the!Special!Programme!for!
Research! and! Training! in! Tropical!Diseases),! this! paper! describes! the!development!







(outbreaks)! as! defined! by! dengue! incidence! (probable/! hospitalised! cases! (World!
Health!Organisation!2009))!using!the!presence!of!preceding!‘alarm!signals’,!defined!




The! five! countries! (Brazil,! Dominican! Republic,! Mexico,! Malaysia! and! Viet! Nam)!
selected!for!the!study!were!chosen!from!a!larger!group!whose!dengue!surveillance!
systems! had! been! analysed! previously! (Badurdeen! et! al.! 2013;! Harrington! et! al.!
2013).! Using! a! set! of! potential! alarm! signals! for! dengue! outbreaks,! identified! by!
systematic! literature! search! (Runge=Ranzinger! et! al.! 2014)! and! an! international!
expert!colloquium!(Badurdeen!et!al.!2013),!a!protocol! for!data!capture!based!on!a!
common! data! collection! matrix! was! agreed.! Retrospective! data! collection! was!
conducted!from!October!2013!to!April!2014.!Data!from!5!to!7!years!(2007/9!–!2013)!









a! predefined! data! capture! spreadsheet:! meteorological! (outdoor! air! temperature,!
rainfall,! outdoor! humidity);! epidemiological! (mean! age,! circulating! serotype,!
probable! dengue! cases,! hospitalised! dengue! cases);! entomological! (Breteau! Index,!
House! Index,! Ovitrap! Index! (Mexico! only)).! The! epidemiological! week! (Sunday! to!
Saturday)!was!temporal!unit!of!data!collection,!while!the!spatial!unit!was!based!on!
existing! district! geographical! boundaries! (municipality! in! Brazil),! or! the! country!
equivalent!(“locality”!in!Mexico).!Weeks!1!and!53!were!excluded!due!to!variability!in!
data! quality.! ! All! raw! data! were! sourced! in=country! with! the! cooperation! of!
Ministries! of! Health! and! relevant! local! government! officials! and! entered! into!
standardised!forms.!
!
All! climate!data!were! attributed! to! the!district! of! interest! (or! the!nearest! possible!
weather! station)! so! as! to!minimise! spatial! bias,! although! this! was! not! possible! in!
Malaysia.! Consequently,! external! websites! Wunderground! (Wunderground! 2015)!
and! Tutiempo! (Tutiempo!2015)!were! used! to! augment! the! data! collection.!Where!
these! websites! did! not! provide! sufficient! data,! no! meteorological! variables! were!
captured! (Viet! Nam! only).! Across! all! countries,! meteorological! data! were! only!
available!in!a!daily!format;!accordingly,!Microsoft!Excel!was!used!to!generate!weekly!
means!via!Pivot!Tables!after!cleaning!the!datasets.!Subsequently,!STATA!13.1!(Stata!











outbreaks.! These! utilised! a! minimum! 3=year! historic! period! (2007/9=2011)! to!
establish!the!district!specific!mean!and!standard!deviation,!per!epidemiological!week!
for! the! outcome! of! interest! (probable! and! hospitalised! dengue! cases! per! district).!
Values!were!smoothed!with!a!13=week!moving!average,!which!included!the!week!of!
observation,! plus! the!preceding! and! subsequent! 6!weeks! (Rigau=Pérez! et! al.! 1999;!
Stroup!et!al.!1989;!Farrington!&!Andrews!2003).!Then,!for!the!analysis!period!(2012!
to! 2013)! using! a! multiplier! denoted! ‘z’,! it! was! possible! to! define! outbreaks! per!
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Without! excluding! any! epidemic! years,! the! moving! mean! captured! seasonality!










Outbreak! indicators! with! a! value! above! the! historic! mean+z*SD! were! considered!
outbreak! signals.!An!outbreak!period!began!at! the!nth! consecutive!week!when!an!




Logistic! regression!was!performed!on! the!alarm! indicators!and!outbreak! indicators!






all! districts! per! country!were! used! in! the! analysis! assuming! the! same! relationship!
existed! between! the! alarm! indicator! and! outbreak! period! across! the! country.!
Outbreak! definitions! were! district! specific.! The! resulting! outbreak! probability! was!
compared!with!the!weekly!alarm!threshold!throughout!the!period!of!analysis!(2012R
13)! to! form!alarm!signals/!periods.! The!weekly!alarm! threshold!was! systematically!
tested! between! values! of! 0.6! –! 2.0! to! find! a! balanced! environment! within! which!
alarms!periods!were!formed!i.e.!when!the!outbreak!probability!was!greater!than!the!
alarm! threshold.! Thereafter,! defined! alarm! periods! were! used! to! detect! defined!
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outbreak!periods!during!the!period!of!analysis,!and!sensitivities/!positive!predictive!























timeframe! before! an! outbreak! within! which! a! change! in! alarm! variable! could! be!
related!to!subsequent!dengue!cases!(Kroeger!et!al.!2014).!This!period!ranged!from!1!





































to! limit! systematic! error.! The! Endemic! Channel! and! Shewhart! Method! were!
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programmed! in! Stata! 13.1.! In! each! case,! an! alarm! (independent! variable)! and!
outbreak! (dependent! variable)! were! defined! as! the! points! at! which! the! given!
variable!recorded!a!higher!absolute!(or!relative!change!in)!value!within!the!2!years!of!





As! a! starting! point,! multiple! runs! with! test! data! were! conducted! to! analyse! the!
reliability!of!the!model!and!consistency!of!the!approach.!!The!model!was!designed!to!
a)! define! outbreak! signals! and! form! outbreak! periods! (Figure! 5.1);! b)! adapt! to!
changes! in! the! z! value! by! redefining! the! presence/! absence! of! outbreak! signals/!
periods;! c)! define! alarm! signals! and! form! alarm! periods! based! on! the! presence/!
absence!of! outbreak! signals/! periods;! d)! adapt! to! changes! in! the! alarm! threshold/!
outbreak!probability!by!redefining!the!presence/!absence!of!alarm!signals/!periods;!
e)!detect!outbreak!periods!using!alarm!periods.!In!addition,!false!alarm!periods!were!
also!measured.! IntraRoutbreak!alarms!were!disregarded!due! to! the!way! that! these!
alarms!would!be!considered!prospectively! i.e.' in!real!time,'alarms!that!occur!within!
the!outbreak!would!be! considered!only! in! the! context!of! the! continuing!outbreak,!
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In! a! similarly! systematic! approach,! the! outbreak! probability,! defined! as! the!
relationship! between! historic! dengue! incidence! and! alarm! indicators,!was! used! to!
quantify!alarm!signals!prior!to!outbreaks!during!the!period!of!evaluation!(2012@13)!
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or! decreased! the! frequency! of! alarm/! outbreak! periods! (Figure! 5.5),! and! also!
affected!the!temporal!relationship!between!alarm!and!outbreak!periods!by!altering!
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As! an! unexpected! consequence! of! the! interdependency! of! lag! time! on! the! alarm!




the! time! between! the! beginning! of! an! alarm! period! and! an! outbreak! period.!
Consequently,!the!mean!lag!time!gradually!decreased!as!alarm!thresholds!increased!
(Table!5.1).!In!addition,!an!increase!or!decrease!in!the!number!of!alarm!signals!used!
to! create! alarm! periods! also! shifted! the! temporal! relationship! between! alarm!
periods!and!outbreak!periods! to! the!right! i.e.$delayed!detection!times! (Figure!5.5).!
Given!this!interdependency,!it!was!clear!that!model!parameterisation!had!a!greater!
impact! on! the! temporal! associations! between! alarm! indicators! and! outbreaks,!










After! demonstrating! the! functionality! of! the! model! (Figures! 5.1! –! 5.5),! outcome!
metrics! were! required! to! quantitatively! evaluate! the! detection! system! and!
determine!the!applicability!of!the!model!to!different!country!contexts.!In!this!regard,!
the! use! of! alarm! periods! to! detect! outbreak! periods! provided! an! opportunity! to!
evaluate! the! detection! performance! of! the!model.! The! performance!metrics! used!
were! sensitivity! and! positive! predictive! value,! as! defined! above.! These! outcome!




! ! 0.08% 0.1% 0.12% 0.14% 0.16% 0.18% 0.2%
Mean! number! of!
outbreaks! 1.25% 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33!
Mean! number! of! alarm!
periods! ! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 10.00! 10.00!
Proportion! outbreaks!
detected!(sensitivity)! ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
Proportion!correct!alarm!
periods! out! of! all! alarm!
periods!(~PPV)! !
0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.40! 0.40!
Mean!lag!time!for!alarm!
! 9.58! 9.58! 9.58! 9.58! 9.50! 9.30! 9.23!
Mean! number! of!
outbreaks! 1.5% 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33! 4.33!
Mean! number! of! alarm!
periods! !! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 9.67! 10.00! 10.00!
Proportion! outbreaks!
detected!(sensitivity)! !! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
Proportion!correct!alarm!
periods! out! of! all! alarm!
periods!(~PPV)! !!
0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.42! 0.40! 0.40!
Mean!lag!time!for!alarm! !! 9.58! 9.58! 9.58! 9.58! 9.50! 9.30! 9.23!
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!
Firstly,! z6values! and! outbreak! probabilities! were! determined.! It! was! important! to!
evaluate!these!thresholds!to!ensure!that!sufficient!outbreak!periods!were!created!to!
enable! detection! by! alarm! periods.! A! systematic! approach! ensured! that! all! z! and!
alarm!threshold!values!were!tested!incrementally.!Alarm!thresholds!were!evaluated!
against! a! constant! z! of! 1.25! (Figure! 5.6),! while! z! values! were! tested! in! a! similar!
fashion!against!a!constant!outbreak!probability!of!0.12!(Figure!5.7).!Results!indicated!
that,!despite!altering! the!alarm!and!outcome!variables,! a! z6value!of!between!1.0! 6!
1.3,! and! an! outbreak! probability! of! between! 0.06! and! 0.12,! yielded! the! best!
performance! metrics! (highest! sensitivities/! PPVs)! (Figures! 5.6! and! 5.7).! Higher!
coefficients!of!either!outbreak!probabilities!or!z6values!resulted!in!marked!decreases!
in!sensitivity,!and!to!some!extent,!in!PPV!(Figures!5.6!and!5.7).!Hence,!a!coefficient!of!
z! =! 1.25/! outbreak! probability! =! 0.12! were! used! to! define! the! outbreak/! alarm!





where! the! z6value! =! 1.25.! Alarm/! outbreak! periods! define! by! n=3;! Brazil:! Alarm!
indicator!=!Probable!Cases;!Outbreak!indicator!=!Hospitalised!Cases;!Mexico:!Alarm!

























Figure% 5.7.! Performance! testing!of! the! z6value!using!3! country!datasets!where! the!
outbreak!probability!=!!0.12.!Alarm/!outbreak!periods!defined!by!n=3;!Mexico:!Alarm!
indicator! =! Weekly! mean! temperature;! Outbreak! indicator! =! Hospitalised! Cases;!

































Mexico! Mean!Temperature! Hospitalised!Cases! 1D12! 81! 35!
Mexico! Rainfall! Hospitalised!Cases! 3D12! 63! 27!
Mexico! Mean!Age! Hospitalised!Cases! 4D16! 73! 35!
Mexico! Probable!Cases! Hospitalised!Cases! 1D12! 91! 40!
Brazil! Mean!Temperature! Hospitalised!Cases! 1D12! 84! 10!
Brazil! Probable!Cases! Hospitalised!Cases! 1D12! 100! 12!
Brazil! Rainfall! Hospitalised!Cases! 3D12! 67! 8!
Brazil! Mean!Humidity! Hospitalised!Cases! 2D12! 88! 13!
Brazil! Mean!Temperature! Probable!Cases! 1D12! 52! 17!
Brazil! Mean!Age! Hospitalised!Cases! 4D16! 100! 12!
Malaysia! Mean!Age! Probable!Cases! 4D16! 99! 19!
Malaysia! Mean!Temperature! Probable!Cases! 1D12! 14! 25!












Dominican!Republic! Rainfall! Hospitalised!Cases! 3912! 18! 41!
Dominican!Republic! Mean!Temperature! Hospitalised!Cases! 1912! 23! 43!
Dominican!Republic! Mean!Humidity! Hospitalised!Cases! 2912! 6! 42!
Dominican!Republic! Probable!Cases! Hospitalised!Cases! 1912! 92! 46!
Dominican!Republic! Mean!Humidity! Probable!Cases! 2912! 5! 39!
Dominican!Republic! Mean!Temperature! Probable!Cases! 1912! 23! 43!
Dominican!Republic! Rainfall! Probable!Cases! 3912! 16! 38!
Vietnam! Mean!Age! Probable!Cases! 4916! 52! 11!







































































Use!of! probable! cases!was! highly! sensitive! for! predicting! outbreak! periods,!where!
hospitalised! cases!was! used! as! the! outbreak! indicator,! with! all! sensitivities! across!
each!country!recorded!as!≥89%!(Figure!5.9).!Sensitivity!decreased!to!a!minimum!of!



























































































































































































Performance! metrics! were! high! in! terms! of! sensitivity,! with! all! country! datasets!
recording! ≥90%!where!n&=! 2,! but! still! false! alarm!periods!were! generated! roughly!
50%! of! the! time! for! Mexico! and! Dominican! Republic,! 45%! and! 48%! respectively!
(Figure!5.10),!while!PPV!values!were!considerably! lower! in!Brazil! and!Viet!Nam,!at!

















































































































country! datasets.! While! performance! metrics! using! probable! cases! were! high!
(sensitivities!no!lower!than!71%),!PPV!values!dropped!from!those!observed!when!the!
outbreak! indicator! was! hospitalised! cases.! The! Mexico! dataset! precipitated!
reductions! from! 45%! to! 25%,! and!were! consistently! low! for! all! remaining! country!
datasets,! excepting! Dominican! Republic,! which! performed! at! a! consistent! level!
between! both! outbreak! indicators! (Figure! 5.10).! In! light! of! this,! only! hospitalised!
cases! were! taken! forward! into! multivariate! analyses,! as! they! were! clearly! the!
stronger!incidencePbased!outbreak!indicator.!
!
Alarm& Indicator:&Mean&age& of& hospitalised& cases& 3&Outbreak& indicator:&Hospitalised&
Cases&








Figure' 5.11.! Univariate! analyses! showing! sensitivities! and! PPVs! for!multiple! country! datasets.! Outbreak! probability! =! 0.12,! zDvalue! =! 1.25.!


















































































































Of! the! meteorological! variables,! mean! temperature! recorded! higher! performance!
metrics! than! either! rainfall! or! humidity! (Figure! 5.12).! In! Mexico! and! Dominican!
Republic,! PPVs!were! greater! than! 40%!where!n&=! 2! or! 3,!while! PPVs! in! Brazil! and!
Malaysia!were!approximately!20%!(Figure!5.12).!Modest!differences!in!performance!
were!detected!between!nRvalues&of!2!and!3! for! alarm/!outbreak!periods,!with! the!
former! recording! marginally! improved! results! (Figure! 5.12).! Sensitivities! were!


































































































































































































Across! those! datasets! where! the! outbreak! indicator! could! have! been! either!








Model! performance! metrics! for! rainfall! were! modest,! with! sensitivities! achieving!
65%! and! 67%! in! Brazil! and!Mexico,! however! PPV! values! were! only! 34%! and! 14%!
respectively! (Figure! 5.12).! This! was! marginally! different! where! n& =! 3,! resulting! in!
sensitivities!of!63%!and!67%! (Figure!5.12),! though!PPVs!were! lower! in!both! cases.!










Weekly! mean! humidity! demonstrated! predictive! potential! as! an! alarm! indicator!






Following! an! emerging! theme,! here! also! it! was! clear! that! a! change! in! outbreak!
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indicator! reduced! the! performance! of! the! model,! except! with! the! Dominican!














multivariate! analyses! for! these! variables! would! not! identify! singly! predictive!
variables! and! was! not! conducted.! However,! meteorological! and! epidemiological!
variables!are!unlikely! to!be!connected! in! this!way,! thus!multivariate!analyses!were!
conducted!using!the!strongest!singly!predictive!meteorological!and!epidemiological!
alarm! indicators,!where! the!outbreak! indicator!was!consistently!hospitalised!cases.!
The!lag!period!was!altered!to!include!the!entire!range!of!the!combined!variables!in!
question! e.g.+ lag! period! was! defined! as+ 1P16! weeks! when! combining! both! mean!
temperature!(lag!period!of!1P12!weeks)!and!mean!age!(lag!period!of!4P16!weeks).!All!
model! testing! took!place!using! a! zPvalue!of! 1.25! and!outbreak!probability! of! 0.12,!
where!n+=!2!to!form!alarm/!outbreak!periods.!!
!
!Alarm+ Indicator:+ Weekly+ mean+ temperature;+ probable+ cases.+ Outbreak+ indicator:+
hospitalised+cases+
Of! the! three! datasets! that! could! be! analysed! with! the! above! indicators,! Mexico!



















































































































Alarm& Indicator:& Weekly& mean& temperature;& mean& age.& Outbreak& indicator:&
hospitalised&cases&
Only! two! country! datasets! could! be! used! in! this! analysis! due! to! paucity! of! data.!
Sensitivities! were! relatively! high! ≥80%,! while! PPV! values! were! 41%! and! 20%! for!
Mexico!and!Brazil!respectively!(Figure!5.13).!
&




value! of! 44%! (Figure! 5.13).! Performance!metrics! using! the! latter! country! datasets!
was! inconsistent,! either!with! high! sensitivities! and! low! PPVs! (Brazil),! or! vice! versa!
(Dominican!Republic)!(Figure!5.13).!
!
Alarm& Indicator:&Weekly& total& rainfall;& mean& age.& Outbreak& indicator:& hospitalised&
cases&
Continuing!a!trend!observed!throughout!the!multivariate!analyses,!PPV!values!using!
the!Mexico!dataset!were! substantially!higher! than!with! the!Brazil!dataset,!41%!vs.!












lag! period! =! 1D12! weeks;! n" =! 2! for! alarm/! outbreak! periods;! outbreak! indicator:! hospitalised! cases.! top! left:! alarm! indicators! =! mean!



































































































































Alarm& Indicator:& Weekly& total& rainfall;& hospitalised& cases.& Outbreak& indicator:&
hospitalised&cases&
Sensitivities!were!high!in!both!Mexico!and!Brazil,!as!observed!elsewhere,!at!88%!and!






Here,! Dominican! Republic! data! performed! particularly! well,! with! performance!
metrics! of! sensitivity! 95%! and! PPV! value! of! 48%.! Mexico! data! also! recorded!

















to! unnecessary! interventions! and! wasted! resources.! In! this! study,! the! Shewhart!
method! and! Endemic! Channel! were! used! to! identify! alarm! indicators! with! the!
potential! to! predict! subsequent! outbreak! periods.! A! number! of! indicators! were!
tested,! ranging! from!epidemiological! to!meteorological,! to!evaluate!primarily! their!
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predictive! potential,! and! secondarily! the! most! appropriate! measure! of! dengue!
incidence!to!define!outbreaks.!!
!
Despite! inherent! variability! throughout! the! datasets,! certain! meteorological! and!






Epidemiological! variables! have! already! been! used! to! predict! outbreaks!
retrospectively,! with! some! success! (Halide! &! Ridd! 2008).! Of! the! epidemiological!
alarm!indicators!studied!here,!hospitalised!cases!and!probable!cases!demonstrated!
the!greatest!potential!for!predictive!capacity.!Performance!metrics!were!particularly!
good! for! the! alarm! indicator! hospitalised! cases! in! both! Mexico! and! Dominican!
Republic,! where! sensitivities! and! PPVs! were! 92%! and! 45%,! and! 95%! and! 48%!





By! introducing! a! lag! period! it! is! possible! to! generate! an! outbreak! probability! for!
hospitalised! cases! as! an! alarm! indicator! during! the! historic! period.! This! outbreak!
probability!was!used!during!the!period!of!evaluation!to!predict!outbreaks!comprised!
of!hospitalised!incident!cases.!The!high!sensitivity!of!hospitalised!cases!as!an!alarm!
indicator! suggests! that! incidence! had! been! frequently! above! the! alarm! threshold!
during! the! historic! period,! resulting! in! many! alarm! periods! that! captured! most!
outbreak!periods!during!the!period!of!evaluation.!This! is!consistent!with!the!global!
epidemiological!picture!of!a! recent! rising! trend! in!dengue! incidence! (World!Health!
Organisation!2012a)!and!the!epidemiology!in!these!particular!countries!and!regions!







decreasing! the! total! number! of! alarm! periods! created.! However,! this! could!
negatively! impact! sensitivity! simultaneously.! Notably,! the! PPV! calculation! did! not!




transmission,! which! has! long! been! argued! as! a! feature! of! dengue! transmission!
(Brady! et! al.! 2015;! Scott! &! Morrison! 2010;! Karl! et! al.! 2014).! In! both! Dominican!
Republic! and! Mexico,! it! could! be! argued! that! the! modest! success! achieved! was!
because!the!period!of!evaluation!reflected!the!patterns!observed!during!the!historic!
period,!i.e.!that!dengue!trends!remained!similar!during!both!historic!and!evaluation!
periods,! thereby! resulting! in! fewer! false! alarm! periods.! However,! these! country!
differences! could!also!be!attributed! to!noisier! countryMspecific!datasets,! given! that!
the! length! of! historic! periods! were! relatively! low! when! compared! to! similar!
forecasting!models!(Barbazan!et!al.!2002;!Hii!et!al.!2012b;!Lowe!et!al.!2014).!
!
Detection! of! an! increase! in! the! number! of! hospitalised! cases! has! little! value! as! a!
prospective!early!warning!alarm!indicator.!This! is!simply!due!to!the!reporting!delay!
associated! with! such! case! definitions,! coupled! with! hospitalisation! occurring! in! a!
small!proportion!of!cases,!after!a!mean!incubation!period!of!anywhere!between!3M10!
days! (Chan! &! Johansson! 2012).! On! the! other! hand,! where! mandatory! probable!
dengue!case! reporting! is!part!of!an!active!surveillance!system,! this!alarm! indicator!








clinical! presentations,! such! as! Chikungunya! or! Zika! viruses! (Musso! et! al.! 2015;!
CardonaMOspina! et! al.! 2015),! which! may! be! confounding! probable! dengue! case!




disease! surveillance! systems! (RungeMRanzinger! et! al.! 2014;! RungeMRanzinger! et! al.!






Sensitivities!using! this!alarm! indicator!were,!on!balance,!moderately!high! (>65%! in!
Mexico,! Malaysia! and! Brazil),! while! PPV! values! ranged! between! 15M40%.! In! the!
context!of! this! specific!model,! these! results! indicated! that! the!predictive!power!of!
this!alarm!indicator!is!limited.!!
!
Theoretically,! since! populationMlevel! serotype! shifts! are! known! to! fluctuate! over!
periods! of! years! (Reiner! et! al.! 2014;!Morrison! et! al.! 2010;! Rodrigues! et! al.! 2011;!
Nisalak!et!al.!2003),!thereby!influencing!the!herd!immunity!of!the!age!distribution!of!
a! population! (Rodrigues! et! al.! 2011),! it! should! be! possible! to! detect! such! changes!




of! this! particular! study.! Firstly,! it! was! not! possible! to! correlate! the! incident! age!
distribution!of!dengue!with!serotype!shifts!to!stratify!the!risk!of!infection!among!age!
groups,! due! to! inconsistent! data! entry.! Secondly,! mean! age! was! inconsistently!




on!probable! cases,! the!effect! of! poorer! specificity!within! this! case!definition! likely!
diluted! any! associations! with! the! outbreak! indicator! ‘probable! cases’,! which! may!




remains.! However,! in! order! to! achieve! reliable! results,! it! should! be! noted! that!
probable! case! definitions! are! less! accurate! and! thus! coMincident! data! of! related!
infections!should!be!collected!to!control!for!any!confounding!effect.!Thereafter,!the!






cases.! It! is! reasonable! to! presume! that! the! lower! performance!metrics! associated!
with! probable! case! definitions! was! likely! the! result! of! less! specific! dengue! case!
definitions.! Consequently,! outbreak! probabilities! calculated! during! the! historic!
period! were! less! strongly! associated! with! alarm! indicators,! thereby! consistently!
reducing!the!performance!metrics!for!each!dataset!accordingly.!And!yet,!the!utility!
of! probable! case! definitions! as! outbreak! indicators! should! not! be! ruled! out,! as!
similar! trends! seen! between! alarm! indicators! and! hospitalised! cases,!were! indeed!
also!observed!between!alarm!indicators!and!probable!cases.!Thus,!when!developing!
endemic!channels!and!epidemic!curves,!this!indicator!could!be!used!as!a!pragmatic!




Given! their! direct! influence! on! vector! population! dynamics! and! on! the! extrinsic!
incubation! period! of! the! dengue! virus,! it! is! perhaps! not! surprising! that!
meteorological! variables! have! demonstrated! potential! as! early! warning! alarm!
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indicators,!both!in!this!study!and!various!mathematical!models!also!using!field!data!
(Johansson! et! al.! 2009;! Phung! et! al.! 2015;! Hii! et! al.! 2012a).! Here,! we! have!
demonstrated! that! certain!meteorological! variables,! such! as! temperature,! rainfall,!




Countries! that! had! access! to! better! meteorological! datasets! produced! higher!
performance! metrics! (Figures! 5.9! and! 5.10).! Conversely,! both! Malaysia! and!
Dominican!Republic!datasets!suffered!from!poor!sensitivities,!likely!as!a!result!of!few!
data!points!spread!disparately!over!wide!geographic!areas.!This!is!important!for!two!
reasons:! 1)! fewer,! widely! interspersed! data! points! failed! to! capture! localised!
meteorological! variation;! and! 2)! intraMdistrict! spatial! inconsistencies! between!
meteorological! metrics! and! outbreak! indicators! were! also! likely! to! have! affected!








sensitivities! (Figures! 5.9! and! 5.10).! Such! associations!with! temperature! have! been!
observed! before! in! dengue,! as! well! as! in! other! vector! borne! diseases,! often! as! a!
consequence!of!the!effect!on!the!development!rate!of!the!vector!and!the!extrinsic!
incubation! period! of! the! pathogen! (ChristiansenMJucht! et! al.! 2014;! Yi! et! al.! 2003;!
Zhang!et!al.!2008;!Pham!et!al.!2011).!In!particular,!temperature!variations!are!known!




al.! 2010;! Campbell! et! al.! 2013).! The! variation! observed! between! countries! in! this!
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study,!particularly!with! regard! to! rainfall!and!humidity,! is! similar! to!other! research!
that!has!also!reported!contextMdependent!meteorological!alarm!indicators!(Naish!et!
al.! 2014).! For! example,! rainfall! has! also! been! described! as! associated! with!
subsequent! dengue! outbreaks! (Chen! &! Hsieh! 2012;! Johansson! et! al.! 2009),! and!








the! same! time,! spatial! smoothing! effects! might! also! be! a! contributory! factor,! as!
district! sizes! were! not! standardised! between! countries! M! working! at! coarser!
resolutions! tends! to! obscure! or!weaken! associations! often! present! at! finer! spatial!
scales.! Finally,! one! possible! mechanism! that! may! influence! the! degree! to! which!




unexpected,! due! to! the! multiplicity! of! contextMdependent! transmission! factors!
(Campbell!et!al.!2013)!and!the!suggested!effect!of!global!warming!on!shifting!spatial!
DENV! transmission! (Morin! et! al.! 2013).! Indeed,! as! climates! and! meteorological!




may! change! weather! enough! to! impact! dengue! transmission.! Indeed,! the! results!
seen!here!may!be!a!product!of!varied!fluctuating!meteorological!conditions!during!a!
small! window! of! time,! which! may! not! necessarily! reflect! truer,! longMterm! trends.!
Certainly,! from! a! prospective! point! of! view! and! in! consideration! of! future! DENV!
trends,!predicted!global!and!local!changes!in!the!climate!and!weather,!as!caused!by!
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While! not!without! limitation,! the! results! demonstrated! that! the! Endemic! Channel!
remains! an! operationally! useful! and! simple! aid,! primarily! because! of! its! ability! to!
clearly! demarcate! thresholds! based! on! simple! summary! statistics.! However,! the!
major!limitation,!as!demonstrated!within!this!study,!is!the!use!of!a!generic!Endemic!
Channel! i.e.!one!that! is!used!with!a!standardised!2*SD.!Altering!the!zMvalue,!hence!
defining! outbreaks,! can! have! dramatic! implications! on! the! number! of! outbreaks!
identified.! Worldwide,! a! standard! deviation! of! 2! is! used! to! capture! 95%! of! the!
variation! in! dengue! incidence! about! the! mean.! This! provides! a! threshold! above!










How! should! dengue! outbreaks! be! defined?! In! this! study,! we! altered! zMvalues! to!
improve!the!success!of!detection,! rather! than!consider! the!operational!or! financial!
implications! of! changing! outbreak! definitions,! especially! in! a! prospective! capacity.!
This! neglected! the! importance! of! accurate!metrics! in! these! contexts;! low! zMvalues!
resulted! in! outbreaks! that! were! often! infrequent,! long! and! protracted! in! nature,!
requiring!resourceMintensive!responses.!As!the!zMvalue!gradually! increased,!only!the!
highest!magnitude!peaks!were!captured! (Figure!5.2).! In! this! scenario,! standardised!
thresholds!failed!to!distinguish!between!certain!types!of!outbreak,!e.g.!propagated!
vs.!point!source,!of!which!dengue!is!most!certainly!the!former.!Dengue!transmission,!
characterised! by! various! peaks! in! incidence,! is! a! function! of! variable! intrinsic! and!
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extrinsic! incubation! periods! amongst! populations! with! varied! herd! immunity.!
Therefore,!based!on!this!kind!of!transmission,!as!one!increases!the!zMvalue,!there!will!
come! a! point! at! which! a! greater! frequency! of! distinct! outbreaks! is! recorded,!
resulting!in!shorter!duration!but!greater!frequency!outbreak!responses!(Figure!5.2).!
Such!pendulum!swings!in!a!predictive!capacity!between!the!presence!and!absence!of!
outbreaks! would! likely! cause! a! greater! administrative! burden! on! surveillance! and!
health! infrastructure,!as!well!as! increase!confusion!and!mistrust!amongst! the! local!
population! due! to! perceived! unreliable! forecasting! (Rosenbaum! 2015).! Of! course,!
eventually,!as!the!zMvalue!continues!to!rise,!the!number!of!outbreaks!falls!away.!But!
this! conundrum! is! clearly! important! from! a! both! modelling! and! operational!
perspective,! and! should!be! considered! in!any! future! costing/!prediction!of!dengue!
outbreaks.! Finally,! future! outbreak! definitions! might! concentrate! on! capturing!
specific!time!points!of!an!outbreak! i.e.!using!the!incident!mean!difference!between!





Mean! lag! time! fell! consistently! as! the! alarm! threshold! increased! (Table! 5.1).! To!
explain! this,! first! it! is! important! to!understand! the! relationship!between! the!mean!




PPV! calculations.! Consequently,! alarm!periods! that!would! have!occurred! at! higher!
outbreak! probabilities! and! were! temporally! closer! to! the! outbreak,! were! not!
recorded,!in!favour!of!lower!probability,!more!distant!alarm!signals/!periods.!As!the!
threshold!increases,!these!greater!probability!alarm!signals!become!the!only!signals!
that! remain! to! be! detected,! thus! alarm! periods! are! formed! later! within! the! lag!
period! (closer! to! the! outbreak),! thus! reducing! the!mean! lag! time.! All! things! being!
equal,!this!demonstrates!that!alarm!signals!closer!to!the!outbreak!are!usually!greater!
in! magnitude! where! the! trend! is! positive,! indicating! that! changes! above! the!
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historical!norm!occur!more! frequently!as! the!outbreak! is!approached.!However,!as!
just!described,!it!is!important!to!note!that!these!associations!are!at!least!somewhat!
influenced!by!the!model!parameterisation,!rather!than!any!necessarily!true!temporal!
associations!between!alarm!and!outbreak! indicators! i.e.& increasing! the! zMvalue!and!
changing!the!n&required!to!form!alarm!signals!alters!the!mean!lag!time,!irrespective!
of!any!true!temporal!associations!between!alarm!and!outbreak!indicators.!Thus,!new!





highest! outcome! metrics,! while! there! was! little! difference! between! these! two!
multipliers! across! all! indicators! (Figures! 5.9M5.12).! As! demonstrated! previously,!
altering!this!multiplier!can!increase!or!decrease!the!outbreak!detection!times,!which!
is! particularly! important! in! a! prospective! capacity.! With! this! in! mind,! it! was!
important!to!keep!n!relatively!low!(Figure!5.5).!
!
Working! with! the! moving! average! delays! the! anticipated! outbreak! pattern! by!
delaying! the! increase! and! postponing! the! decrease! in! incidence.! This! is! a!method!
that!could!be!altered! in! future!model! iterations,!and! indeed! if! shortened! from!the!
current!6+1+6!to!3+1+3,!would!likely!decrease!the!time!necessary!to!form!outbreak!




Alarm! periods! formed! during! an! outbreak! were! discarded,! and! given! that! the!
shortest!lag!period!used!was!1M12!weeks,!it!is!feasible!that!alarms!towards!the!end!of!







In! combining! the! strongest! singly!predictive! alarm! indicators,! the!model! could!not!
improve! upon! or! indeed! reproduce! the! performance! metrics! observed! during!
univariate!analyses.!The!results!were!favourable!with!the!Mexico!dataset!but!failed!
to! outperform! univariate! analyses! using! either! the! Brazil! or! Dominican! Republic!
datasets! (Figure!5.14).!That!performance!metrics!did!not! improve! is!surprising,!but!
this!may!be!due! to! poorer! outbreak!probabilities,! given! that!multivariate! analyses!
combined!alarm! indicators! to!produce!one!outbreak!probability,! rather! than!using!









incidence! (Gluskin! et! al.! 2014),! using! both! search! query! data! (Chan! et! al.! 2011;!
Althouse! et! al.! 2011)! and! social!media! trends! (Chunara! et! al.! 2012),! although! the!
latter!was!not!evaluated! in!relation!to!dengue.!Other!avenues!of!exploration!could!
also! include! the! use! of! alternate! summary! statistics! for! those! alarm! and! outbreak!
indicators!already!explored!within!this!study,!such!as!the!diurnal!temperature!range!
instead!of!the!mean!temperature,!or!cumulative!mean!instead!of!the!moving!mean!
(LiuMHelmersson! et! al.! 2014;! Brady! et! al.! 2015).! And! as! the! use! of! GISMbased! and!
remotely!sensed!data!capture!becomes! increasingly!prevalent,!spatial!analyses!and!










in! a! mismatch! with! the! outbreak! indicators.! Accordingly,! these! alarm! indicators!
could!not!be!fairly!evaluated.!
!
Climate! data! were! obtained! either! from! local! weather! stations! or! from! published!
websites,!excepting!Viet!Nam,!where!access!to!data!could!not!be!arranged.!Also,! it!
was!not!possible! to!obtain!districtMspecific! climate!data! in! all! cases,!which!masked!




• Temporal! variation! (monthly! timescale! observed! for! some! entomological!
indicators)!











The! moving! average! and! regression! probabilities! calculated! during! the! historic!
period!were! reliant! upon!a! relatively! low!number!of! years! (<3)! of! historic! data,! in!
contrast!to!others!forecasting!models!(Barbazan!et!al.!2002;!Hii!et!al.!2012a;!Lowe!et!






which! invariably! changed! any! variation! observed! at! the! district! level,! potentially!





The! study! methods! yielded! zMvalues! of! 1.25! as! most! appropriate! for! the! highest!




zMvalue! with! an! outbreak! probability! of! 0.12! yielded! practical! sensitivities/! PPVs,!
although! the! authors! note! that! these! values! would! likely! benefit! from! minor!
alterations!to!suit!individual!spatial!units!in!any!future!prospective!investigations.!
!
Some! variables,! in! particular! temperature,! have! been! known! to! show! nonM







approach! M! is! a! viable! technique! that! can! be! used! retrospectively,! and! potentially!
prospectively,!to!detect!dengue!outbreaks!using!alarm!indicators!with!an!attributed!
lag! time.! This! approach! builds! on! earlier! observations! that! utilised!multiple! alarm!
indicators!on!similar!spatial/!temporal!scales!(Racloz!et!al.!2012),!and!combined!prior!
theoretical! observations! into! a! practical! model! (Johansson! et! al.! 2009).! However,!
there! is!emerging!evidence!of!alternative!models! that!may!be!used! for! time!series!
datasets,! in!particular,! the! LASSO! (least!absolute! shrinkage!and! selection)!method.!
Evidence! has! suggested! that! forecasts! using! this! approach!may! be!more! accurate!
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than! the! approaches! used! in! this! study! (Shi! et! al.! 2015),! although! the! LASSO!




Of! the! epidemiological! alarm! indicators! studied,! the! number! of! probable! cases!
showed!greatest!predictive!potential!and!should!be!routinely!captured!during!active!
surveillance! systems! for! use! in! predictive! models.! ! Increases! in! this! metric! may!
provide! advance! warning! of! increasing! dengue! outbreak! risks! in! subsequent! time!
periods! (in! this! study,! 1! –! 12! weeks).! In! contrast,! the!mean! age! of! dengue! cases!
requires!further!validation!as!a!potential!indicator.!
!
The! use! of! hospitalised! cases! as! the! outbreak! indicator! produced! higher! model!
performance!metrics!with!alarm!indicators!vs.!probable!cases!and!alarm!indicators.!
This!is!likely!the!result!of!the!more!specific!case!definition!of!hospitalised!cases.!That!
said,! although! associations! between! alarm! indicators! and! probable! cases! were!
weaker,! the! same! trends! were! observed! as! those! between! alarm! indicators! and!
hospitalised!cases.!This!justifies!the!use!of!probable!cases!as!an!outbreak!indicator!in!





data! points! and! accurate! spatial! correlations! with! outbreak! indicators.! Therefore,!
where! spatial!meteorological! data! are!discordant!with! the! spatial! area!of! analysis,!
interpolation! techniques! should! be! used! to!mitigate! the! problems! experienced! in!
this! study.! Indeed,! given! the!widespread! availability! of! temperature! and! humidity!
data,! dengue! surveillance! programmes! should! routinely! record! these! metrics! in!








In! spite!of! the! limitations! it! is! clear! that,! in! the! absence!of! processMbased!models,!
predictive! dengue! modelling! must! be! based! on! available! retrospective! datasets,!
validated! across! multiple! contexts.! Equally,! datasets! compiled! from! mandatory!
electronic!reporting!and!standardised!surveillance!systems!will!greatly! improve!the!
quality! of! datasets! by! limiting! misreporting! and! bias.! Though! modifications! to!
improve! the!PPV!and!other!aspects!of! the!model!are!needed,! the!method!used! in!
this! study! has! been! shown! as! suitable! to! identify! potential! alarm! indicators! that!
sensitively! predict! forthcoming! outbreaks.! The! model! could! also! be! simply!
transformed! into!a!realMtime,!userMfriendly!operational! tool! to! identify!atMrisk!areas!
in! order! to! allocate! resources!more! efficiently! (Racloz! et! al.! 2012).! At! the! time! of!











control! and! early! warning! systems.! Together,! they! indicate! a! roadmap! for! future!
research!avenues!and!highlighted!some!of!the!current!limitations!within!the!field!of!







al.! 2013;! Horstick! et! al.! 2010;! RungeMRanzinger! et! al.! 2014),! it! should! not! be!
discontinued!until!further!research!emerges.!Currently,!there!are!many!disconnects!
in! our! knowledge! of! entomological! transmission! dynamics,! many! of! which! exist!
between! the!various!metrics!produced! for!vector!abundance:! immature! indices!do!
not!correlate!with!adult! indices;! cryptic! sites! cannot!be!quantified;!adult!mosquito!
abundance!metrics!do!not!correlate!with!the!proportion!of!those!infected;!the!age!of!
circulating! mosquito! populations! may! affect! resulting! transmission! dynamics;!
infectivity! rates! between! mosquito! and! human! are! not! established! (Focks! 2004;!
Scott! &! Morrison! 2010).! And! yet! clearly! the! absence! of! mosquitoes! prevents!
mosquitoMborne! transmission,! but! to! obtain! true! estimates! of! the! abundance!
necessary! to!maintain! both! endemic! and! epidemic! dengue! transmission,! localised!
estimates!must! account! for! spatiotemporal! variation! in! abundance! and! should! be!
used!to!generate!baseline!data!upon!which!alarm!signals!can!be!built! (Chang!et!al.!
2015).! Indeed,! localised! metrics! that! focus! on! the! adult! mosquito,! and! perhaps!
mosquito! infectivity! rates,! may! circumvent! many! of! the! problems! known! with!
immature! stage! metrics! and! the! presence! of! cryptic! breeding! sites.! Although!
uncommon,!diagnostic!tools!that!quantify!mosquito!infectivity!rates!are!increasingly!
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available! in! the! field! (Pal! et! al.! 2015;! Voge! et! al.! 2013),! and! it! is! likely! that! with!
updated!capture!methods! (VazquezMProkopec!et!al.!2009),! these! infectivity!surveys!
will!become!standardised!tools!to!quantify!prevailing!dengue!risk.!In!Chapters!2!and!
5,! identifying!predictive!entomological! indicators!among!datasets!was!not!possible!
due! to! incomplete! data,! but! only!with! continued! data! capture! can! these! datasets!
improve! and! thereby! eliminate! the! knowledge! gap! between! these! indices! and!
dengue!risk!(Focks!2004).!!
!




these! calculations!will! likely! improve! these!outputs.! These! results! are! indicative!of!
the! mixed! contemporary! picture! for! dengue! EWS:! recent! efforts! show! that!
meteorological! and! epidemiological! variables! ably! predict! outbreaks!
(Ninphanomchai!et!al.!2014;!Hii!et!al.!2012a),!yet!there!is!also!contrasting!data!from!
nonMendemic! settings! (Chang! et! al.! 2015),! where! few! associations! between! alarm!
variables! and!outbreaks!were! found.! Still,! elsewhere,! EWS!have!been!evaluated! in!
realMtime! for! West! Nile! (Manore! et! al.! 2014)! and! influenza! (Waziri! et! al.! 2014),!
although!sensitivity!and!positive!predictive!values!were!relatively! low,!which!would!
lead!to!many!false!alarms.!However,!this!has!not!deterred!the!European!Centre!for!
Disease! Control! from!establishing! a! surveillance! unit!with! an! active! programme! in!
developing!early!warning!systems!(Semenza!2015).!What!emerges!from!this!picture!
is! that! still! there! remain!many! interactions! that! influence!dengue! transmission!not!




outbreaks,! ranging! from! mumps! and! influenza! to! vector! borne! diseases! such! as!
malaria! and!West! Nile! (Semenza! 2015;! Sudre! et! al.! 2013;! Chaintoutis! et! al.! 2014;!
Manore!et!al.!2014;!Hughes!et!al.!2015;!Fan!et!al.!2014).!In!these!cases,!other!alarm!




elevated! transmission! amongst! the! human! population,! but! for! reasons! previously!
discussed,!limitations!still!apply!to!this!technique.!
!
Nonetheless,! clearly,! the! ability! to! predict! such! hazardous! events! has! distinct!
advantages!for!human!populations,!and!yet!these!predictions!are!often!clouded!by!
uncertainty.!A!large!part!of!the!uncertainty!for!disease!surveillance!is!the!presence!of!
existing! covariates! that! influence! risk!or! transmission!dynamics,! and!yet!are!either!
unknown! or! cannot! be! measured.! Indeed,! complex! interactions! between! these!
covariates! somewhat! confound! prediction! (Louis! et! al.! 2014),! in! part! due! to!
algorithms! failing! to! capture! nonMmonotonic! relations! between! variables! (May! &!
Bigelow!2005).! Strong!examples!of! the!paucity! in!knowledge!can!be! found! in!both!
transmission! dynamics! and! the! social! cost! of! dengue.! While! burden! estimates!
include!the!number!of!asymptomatic!patients!(Bhatt!et!al.!2013),!precisely!how!they!
contribute! to! outbreak! transmission! still! remains! unknown! (Chastel! 2012).!
Fortunately! it! is! now! possible! to! identify! these! individuals! in! the! field! (Yeo! et! al.!
2015)!and!adequately!quantify!them,!which!should! lead!to! increased!knowledge!of!
their! role! in! dengue! transmission.! In! addition,! the! social! cost! of! dengueMrelated!






to! quantify,! the! existence! of! absenteeism! has! been! documented! in! a! number! of!
dengue!endemic! communities! (Halasa! et! al.! 2012;! Lawpoolsri! et! al.! 2014)! and!has!
been!identified!as!coincident!with!dengue!incident!data!(Lawpoolsri!et!al.!2014),!and!
while! EWS!models!based!on! this!metric!have!been! forthcoming,! the! reality! is! that!
lead!time!may!be!too!short!to!provide!meaningful!alerts!(Fan!et!al.!2014).!
!
Possible! routes! forward! for! EWS!will! incorporate! the!myriad! of! known! qualitative!
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and! quantitative! covariates! central! to! dengue! transmission! in! a! complete! ESW!
framework! (Louis! et! al.! 2014).! Importantly,! a! sole! reliance!on!quantitative! aspects!
would!be!foolhardy,!given!that!short!term!changes!among!the!population!(that!may!
be!difficult!to!immediately!quantify),!such!as!shortMterm!population!movement!and!a!



































































demographic!and!geographic! risk! factors!will!allow!transmission!estimates,! such!as!
the! reproductive! number! (R1),! to! better! reflect! dengue! transmission! (Louis! et! al.!
2014).!Ultimately,! it! is! clear! that! increasing! granularity! is! necessary! to! account! for!
local!spatiotemporal!transmission!dynamics!that!may!vary!from!place!to!place!(Van!
Panhuis!et!al.!2015).!Equally,!as!the!true!cost!of!dengue,!both!economic!and!social!
becomes! available! at! finer! spatial! scales,! forecasting! modellers! can! be! better!







Fortunately,! as! demonstrated! in! Chapter! 3,! some! evidence! for! effectiveness! of!
vector!control!is!emerging,!especially!for!communityMbased!campaigns.!Interventions!
at! this! level! are! effective! against! the!proliferation!of! dengue! vectors,!while! recent!
evidence! has! emerged! that! such! approaches! can! also! impact! dengue! incidence!
(Andersson!et! al.! 2015).! But!more!evidence! is! needed.!Given! the!upward! trend!of!
dengue!incidence!today!and!the!widespread!use!of!poorly!evaluated!vector!control!
tools,! there! is! a! strong! argument! for! an! expert! committee! or! panel! to! produce!
guidelines!for!undertaking!vector!control!trials.!Indeed,!progress!has!begun!with!the!
availability! of! trial! guidelines! and! identification! of! outstanding! knowledge! gaps!
already! produced! (Achee! et! al.! 2015;!Wilson! et! al.! 2015).!With! this! knowledge! it!
should!be!possible! to! coordinate!vector! control! trials! to!produce!a! comprehensive!
series!of!publications!that!underpin!the!use!of!vector!control!internationally.!Indeed,!
the!same!approach!has!been!taken!when!evaluating!the!DENV!vaccine!produced!by!
Sanofi! Pasteur! (Da! Costa! et! al.! 2014),! and! if! both! interventions! are! perceived! as!
complementary!in!the!future,!surely!evidence!of!effectiveness!should!exist!for!both.!
But!there!is!a!danger!that!existing!vector!control!tools!will!be!displaced!in!favour!of!
recently! evaluated! novel! mosquito! manipulation! techniques,! without! fair! trial.! A!
unified!evaluative!approach!for!the!most!promising!existing!and!novel!approaches!is!
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especially!pressing!as! the!associated! impact!of!dengue!outbreaks!continues! to! rise!
steeply! in! affected! communities! (Hotez! et! al.! 2014;! L'Azou! et! al.! 2014).! In! light! of!




Using! vaccines! as! a! form! of! outbreak! control! is! historically! successful! where! ring!
vaccination! is! feasible! and! appropriate! (Xu! et! al.! 2014),! however! vaccine!
introduction! for! dengue! in! emergency! settings! is! unrealistic! for! the! current! Sanofi!
Pasteur!vaccine!candidate,!as!2!boosters!after!the!initial!inoculation!are!required!for!
complete! protection! (Capeding! et! al.! 2014).! As! vaccine! development! progresses,!
researchers! are! currently!weighing!up! the! role! that! vector! control!might! still! play.!
Indeed,! some! in! the! field! believe! that! even! when! an! effective! vaccine! is! proven,!
integrated! programmes! that! include! both! vaccine! and! vector! control! will! be!
paramount! (Achee! et! al.! 2015).! Barriers! to! adoption,! delivery,! coverage! and! cost,!
community!accessibility,!deployment,!coldMchain! logistics!and!booster!doses!will!all!
need!consideration!when!deploying!any!efficacious!vaccine!(Douglas!et!al.!2013;!Lam!
et! al.! 2011).! Furthermore,! localised! urban! geography,! safety! and! stability! among!
such!populations!will!also!play!a!key!role,!as!well!as!economic!evaluations!that!will!
ensure! that! governments! utilise! the! most! costMeffective! interventions! (Lam! et! al.!
2011).! The! prospect! of! synergistic,! effective! dengue! control! should! encourage! the!





progression! for! vector! borne! diseases! (Golding! et! al.! 2015).! In! this! regard,!
insecticides! that! broadly! target! all! diseases! are! advantageous! over! vectorMspecific!
tools.!However,!haematophagous! insects!are!becoming! increasingly! resistant! to!all!
classes!of!insecticides,!in!particular!pyrethroids!and!organophosphates!(Ranson!et!al.!
2010;! Rodriguez! et! al.! 2007).! In! light! of! this,! novel! tools,! such! as! RIDL! techniques!
(Harris! et! al.! 2012)! and!Wolbachia& (Lambrechts! et! al.! 2015),& are! being! developed!
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that! move! away! from! insecticideMbased! control.! Equally,! communityMbased!
campaigns! that!are!primarily!mechanical! in!nature!are!gaining! traction!as!effective!
dengue! control! tools! (Andersson! et! al.! 2015).! Such! advances! are! important! for!
ecosystems,! as!well! as! longMterm!human!health.!A! reliance!on! single,! classMspecific!
pesticides!rather!than!biological,!mechanical!or!genetic!methods!will!only!continue!
to!produce!resistance!mechanisms! in!the!target!vectors.!Certainly,! it! is!possible!for!
insecticide! resistance! to! be! properly! managed,! with! guidelines! present! in! the!
literature! (Ranson! et! al.! 2010;! World! Health! Organisation! 2012a)! but! given! the!
extent! to! which! insecticides! are! currently! arbitrarily! used! in! all! forms! of! vector!
control! and! agriculture,! the! status! quo! is! perhaps! unlikely! to! change! unless!
governmental! pressure! is! forthcoming,! arising! from! strong! research! supporting! a!
change! in! insecticide! resistance! management.! Until! combination! insecticides! are!
developed! that!move!away! from!a! reliance!on!singleMclass! insecticides,! it!might!be!
prudent!to!move!towards!nonMinsecticidal!evidenceMbased!control!measures,!such!as!





Dengue! vector! control! trials! are! important! for! the! evaluation! of! control! tools.! As!
observed!in!Chapters!2!and!3,!outcomes!should! include!vector!metrics!and!dengue!
incidence.!This!allows!correlations!between!a!drop!in!vector!abundance!and!dengue!
incidence! to! be! quantified.! In! addition,! a! move! towards! routine! electronic! data!
capture! for! all! metrics! will! greatly! improve! the! quality! of! reporting! and! any!





schools,! workplaces,! markets! and! places! of! worship! (Reiner! et! al.! 2014);!
consequently,! cluster! designs! are! routinely! employed! to! discourage! any!mosquito!
interaction!between!control!and!intervention!groups!(Kroeger!et!al.!2006;!Lenhart!et!
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al.! 2013).! However,! such! designs! cannot! control! for! the!movement! of! people.! To!
overcome!this,! tracking!human!movement!has!been!the!subject!of!recent!research!
(Stoddard!et!al.!2009;!Stoddard!et!al.!2013),!and!although!expensive!and!laborious,!
these! data! contribute! to! estimates! of! the! force! of! infection,! the! rate! at! which!
susceptible!humans!become!infected!(Reiner!et!al.!2014).!Clearly,!it!is!not!possible!to!
estimate! this! metric! without! prior! knowledge! of! the! index! case! and! the! use! of!
contact! tracing,! given! the! varied! exposures! and! seropositivity! status! of! individuals!
among! the! community.! These! investigations! are! particularly! useful! as! they! also!
overcome! case! underreporting,! a!major! problem! in! endemic! countries! such! as! Sri!
Lanka,!where!ratios!of!100:1!among!infants!(infected!infants!to!notified!infant!cases)!
and!30:1!among!children!were!detected!(Tam!et!al.!2013).!Such! investigations!also!
capture! the! presence! of! asymptomatic! dengue! cases,!which!when! compared!with!
symptomatic! patients! can! be! reportedly! up! to! ratios! of! 13:1! (but! as! low! as! 0.9:1)!
(Chastel! 2012;! Balmaseda! et! al.! 2006;! Endy! 2002)! and! who! are! believed! to! be! a!




result! in! limited! operational! interventions,! as! the! true! magnitude! of! an! outbreak!
would! remain! underreported.! To! account! for! these! dynamics,! perhaps! a! move!
towards!observational!studies,!such!as!caseMcontrol!designs,!to!evaluate!the!role!of!
human! movement,! asymptomatic! cases! and! underreporting! is! warranted,! which!
would! provide! greater! understanding! of! the! complex! interplay! of! transmission!
dynamics! and! how! interventions! in! the! form! of! vector! control! and! vaccines! may!
impact!endemic!and!epidemic!dengue!transmission!(Reiner!et!al.!2014).!
!
Epidemiological! trials! are! essential! for! populationMbased! health! metrics! and! mass!
interventions.!While! trials!are!widespread,! in! the!past! these! trials!were!not!widely!





registered! via! the! EU! (Chang! et! al.! 2015;! European!Medicines! Agency! 2015),! local!
government!(National!Institutes!of!Health!2015)!and/!or!independent!online!portals!
(ISRCTN! Registry! 2015)! and! protocols! are! published! in! associated! peer! reviewed!
journals!(Trial!Journal!2015),!which!provide!greater!accountability,!transparency!and!
the! possibility! to! refine! trial! designs! before! mistakes! are! made! in! the! field.! This!
approach! is!becoming!mainstream,!but! there! still! is!no!external!pressure!on! failed!
trials! to! publish! what! material! they! have.! The! systemic! problem! of! selective!
publishing! in! the! pharmaceutical! industry! has! led! to! a! growing! movement! within!
large!corporates!to!publish!all!trial!results!(GlaxoSmithKline!2015).!Perhaps!a!similar!
obligation! toward! the! publication! of! failed! trial! results! would! further! strengthen!




Dengue! control! can! only! progress! with! significant! research! into! the! fundamental!
understanding! of! the! complex! transmission! dynamics! that! underpin! endemic! and!
epidemic! dengue! transmission.! Surveillance! methodologies! used! to! capture! these!
covariate! data! require! standardisation,! in! particular,! entomological! metrics! for!
surveillance,! while! further! funding! is! essential! if! vector! control! tools! are! to! be!
adequately! evaluated! in! the! field.! Indeed,! each! year,! hundreds! of! vector! control!




vector! control! is! forthcoming.! This! evidence! will! feed! into! costMeffectiveness!
calculations!and!provide!a!foundation!for!the!necessary!coexistence!of!vaccine!and!
vector! control! delivery.! Equally,! these! data! can! also! be! used! to! inform! the! next!
iteration!of!early!warning!systems,!which!crucially!rely!on!accurate!and!scientifically!
observed!interactions!at!the!biological!and!population!level.!Finally,!the!combination!




strengthen! accountability,! transparency! and! positive! feedback! mechanisms.!
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Ref no. Study Study Design Risk of Bias Actual Bias Comments QATQS Rating (1>3)
1 Sanchez et al., 2010. Case-control High
Blocks inspected by different 
technicians, non-standardised 
procedures, intensification of activities 
during outbreak. Misclassification of 
controls: underreporting could have led 
to occurrence of underreported/ 
subclinical infections in selected control 
blocks/neighbourhoods. 
Unclear study design 3
2 Sanchez et al., 2006. Case-control Medium
Controls: underreporting could have led 
to occurrence of underreported/ 
subclinical infections in selected control 
blocks/ neighbourhoods. 
2
3 Chadee, 2009 Longitudinal High
Observer bias - cases taken from 
various registers and GPs. No Kappa 
coefficient generated.
Results presented are very likely to have 
biased during sampling 3
4 Pham et al., 2011. Ecological High Risk of under/ overestimation of dengue cases 3
5 Gurtler et al., 2009 Controlled Trial High External control was from different country with unknown reporting system Inappropriate control group 3
6 Katyal et al., 2003 Longitudinal High Information bias: mismatch in dengue and entomological data No statistical analysis 3
7 Chadee et al., 2005 Case-control Low Information bias: mismatch of data 1
8 Romero-Vivas & Falconar, 2005 Longitudinal Medium
Information bias: use of "dengue-like" 
case definition likely to over-estimate 
actual number.
Very low number of confirmed dengue 
cases. 2
9 Foo et al., 1985 Longitudinal High
Selection bias - only cases from medical 
research establishments reported. 
Confounders present.
Final data on positive correlation between 
HI and BI was insignificant at .05 level. 
Unknown r2. Rainfall and dengue incidence 
model was based on excessively over-
estimated Aedes lifespan of 3 months.
3
10 Sulaiman et al., 1996 Longitudinal High Pooled all Aedes species. Study assumed homogeneity across zones. 3
11 Honorio et al., 2009 Longitudinal High
Confounding - large differences 
between populations, non-
randomisation in selecting further 
participants
Households in both ento and serological 
surveys not matched. Small sample size for 
serologically-confirmed dengue infections 





12 Rubio-Palis et al., 2011 Longitudinal High
No standard sample size for mosquito 
surveys - results are an estimate 3
13 Lin & Wen, 2011 Longitudinal High
Confounding - large differences 
between populations may have existed; 
limited data available on selecting from 
population; did sample population 
correspond geogaphically with dengue 
cases (hospital and self reported so not 
necessarily from survey area)?
Although actual data used to model the 
associations between variables, the 
conclusions' strength drawn remain 
questionable as the variance is unexplained 
by the model (OLS, 4%, GWR 59%); also 
R2 values ranged widely and (largely) low 
suggestinging substantial spatial variation 
and weak correlation. 
3
14 Chaikoolvatana et al., 2007 Longitudinal High
Confounding - differences between 
populations reporting dengue and 
location of entomological surveys.
Data collection from primary care units, 
hospitals or central hospital - potential for 
duplication (no data tables). Article displays 
village vector data but province case data.
3
15 Chadee et al., 2007 Longitudinal High
Only some dengue cases recorded 
based on WHO definition = information 
bias. Surveys were population based, 
but dengue reports were clinically routed 
= potential confounding.
Due to inundation, DF cases were 
considered confirmed if diagnosed by 
clinician; DHF cases were serologically 
confirmed.
3
16 Correa et al., 2005 Ecological High
Selection bias - only cases from medical 
research establishments reported. 
Confounders present.
Cannot reliably correlate entomological 
indices with dengue cases as both areas 
where surveys and incidence occurred were 
most likely different.
3
17 Fernandez et al., 2005 Longitudinal High
Selection bias - only cases from medical 
research establishments reported. 
Confounders present - rural and urban 
populations.
3
18 Arboleda et al., 2012 Model High
Breteau indices generated differ 
temporally and spatially. Systematic 
error in grouping all data points into one 
year. Dengue cases were at 
neighbourhood level and therefore could 
not be reliably matched to indices 
generated throughout the year.
3
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Ref No Author | Year | Study Pop
n 
(size + density)
Study Design | Indices 
& Case Definition Objectives
Length of study | Frequencies 
of data collection Control Measures Outcome Data / Results Conclusions
1 L. Sanchez 2008 | Havana, Cuba
Intervention study | BI | 
IgM and clinical diagnosis
To document the process and 
analyze the results of 
implementing a strategy aimed at 
increasing community 
participation in the fight against 
the dengue mosquito vector.
Two years, May 2002 - May 2004 
| 
Campaign promoting community clean up, covering 
of water tanks, cleaning of vacant lots and common 
areas, distribution of promotional materials and 
housing inspections as conducted by members of 
the intervention community health group.
Presence of aedes in homes reduced by 79%.
Author comments: Results demostrated the effect of 
community led mosquito control approaches that led to a 
decrease in indicies by 79%.
Reviewer comments: No analytic stats present, paucity in 
available data and outcome measures limited in number 
and description. Majority of paper focusses on qualitative 
outcomes, mainly questionnaire feedback.
2 J. Hanna | 2001 | North Queensland
Longitudinal | Ovitrap 
Data + BI | IgM, RtPCR 
or HIA
1) Descrbe epidemic and its 
influence on dengue prevention 
and control strategies in north 
Queensland
8 months Clean-up campaign within 200m of case house
498 confirmed cases, median interval between 
symptom onset and nofication was 7 days. 7847 
houses inspected, mean index was 18, 31, and 45 
for Cairns, Port Douglas and Mossman respectively. 
43% containers were garden items and garbage. 
Tyres and gully traps also common sources. 12% of 
ovitraps in treated areas were positive vs 27% in 
untreated areas (significant at p<0.05). Mean 
number of eggs was also significantly lower in 
intervention area vs untreated area.
Author comments: 8 small foci of transmission with 
between 2-12 cases each. Larval control and IRS 
resulted in lower significantly lower ovitrap catches. 
Immediate response to IgM mandated due to 8 day delay 
in awaiting confirmatory tests. Control measures 
commensed too late. Defined 'ignition' and 'disperal' 
premises, indicating that areas regularly frequented by 
large numbers of people can transmit the virus as the 
namesake suggests. Future response will target such 
premises if they are near to cases. Crytic breeding sites 
hampered response. 
Reviewer comments: Encouraging results from oviptrap 
data although these were not randomised and were 
present for a short time (3 days) thus not able to provide 
extended data capture.
3
V Vanlerberghe 2010 | 
Guantanamo, Cuba | 2000 
inhabitants
RCT | Aedes infestation 
per cluster and per cycle, 
HI, BI, Pupae per 
Inhabitant
To assess the effectiveness of 
integrated community based 
environmental management 
(domiciliary and communal) 
compared with routine Aedes 
control in reducing pupal 
statistics as well as traditional Ae 
aegypti larval indices.
January 2005 - January 2006 | 
Ento data collection conducted in 
cycles of 11 days for one year
Multiple community based approach. Use of leaflets 
and flyers, community awareness groups t promote 
the following: clean up campaigns, container covers, 
education on the use of larvicide (and not to remove 
it) improving local water supplies by reparation and 
house visits to those with repeated Aedes 
infestation
A crude mid-term analysis in February 2006 
showed a positive effect of the intervention. In view 
of this, and soaring entomolog- ical indices in 
Guantanamo municipality as a whole, the provin- 
cial health authorities decided to stop the trial and 
to generalise the intervention strategy to the whole 
city. Hence the preinter- vention period was defined 
as the three cycles covering Janu- ary 2005 and the 
end of intervention period as the three cycles 
covering January 2006. In January 2006, infestation 
levels in the intervention clus- ters were significantly 
lower than those in the control clusters (Table 
2)—50% lower for the Breteau and house indices 
and 73% lower for pupae per inhabitant.The 
predominant breeding sites for both clusters 
remained the water storage containers at ground 
level (70–75%). The proportion of early immature 
stages (first and second instar larvae) increased 
significantly more in the intervention clusters (9% 
preintervention, 43% end of intervention) than in the 
con- trol clusters (6% and 12%; P=0.004). In the 
intervention area a non-significant (P=0.3) decrease 
in the percentage of repeat- edly positive blocks 
(5.8% v 3.5%) compared with a significant increase 
(P=0.005) in the control area (13.2% and 17.0%) 
was observed.
Author Comments: After one year Aedes foci were 
reduced to levels almost 50% lower in clusters where the 
community based environmental management strategy 
was embedded in the routine programme, compared with 
clusters that had the routine control programme alone.  
The difference in the number of pupae per inhabitant, a 
recommended indicator to measure the abundance of 
adult vector and the risk of dengue transmission,[25] 
reached 73%. Early immature stages (first and second 
instar larvae) were more common at the end of 
intervention, which indicates that breeding sites were 
eliminated more promptly with involvement of the 
community.
Reviewer Comments: While the intervention was a 
success, it must be noted that this was a combined 
approach and not comprising a single intervention reliant 
on time and cooperation from various stakeholders
Appendix(3.(Data!Extraction!for!Reviewed!Studies.(
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4 A. Baly 2009 | Santiago, Cuba | ~22,000
Controlled Intervention 
Study | House Index
Assess the cost-effectiveness of 
community-based vs. vertical 
control programme
5 years | 22 days - 11 days
Vertical aedes control consisted of entomologic 
surveillance and source reduction, larviciding (with 
temephos), selective adulticiding when Aedes foci 
were detected, providing health education, and 
enforcing mosquito control legislation. Intervention 
areas: a community-based environmental 
management approach was added to the routine 
vertical Aedes control program. Community working 
groups (CWGs) were set up to identify local health 
problems and needs and implement action plans 
related to Aedes control. These included: household 
level control of (peri-)domestic larval habitats, 
eliminating environmental risk in public areas, 
transforming garbage belts into vegetable gardens, 
repairing broken water pipes, sealing basements, 
and manufacturing water container covers.One area 
used formal and informal leaders and volunteers, 
and vertical Aedes control program staff. No 
financial incentives were offered to the members.
Effectiveness. No dengue transmission was 
detected during the study. In the implementation 
period, both areas showed a similar decrease from 
baseline in the number of Aedes foci (Table 3). 
During the follow-up period, the reductions from 
baseline further increased in the intervention areas, 
whereas in the control areas, they reverted to levels 
above baseline. 
Author Comments: Belief that vertical control can be 
supplemented with community mobilisation to more 
effectively reduce transmission.
Reviewer Comments: Non-randomised study - areas with 
high levels of infestation were chosen as intervention 
sites. Dengue vertical programme changed from 22 day 
inspection cycle to 11 day during study. Control areas 
actually saw an increase in ento indices in spite of 
vertical control methods
5 T. J. Victor 2002 | Tamil Nadu, India (~2600) |
Longitudinal | IgM/ IgG + 
dengue 2 viral antigen in 
mosquitoes | HI, CI, BI, 
10 man hour biting 
density
Ascertain aeitology of two 
oubtreaks in neighbouring 
villages (Kadumuchandiram 
(Kad.), Mampatti (Mam.)).
| Larval surveys and adult 
aspirations conducted
Application of temephos and environmental cleanup 
(emptying of containers), fogging twice per week for 
6 weeks
2 weeks after larval intevention, CI dropped from 23 
to 2 and HI dropped from 21 to 3 in Kad. Large 
drops in all indices measured
Author comments: Fogging was found to be effective; 2 
weeks after larval intervention indices dropped and were 
found to be effective.
Reviewers comments: No descriptive stats on important 
outcome measures. Large drop in all ento indices 
indicates success of programme yet no stats were 
performed on these data. No indication of when the ento 
surveys were taken and how long after the intervention 
they took place.
6 C. H. Wang 1994 Intervention | HI, Dengue incidence
Decrease number of cases by 
targeting mosquito 3 years Source reduction, spraying, education
House index revealed drop to 4% in year 3 
compared with 44% pre-intervention. Additionally, 
cases dropped from 1022 to 0 in 1990. 
Author Comments: Excellent results, arguably even if 
imported cases were present there wouldn't be a 
subsequent outbreak.
Reviewer Comments: After a huge campaign involving 2 
million households, a reduction in house index from 44% 
to 4% 3 years later, data gathered in the same quarter, 
suggests the campaign was a success. Dengue cases 
also dropped from over 1100 to 0 in the 3rd year, but of 
course unlikely that this incidence would have been 
maintained throughout. Nonetheless, the results are 
encouraging even without stats on the relationship 
between HI and cases.
7
D. M. Morens 1986 | Puerto 
Rico, 3 municipalities: Arecibo, 
Bayamon & Ponce | 355,000
Longitudinal |  | WHO 
definition with clinical 
diagnosis+ lab 
confirmation using HI and 
viral titre levels
1) Stop epidemic 2) Characterise 
epidemic 3) Learn how to 
prevent/control future outbreaks
Questionnaire for symptomatic 
cases and breeding sites | Blood 
from volunteers before and after 
spraying
Truck mounted ULV and four aerial spraying rounds 
| Late Sept., early Oct
Large increase in cases as vector control strategies 
either didn't work or were implemented too late. 
Rebound of adult mosquitoes (data from spray 
catches) revealed a sharp drop on the day and 
bounce back within 24-48 hours.
No difference, urban vs. rural
Impacted on caged mosquitoes (results elsewhere)
Data revealed drop in cases before spraying
Author Comments: outbreak demonstrated that infectious 
disease outbreaks can still occur within countries with 
developed infrastructure irrespective of how unlikely this 
appears to be.
Reviewer Comments: Figures for screening are prone to 
bias and confounding however provide interesting 




W. J. McBride 1998 | Charters 
Towers, Queensland, Australia | 
10,000
Cross sectional | Lab 
diagnosis by HIA and 
ELISA + recall of fever-
like illness during the 
outbreak
To assess the current risk factors 
for and determinants of recent 
symptomatic dengue infection. 
Special importance was attached 
to evaluating the effects of 
behavioural and household 
factors.
May - September 1995 (2 years 
after the outbreak) | One point in 
time
House screening, mosquito repellents, bed nets, 
mosquito coils and environmental clean-up.
Presence of screening and travel to a tropical 
country were protective against dengue 2 infection, 
the former being more protective at more highly 
significant. Household cases or cases within 2 
blocks led to increased odds of infection as did 
presence of water tank in property or within two 
blocks. Use of knockdown sprays was increased 
odds of infection.
Author comments: House screening was major 
determinant of dengue infection; observation of nearby 
cases increasing odds is suggestive of highly focal nature 
and therefore targeting as such during outbreaks. Water 
tanks were source of breeding and increased odds of 
infection. Use of knockdown sprays surprising increased 
odds of infection, which may have been an indicator of 
mosquito density. Prevention of dengue epidemic should 
be enforced by early case detection and prevention of 
virus transmission.
Reviewer comments: Case definition using recall of 
persons who may have had fever two years ago 
introduces bias and in addition does not discount those 
who may have been infected since the outbreak (via 
travel/ asymptomatic infection).
9 W. Swaddiwudhipong 1992 Intervention | HI, CI, BI | Cases
To reduce Aedes infestation 
using communityled and vertical 
approaches.
3 years Source reduction, spraying, education Reduction over time of all indices and cases until there was an outbreak in late 1990.
Author Comments: Moderate effect on vector control due 
to household visits by trained health staff.
Reviewer comments: No signifcance attached to data but 
there was an overall reduction in indices across the 
period. Yet, a dengue outbreak occurred on the back of 
the interventions, sugggesting that while vector control 
may have been successful, there was sufficient capacity 
and/or introduction of new virus type/reduction in herd 
immunity that propogated the latter outbreak.
10
P. H. D. Kusumawathie 2009 | 




Determine effectiveness of 
plastic net covers in domestic 
and peridomestic ground water 
storage cement tanks.
One year: August 2005 - July 
2006 | 
92 ground water cement tanks selected (46 for nets, 
46 control) | 6 months pre intervention data 
collection followed by 6 months with intervention | 
Monthyl larval surveys
Significant reduction in mean number of tanks 
positive for Aedes larvae between pre and post 
intervention as well as between arms.
Author comments: Use of water storage nets can prevent 
breeding of Aedes.
Reviewer comments: Data collection for baseline and 
intervention was conducted during different times of the 
year which may have impacted the results. SDs seemed 
particularly high in control post intervention, possibly 
indicating large variation between tanks suggesting that 
some tanks better sources than others - perhaps in more 
favourable areas (shaded/ larger).
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11
R. E. Gurtler 2009 | Clorinda, 
Argentina ( 47,250 (2001) 
49,000 (2007))
Intervention Study – no 
control | Cases in 
neighbouring Paraguay 
(country data vs city data) 
used as external control, 
however data not 
comparable | Reportable 
disease but no case 
definitions. Uses 
municipality data(?) and 
data from previous 
studies | HI, BI.
City-wide control programme 
aimed at reducing the risk of 
occurrence of autochthonous 
cases of dengue in Clorinda 
using vector control strategies.
Immature inspection between nov-
dec 2002. 14 focal intervention 
cycles conducted between oct 
2003- june 2007 every four 
months. HI and BI collected at 
during same time period.  Cases 
were not recorded 
simultaneously, only annual data 
were provided by the council 
(suspected and confirmed) which 
was then retrospectively visually 
correlated by graph with 
entomological indices. Cases 
were confirmed with a 
neighbouring  Paraguay over the 
same time period. Note: 
Paraguay used country statistics 
vs Clorinda which is a city in 
Argentina that borders Paraguay. 
Daily commuters across the 
border ranges between 2000 – 
7000.
Larvicide, source reduction, ULV and house 
inspections
Neighbourhood BI decrease after first focal cycle 
(not significant). Conversely, HI did decrease 
(significant). BI distribution among taken at the 
neigbourhood level was highly skewed indicating 
focal nature/’hot spots’.  30% of variance in BI 
cannot be explained by covariates and is due to 
neighbourhood- specific characteristics. 
Larvae/pupae were predominantly aegypti. Citywide 
HI decreased from13.7% to 3.7%, BI from 19.0 – 
4.8. Monthly house and BI were highly +vely 
correlated over the fiver years (r=.966, P<0.001). 
Weather relted variables exerte highly significant 
effects on larval indices, especially when time lags 
were allowed for. After allowing for temperature and 
rainfall, at p<0.001, post intervention indices 
declined significantly (log-transformed BI) in all 
cycles apart from 10 and 12 compared to pre-
intervention levels. Early post-intervention surveys 
after cycles 1-7 showed larval indices seldom fell to 
0 after treatment. Incidence of DF dlinced frm 10.4 
per 10000 in 2000 to 0 from 2001 – 2007, then 
increase to 4.5 in January – April 2007. Reported 
levels in Paraguay much higher over the same time 
period.
Author comments: conclude that larval indices could not 
be kept below target levels, especially during summer yet 
did extert a significant impact on larval population. 
Sustained community acceptance achieved. Claims to 
have most likely averted new outbreaks during the years 
2003-2006 and limited the 2007 outbreak. Dengue cases 
cannot reliably compared with Paraguay, whose reporting 
system may be different and whose data were for the 
entire country. Entomological  thresholds were 
consistently above 1% and 5 for HI and BI 
respectively.Calls transmission thresholds into question. 
Reviewer comments: Sources of bias due to study design 
(external control) and population movement between two 
cities. Various and greater number of serotypes circulate 
amongst the Paraguayan population (DENV1,2,3 vs. 
DENV1,3).
12 Gustavo Adolfo Ávila Montes 2004 | Comayaguela, Honduras
Intervention study | BI, 
HI, CI
Evaluate the impact of 
specialised primary school 
course on environmental health 
and dengue
Eight months: April - November 
2002 | 
Environmental health course intended to promote 
environmental clean up, safe handling of water,
There was a statistically significant difference in the 
Breteau index values between the two control group 
schools and the one intervention school where the 
education course was implemented more 
adequately than in the other intervention school. 
Author comments: No statistically significant difference in 
BI or HI for intervention and control groups however 
when selecting comparing only one intervention school 
vs. control schools, there was a statistically significant 
reduction in the Breteau Index.
Reviewer comments: Dengue outbreak and subsequent 
large municipal control effort likely confounded results.
13 J. E. M. Pessanha 2009
Ecological | Case 
definitions adhere to 
SINAN as dengue is a 
notifiable disease | Quick 
Survey Index infestation 
levels of A. aegypti 
(LIRAa)
To evaluate the impact of the 
national control plan. 2003 - 2006 | Not stated
In accordance with the National Control Plan (not 
specified)
Statisical association between dengue incidence 
post implementation of the national control plan vs. 
pre-intervention
Author Comments: Larval levels using Quick Survey 
Index demonstrated that reduction goals were not fully 
achieved.
Reviewer Comments: Very few data available limit 
tangible conclusions.
14 M. E. Toledo 2011 | Mariana Grajales, Santiago de Cuba
Observational | 
Suspected clinical case 
(symptoms) then 
confirmed via lab (IgM) 
was 'dengue case' | BI
One year: April 2006 - March 
2007
Neighbourhood task forces (environmental clean up, 
garbage belts into gardens, repairing broken water 
pipes, lids for water containers) vs standard control 
measures (source reduction, larviciding, perifocal 
spraying, health education and enforcement of 
mosquito control through fines).
In control blocks onset of cases was earlier. More 
cases per affected block in control areas relative 
risk living in control block was 4.5 (sig at p<0.05). BI 
was 2.0 and 5.2 respectively for control and 
intervention areas.
Author Comments: Community involvement can have an 
effect on dengue transmission as well as breteau indices.
Reviewer Comments: While study design prone to many 
biases/ confounders, there is evidence that community-
based interventions may have an impact.
15 S. Murray-Smith 1996 | Charters Towers, Queensland | 10,000
Case control | 
Serologically confirmed 
(details not provided)
Case control study undertaken to 
determine the effect of house 
screening during a dengue 
outbreak.
N/K House screening | N/K 91% of cases lived in unscreened houses; 39% of controls lived in unscreened houses.
Reviewer Comments: Possibly confounded by cryptic 
breeding sites. 
Author Comments comments: Insect screens are useful 
early in the epidemic, as in the latter stages, transmission 
is more likely to occur in communal areas such as 
workplaces. No correlation between cases and breeding 
sites (not all sites mapped).
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16 M. Omar 2011 | Negeri Simbilan, Malaysia | 
Intervention study | 
Clinical case definitions 
and lab confirmation
This field study compares the 
effectiveness of a modified 
chemical fogging against the 
conventional fogging of 
insecticide in controlling dengue 
outbreak. 
Seven months: 7th February 
2003 - 7th September 2003
Conventional (thermal chemical fogging within 200m 
radius from house and subsequent fogging upon lab 
confirmation) vs intervention (50m thermal chemical 
fogging and remaining 150m ultra low volume 
enacted when confirmed case reported.
 64.3% of outbreaks controlled within 14 days 
compared with 92.6% of outbreaks with the 
modified approach during the same time period. 
During independent implementation of fogging 
measures, the modified approach controlled 100% 
of outbreaks vs. only 70% with the conventional 
method.
Author comments: Modified chemical approach was as 
effective as, if not more than, the conventional approach.
Reviewer comments: Results dependent on very similar 
conditions across all outbreaks, including accessibility, 
wind direction, humidity, population density, reporting, 
incubation period etc.
17 H. H. Pai 2006 | Kaohsiung, South Taiwan
Longitudinal study | 
Ovitrap index
Evaluate the impact of short term 
community based cleanliness 
campaign on behaviour change 
and knowledge using structured 
questionnaire and entomological 
observations.
Six months: August - December 
2002 | Before, during and after 
weeklong community based 
intervention
Community-based cleanup campaign - no further 
details provided | 
Indoor ovitrap index decreased from 57.1% to 9.5% 
one week after the campaign then increased to 
33.9% three months later (p<0.05).
Author comments: use of short term community based 
cleanup campaigns can significantly impact sources of 
dengue vectors as well as improve knowledge.
Reviewer Comments: Short term awareness raising has 
increased the number of positive actions carried out but 
this is returning to baseline levels over time. Arguably, if 
further observations were conducted community actions 
would have returned to near baseline levels.
18 A. Igarashi 1997 | Cam Bin District, Hanoi
Intervention study | IgM 
via ELISA | Adult density 
index
Evaluate the impact of Olyset 
nets used for interior house 
screening as a physical barrier 
and insecticide.
April - December 1994 | 
Fornightly collection of adults and 
larvae.
Olyset net used to cover doorways, windows and 
other routes in homes.
 ADI reduced to undetectable levels in intervention 
area during the epidemic season in marked contrast 
to the control areas, which saw an increase from 
0.68 - 2.0. Larval data not given. No DF/DHF cases 
reported in either arm. Increase in number of 
positive cases (33%) in control area compared to 
intervention (6.4%).
Author comments: Olyset Net did not show capability to 
effectively prevent virus transmission. Silent transmission 
taking place inspite of the absence of cases in either 
area.
Reviewer Comments: Further testing of nets needed to 
quantify effectiveness against virus transmission - focus 
on materials that are more likely to interrupt transmission 
due to time of day used.
19 L Sanchez 2009 | Havana, Cuba | ~57,000 Longitundinal study | BI
Investigate the success/failure of 
increasing intersectoral 
collaboration in response to 
dengue oubreaks and 
management
Interventions implemented 
gradually in various areas over a 
period of six years from January 
2000 - 2005
Environmental clean-up campaigns, increase 
communication and community mobilisation and 
covering water tanks including short courses for 
health care professionals on dengue 
prevention/management vs. routine control 
measures (entomological surveillance, source 
reduction, temephos application, adulticides, health 
education and legislation.
Dramatic reduction in BI from ~1 to ~0.05 over first 
two years with slight increase by the end of the 
intervention. However, intervention areas still 
remained markedly lower than baseline by the end 
of the intervention, similar to the levels in the control 
group.
Author comments: In this study, inter- sectoral 
coordination boosted the implementation of sanitation 
activities and improved community organiza- tion and 
participation for dengue prevention. Our results also 
suggest the impor- tance of an improved capacity to learn 
from experience, self-reflection, and to move from vertical 
pedagogy schemes to more participatory ones.
Reviewer Comments: Non-randomised allocation of 
controls and intervention areas.  No figures have been 
given, only broad statements with associated p-values.
20 S. T. Pinho 2010 | Salvador, Brazil
Mathematical model 
using field data | R0
Our aim is to analyse 
comparatively the dynamics of 
both dengue outbreaks in order 
to investigate the effect of vector 
control and the susceptible 
population pool on the reduction 
in the intensity and duration of 
the epidemics. 
N/A Adulticiding, ultra low volume spraying
Impact of adulticides clear in reducing effective 
reproductive number to below 1 however due to 
continued pool of susceptibles there may be an 
increase in cases at a later date. Duration of 
epidemics remain unchanged however intensity 
decreases with the application of vector control.
Author comments: The value of R0 is greater than 1 for 
the epidemic in 1995–1996 for any chosen value of the 
vector control parameter, indicating that other strategies 
would be necessary besides the adult vector control, 
such as the control of the mosquito’s aquatic phase, to 
reduce its force of infection and therefore to control the 
epidemic. 
Reviewer comments: Control effort rates not modelled 
which vary in the field.
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21 R. Huy 2010 | Cambodia Report | WHO clinical case definition
Evaluate the impact of a 7 year 
vector control campaign against 
the dengue vector.
8 years using national 
surveillance programmes, both 
active and sentinel.
Temephos although not all areas received treatment 
at same times/frequency/duration. In addition, 
nationwide publicity campaigns and cleanup 
campaigns.
No associations before or after controlling for 
confounders comparing campaigns with incidence.
Author comments: No associations between disease 
indidence and vector control campaigns.
Reviewer Comments: Under and over-reporting can 
contribute to paucity in information. Agree with author 
recommendation to better quantify dengue burden using 
standardised outcome measures.
22
G. M. Vazquez-Prokopec 2010 | 
Cairns, Queensland, Australia | 
140,347
Retrospective 
observational study | 
Notificable disease, IgM 
positive or PCR virus 
positive | 
In the present study we analyzed 
the spatio-temporal pattern of a 
large dengue virus-2 (DENV-2) 
outbreak that affected the 
Australian city of Cairns (north 
Queensland) in 2003, quantified 
the relationship between dengue 
transmission and distance to the 
epidemic’s index case (IC), 
evaluated the effects of indoor 
residual spraying (IRS) on the 
odds of dengue infection, and 
generated recommendations for 
city-wide dengue surveillance 
and control. 
25 week epidemic period 
(retrospectively analysed)
IRS around neighbouring properties upon 
confirmation of a case.
Odds of secondary dengue infection at unsprayed 
premises was 2.8, p = 0.03. IRS around >60% of 
neighbouring houses reduced to levels below 0. 
When coverage in neighbouring houses was les 
than 40-60% odds of infection was positive.
Author comments: IRS above 60% in areas surrounding 
case prevents subsequent infection however partial 
coverage (<40%) yields low protectivity thus timely 
coordination and sufficient field staff are crucial.
Reviewer Comments: Detailed and timely results not 
often seen elsewhere. Data in a coherent and effective 
manner.
23 T. H. Lin 1994 Intervention | BI Reduce vector indices and dengue over a four year period. 4 years IRS, fogging, education, source reduction
BI reduced dramatically from baseline and low level 
mantained throughout follow ups.
Author Comments: Use source reduction complemented 
by vertical approaches (space spraying) when necessary.
Reviewer comments: no statistical analysis but and no 
idea of coverage rate, randomisation etc., however the BI 
was markedly lower throughout the intervention period.
24 L. S. Lloyd 1994 | Merida, Mexico | 700,000 Intervention | BI, CI
The purpose of this article is to 
describe the process used to 
develop locally appropriate 
educational materials for use in a 
community based Ac. aegypti 
control program 
Development and implementation of educational 
messages to those in the target neighbourhoods.
BI remained the same within the intervention group 
(126 - 129) but increased significantly within the 
control group (113 - 151). In addition, container 
index increased in control group (1.2 - 1.6) whilst 
decreasing within intervention arm (1.5 - 1.2) 
however difference between these groups was not 
significant.
Author comments: community education program alone 
may not be sufficient to generate sustainable behaviour 
change unles other factors are taken into consideration 
as part of the overall strategy.
Reviewer Comments: behaviour change probably 
requires longer-term sustained campaign and use of 
contextualised materials likely increased uptake and 
acceptibility.
25 Y. C. Ko 1992 | Kaohsiung, Taiwan | 8,880/km2
Case control study | 
Serology and/or virus 
isolation by HAI.
Investigate the circumstances of 
a dengue outbreak, especially 
the predisposing and protective 
factors involved.
1987 - 1988 | Data collecte once 
from hospital patients and 
matched to controls
House and workplace screening | 
Results not affected by presence of breeding sites; 
only 6/200 employees worked in an environment 
where doors were screened. Screens on houses 
(OR: 0.37), existence of neighbouring market and 
open sewers/ditches (OR: 2.85) was related.
Author Comments: Poor outdoor environmental 
sanitation was the main predisposing factor, while 
screens on doors and windows were the main protective 
factor against dengue infection by outdoor vector. Other 
possible predisposing and protective factors did not seem 
to differ between patients' and controls' households, 
despite several earlier reports to the contrary.
Reviewer Comments: Dengue probably contracted at 
home rather than workplace. Poor sanitation and house 




G. A. J. S. K. Jayasooriya 2009 | 
Kandy District, Sri Lanka | 
101,677
Intervention study  | No 
details on case definition 
| BI
This study was carried out to (a) 
identify DF/DHF risk levels of 
different GN areas under the 
jurisdiction of the Medical Officer 
of Health (MOH), Kadugannawa, 
Kandy district; and (b) determine 
the impact of health education 
and source reduction in DF/DHF 
“high-risk” GN areas on the 
overall DF/DHF burden. 
January 2004 - December 2007 | 
3-4 month intervals if primary 
survery showed absence of 
larve/pupae.
Health education and environmental clean-up | one 
occasion only
r = 0.54 between BI and DF/DHF cases. From 
January - July, percentage indicent contribution to 
Kandy district ranged from 18.8% - 37.5% before 
the intervention. Subsequent teduction of 
percentage of cases from 22.7% to 8.8% as a 
percentage of total cases reported. post 
intervention.
Reviewer comments: No analytic stats present so 
impossible to elicit significance of data thus widely open 
to interpretation. Poor use of English and not well written. 
Study design lacked rigour and clear paucity in 
information, especially surrounding case definitions.
Author comments: Application of larval control measures 
was of utmost importance for the prevention and control 
of DF/DHF. Adult vector control necessary inspite of 
absence of larval breeding sites. Poor correlation 
between BI and albopictus. Community based vector 
control necessity for elimination of potential breeding 
sites.
27 M. E. Toledo 2007 | Santiago, Cuba | Pop not given RCT | HI, CI
Investigate means and methods 
of successful approached to 
community participation.
Two years: 2001 - 2002 | B-
monthly inspections of all indices
Community working group formed and engaged with 
community on issues such as: covering of water 
sources; not protecting artificial containers; 
removing abate from drinking water.
Government drastically increaesed control 
measures during the first quarter of 2001, these 
included: chemical measures (weekly adulticiding); 
[rovision of plastic water containers to replace 
defective ones. Local leaders trained to deliver 
dengue-related information, education and 
communication and to promote environmental risk 
reduction. All activities were implemented in all 
three control health areas but not in the three 
intervention areas.
Author Comments: Active mobilisation of the community, 
starting with local identification of problems and needs 
and supported by CWGs where the interests both of 
providers and users of health services were represented, 
led in this study to effective A. aegypti control. 
Behaviours at the household level changed significantly 
and environmental risks for the presence of the vector 
decreased. This was accompanied by a significant 
reduction in entomological indices.
Reviewer Comments: Unfortunately, data confounded by 
government intervention.
28 B H Kay 2002
Controlled trial | Larval 
population as % of 
baseline; BI | Reported 
clinically diagnosed 
cases
To investigate the recolonisation 
of subterranean habitats by 
Aedes aegypti.
2 years | 3 month intervals Mesocyclops
Positive reduction in indices in intervention arm (not 
statistically significant compared with control) 
however statisically significant compared to 
baseline.
These data represent a remarkable achievement in 
dengue vector control. The eradication at the 400-
household Phan Boi village4 has not only been 
maintained but extended to 1,750 households in Di Su 
commune with the last Ae. ae- gypti (5 larvae in a vase) 
detected in September 1999. We now anticipate that the 
entire commune will achieve eradi- cation status by 
September 2001. At Nghia Hiep and Xuan Phong, 
complete control of Ae. aegypti was also achieved; that 
for Lac Vien, Nghia Dong and Xuan Kien reached 99.7% 
or better. In April 1998, 137 of 2,551 containers con- 
tained Ae. aegypti larvae. By March 2000, only 6 
containers were positive for Ae. aegypti, and 3 of these 
were concrete tanks that subsequently have been 
retreated with Mesocy- clops. Although the project ended 
in March 2000, just after winter, population levels in 
untreated communes remained at 14.4–367.0% of the 
levels recorded in April 1998.
Reviewer Comments: Sought clarification on data 
sources/ validation but no response. Cannot use data for 
meta-analysis. Used only Haiphong figures for BI as post 
treatment controls data not avaialble from other 
communes.
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29  Arunachalam et al 2012 | Chennai City, Tamil Nadu, India 
RCT| HI, BI, CI Pupae 
per person
To test the efficacy of netted 
frames to cover key containers 
combined with community 
centred ecosystem management 
intervention in reducing dengue 
entomological indices.
June 2009 - December 2010 | 
Evaulations at baseline, 5 months 
and 10 months.
Control measures for control group were standard 
measures by fogging and larval control. Intervention 
clusters received an integrated approach including 
provision of water container (cement tanks), use of 
clean up campaigns and dissemination of 
information to school children.| Intervention lasted 
10 months in duration. | Evaulations at baseline, 5 
months and 10 months.
Substantial increase in dengue understanding in 
intervention group. Pupae per person index 
reduced to 0.004 from 1.075 (p=0.02) in 
intervention compared with control clusters. House 
index reduced to 4.2%, CI to 1.05% and BI to 4.3 
from baseline values of 19.6, 8.91 and 30.8 in 
intervention arm.
Author Comments: Reduction in vector indices achieved 
through community based approach that promoted 
interention to prevent breeding  of dengue vectors, and 
was targeted at multiple stakeholders within 
communities, led to substantial reduction in the density of 
dengue vectors.
Reviewer comments: Analysis often focusses on baseline 
vs. post-intervention data which may not necessarily 
show a true reduction in standard indices. Also, 
interventions are multiple and as such it is difficult to 
ascribe a single intervention to the perceived success of 
the trial.
30 Farajollahi et al 2012 | Trenton, USA | 83,000
Controlled Trial | % 
control
To evaluate the area-wide 
efficacy of nighttime ground 
applied vehicle mounted ULV 
adulticide applications of DUET 
against Aedes albopicuts within 
an urban residential community.
Weekly collection over 2 years 
(2009 - 2011)
Control site remained untreated vs nighttime 
applications of ULV in intervention clusters. | 
Sampling conducted weekly for 24hrs using BG 
sentinel traps.
Single full label rate applications of ULV insecticide 
resulted in 72.7% reduction when compared with 
mid label rate. However, duall applications at mid 
label vs. single application at full label resulted in 
85% reduction (p=0.003).
Author Comments: Results evidence the efficacy of 
nighttime ULV applications in reducing Aedes aegypti 
populations. Dual application at half label rate are 
significantly more efficient at targetting the adult vector.
Reviewer Comments: Study and results seem robust and 
evidence a significant impact against vector population. 
No stats conducted between controls and intervention 
groups which may prove more decisive.
31 Lorono-Pino 2013 | Merida, Mexico | 800,000
RCT | Number of 
mosquito adults
To determine the effectiveness 
and acceptability of ITCs and 
NTCs.
1 Year | Monthly mosquito 
collections
Insecticide treated curtains vs. Non inseticide 
treated curtains
Many outcomes including # infected mozzies - 
abundance of females 27% lower after first follow 
up. 
Author Comments: The presence of ITCs reduced Ae. 
aegypti females in the homes for a short period of time 
after their installation and Cx. quinquefasciatus females 
throughout much of the study period. In the East, the 
number of human infections was lower, albeit not 
significantly lower, and the number of DENV-infected Ae. 
aegypti females was significantly reduced in ITC versus 
NTC homes. The results were not the same in the South, 
in which the number of DENV infected humans or 
infected mosquitoes did not differ significantly between 
ITC and NTC homes. The reasons for this difference 
remain to be determined. One contributing factor may 
have been that DENV transmission was more intense in 
the East than in the South, which makes it easier to 
statistically demonstrate a reduction in infection 
prevalence in an intervention study.
Reviewer Comments: Study demonstrates conflicting 
results therefore perhaps difficult to determine a true 
intervention success.
32 Lenhart 2013 | Phang Nga, Thailand RCT | CI, HI, BI, PPI
To determine the effectiveness of 
ITCs 1 Year ITCs | 3, 6 and 9 months post intervention
CI, HI, BI and PPI were 1.34 (0.86, 2.90), 1.02 
(0.74, 1.43), 1.11 (0.66, 1.87), 1.36 (0.78, 2.39) 
respectively.
Author Comments: Results did not indicate effectiveness 
of ITCs. Suggest reason lies with house structure that 
facilitated entry of mosquitoes at multiple entry points.
Reviewer Comments: Study results appear valid and 
reliable.
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33 Vanlerberghe 2013 | Laem Chabang, Thailand RCT | HI, BI, PPI
To assess the effectieness of 
ITCs
18 months | Entomological 
collections were at 6 and 18 
months
ITCs
Coverage was 70.5% vs 33.2% in October 2007 vs 
October 2008. Taken first results as this is when 
coverage was highest and is most reflective of use 
of the intervention. HI, BI and PPI were 39.5% 
(34.0%, 45.8%) | 77.6 (64.1, 93.4) | 0.57 (0.37, 
0.91) at baseline respectively and then 
Author Comments: The presence of ITCs can decrease 
the BI and PPI in a setting in which the tools are well 
accepted and largely used by the households, but the 
scale of effect depends on the coverage and the number 
of curtains per house attained. The outcomes of this 
study also demonstrated that when the ITCs are only 
used in a modest proportion of houses, their deploy- 
ment does not affect Aedes sp. infestations.
Reviewer Comments: Data seem valid within the context 
of a well conceieved and executed trial. Used data for 
meta-analysis at the point which coverage is highest to 
provide fair evaluation of the intervention.
34 Vu Sinh Nam 2012 | Viet Nam
Controlled Trial | Larval 
density index, adult 
density index | Dengue 
incidence
To test effectiveness of previous 
'successful' intervention in new 
geographic region of Viet Nam.
4 years Mesocyclops, clean up campaigns
Reduction in indices in intervention arm however 
this was not statistically significant. Achieved 
reduction in indices compared with baseline which 
was statistically significant.
Author Comments: On the basis of our previous 
successes in northern and central Vietnam, elimination of 
Ae. aegypti can be achieved by these community-based 
programs and will result in elimina- tion of dengue.
Reviewer Comments: Lack of statistical representation 
thorughout. X2 stats show only independence, and not 
what the strength of association is. Also, cannot reliably 
confirm whether clean up campaigns or mesocyclops 
caused the reduction in indices.
35 Vu Sinh Nam et al. 2005 | Viet Nam
Controlled trial | # adults, 
# larvae, container 
positivity | dengue 
incidence
To detail further success using 
the model of prioritized control 
based on container productivity 
and community-driven bio- logic 
control supplemented by clean 
up of discarded articles. 
3.5 Years Mesocyclops, clean up campaigns
Ae. aegypti larval populations in the three 
communes were reduced by approximately 90% 
after one year, by 92.3−98.6% after two years of 
intervention, and Ae. aegypti populations had been 
eliminated from Cam Thanh and Binh Chanh with 
11 larvae being detected at Ninh Xuan by June 
2003. Reduction in indices in intervention arm 
however this was not statistically significant. 
Achieved reduction in indices compared with 
baseline which was statistically significant.
Author Comments: The community-based dengue control 
strategy using Mesocyclops was highly effective in 
controlling the dengue vector mosquito at the project 
sites. Specifically, Ae. aegypti were eliminated (or 
reduced to extremely low levels) as indicated by both 
larval and adult surveys.
Reviewer Comments: Figures presented show dramatic 
reduction in most indices however statisitcal analysis 
inadequate for the units samples. Reductions in dengue 
incidence were also dramatic however no statistical 
outputs provided. Not possible to infer whether success 
was due to mesocyclops or clean up campaigns.
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36 Ocampo et al. 2014
Controlled trial | CI, HI, 
BI, PPPI | Reported 
dengue incidence
Test vector control strategy
18 months | 4 entomological 
surveys | Incidence reported 
weekly
Pyriproxifen
A statistically significant reduction in the Aedes 
positivity of the catch basins was observed during 
the intervention compared to baseline.
During the pre-intervention (2008–2010), Palmira 
reported relatively higher dengue incidence than 
Buga but both towns were below the 75th percentile 
of historic dengue cases. An epidemic from week 
21 of 2009 to week 14 of 2010 was observed in 
Palmira. In contrast, before and during the 
intervention (weeks 8–35 of 2009), Buga was most 
of the time below the epidemic threshold except 
weeks 35 to 41 when a small increase in reported 
dengue cases was observed. When the intervention 
stopped (week 35 of 2009) an increase of dengue 
cases began to be observed in Buga reaching 
epidemic lev- els early in 2010. The rate ratio of 
dengue incidence in Buga relative to Palmira, 
adjusted for autocorrelation, was less in the 
interven- tion period, compared to the non-
intervention period, by a factor of 0.19 (95% CI 
0.12–0.30, p < 0.0001).The visual comparison of 
dengue cases against epidemic thresholds of both 
towns suggests that there was a delay in the onset 
of a dengue outbreak in Buga during the 
intervention period.
Author Comments:  Statistical analysis estimated an 
approximately five-fold reduction in dengue cases during 
the intervention period. How- ever, this analysis cannot 
completely rule out causes other than our intervention for 
the observed patterns. The monthly treatment of catch 
basins with pyriproxyfen showed a significant and 
sustained reduction of their positivity for immature stages 
of Aedes.
Reviewer Comments: While reduction in incidence may 
not be cause and effect due to study design, the 
evidence is suggestive that vector control did indeed 
impact dengue trnasmission in the intervention site.
37 Deneger et al. 2014 | Manaus, Brazil
cRCT | Adult mosquitoes, 
questionnaire | 
Serological survey
Test whether mass trapping 
using BGS traps would reduce 
Ae. aegypti field populations.
16 months Biogents Sentinel Traps
Reduction in density of female aedes aegypti in 
intervention arm compared with control was 
significant at p=0.013. Subsequent measurements 
during dry season and second rainy season were 
insignificant. GAMM model for grouped data post-
intervention was marginally significant at p<0.1. 
Serological survey indicated that transmission 
during the period was low and thus no significant 
difference between arms, however was a small but 
positive reduction in the odds of infection comparing 
houses with and without BGS traps p=0.062; 
OR=4.97
Author Comments: Reason for no overall effect probably 
due to low numbers of mosquitoes during dry season and 
second rainy season. Also, samples lost due to ants and 
power failures. No baseline serosurvey confounds 
results, however absence of community-wide effect t of 
BGS trap on reduced odds of incidence may be 
indiciative of localised effect (only houses with BGS traps 
recorded lower odds of incidence).
Reviewer Comments: Well-designed study with regard to 
ento monitoring however lack of baseline serosurvey 
limits importance of serological results. BGS traps had a 
significant positive reduction on number of circulating 
mosquito adults during first rainy season, even in the 
presence of only 60% coverage. Further decline in 
significance may well be due to smaller sample size 
during latter seasons.
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38 Tsunoda et al. 2013 | Vietnam Controlled trial | CI, HI, PPI | Serological survey
Use of Olyset net and 
pyriproxifen to reduce container 
breeding
6 months Olyset container net and pyriproxifen
In the trial area, containers with Olyset Net had a 
significantly lower percentage of Aedes immature 
stages positive than thosewith no Olyset Net in 
October. The probability of the presence of Aedes 
immature stages was also significantly different 
between containers with OlysetW Net and those 
without OlysetW Net, when December and 
February were considered together. More pupae 
were dead in the trial area (n=81) than in the control 
area (n=9) after treatment. There was no dif- 
ference between the trial and control areas in the 
effect of pyriproxyfen on the number of live Aedes 
pupae be- fore treatment. There were no dead 
pupae in containers without pyriproxyfen in the trial 
area, since some resi- dent forgot to keep 
pyriproxyfen in flower vases and ant traps. The 
containers treated with pyriproxyfen saw sig- 
nificant reduction in the number of pupae that would 
emerge into adults when compared to those with no 
treatment (χ2test; P<0.001). Seroprevalence rates 
of anti-dengue IgM and IgG in the healthy residents 
were not significantly different between the trial and 
control areas.
Author Comments: Our study showed that OlysetW Net 
and pyriproxyfen was successful in the control of Ae. 
aegypti immature stages, although seroprevalence rates 
were not signi- ficantly different between the trial and 
control areas. While more containers had immature 
mosquitoes in the trial area than in the control area 
before treatment, the number of positive containers and 
the number of pupae in the trial area were both less than 
in the control area after OlysetW Net and pyriproxyfen 
treatment, which suggests that the suppression of 
mosquitoes can be attributed to the treatments tested.
Reviewer Comments: Effects on immature Aedes 
pronounced but no statisitcally significant data on a 
redction in incidence among the intervention group.
39 Castro et al. 2012 | Cuba cRCT | BI, KAP
Use of community to bolster 
routine vector control 
interventions
27 months
The strategy included  four components: setting up 
of organ- isation and management structures; 
entomological risk surveillance; capacity building at 
grass-root and interme- diate level; and community 
work for vector control.
At baseline, entomological indices were 
approximately 0.1 and were comparable in 
intervention and control clusters. They fluctuated 
and showed a raising trend over time but their 
difference became marginally significant mid-2005 
(after the intensification of A. aegypti surveillance in 
the intervention clusters) and substantially 
increased from September 2006 onwards (the 
launch of the CWG activities for dengue control). At 
the end of the observation period, A. aegypti 
infestation levels in the intervention clusters were 
substantially and significantly lower than those in 
the control clusters. The GEE analysis (Table 3) 
indicates that the difference over the intervention 
period was 53% (period × group interaction = 1.53, 
95% CI 1.22–1.92). 
There were no significant differential changes in the 
high pre-intervention levels of knowledge of dengue 
symptoms and prevention measures in the 
intervention and control clusters (Table 2). On the 
other hand, good knowledge of breeding sites 
increased by 52.8% in the intervention clusters 
compared with 27.5% in the control clusters. The 
difference between both was significant (period × 
group interaction, OR 1.50). There were also no 
significant differential changes in the already high 
perception that dengue infection can be fatal. 
Author Comments: The level of participation achieved, 
changes in preven- tive behaviours and the 
entomological outcome provide converging evidence of 
the effectiveness of the deployed community 
empowerment strategy. In particular, ade- quate 
preventive practices at the household level had increased 
36% in the intervention clusters compared with no 
changes in the control clusters and over the 2-year 
intervention period the BI remained 53% lower in the 
former compared with the latter.
Reviewer Comments: Promising approach on the 
augmentation of existing vector control tools coupled with 
strong study design.
40 Stoddard et al 2014 | Peru Model
Secondary objective: identify 
reduction in transmission in 
years where outdoor fogging was 
conducted
10 years Outdoor fogging
Cases were reduced after citywide insecticide 
fumigation if conducted early in the transmission 
season. Vector control operations did, however, 
appear to have a significant impact on transmission 
some years.
Author Comments: results indicate that vector control 
efforts, albeit intensive, can reduce transmission if timed 
and placed properly. This indicates that vector control can 
be an effective tool for preventing dengue.
Reviewer Comments: As the authors acknowledge, 
statistical significance for the evdience of effective vector 
control in the reduction of dengue incidence is limited, 
even if the control tools show potential.
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41 Harris et al. 2011 | Grand Cayman
Controlled Trial | Ovitrap 
index (flouresent vs. non-
flourescent hatched larval 
ratio)
Test the effectiveness of 
genetically engineered 
mosquitoes (RIDL)
6 months RIDL mosquitoes
Over the last 7 weeks of the release period, the 
mean ovitrap index in the untreated areas was 49% 
(95% CI 43–55%. In contrast, the mean ovitrap 
index in area A was 10% (95% CI 7–14%), which is 
an 80% reduction relative to the untreated areas, 
indicating strong population suppression in the 
treated area during this period.
Author Comments: The positive outcome and successful 
demonstration of population suppression is encouraging 
for genetic control strategies in general and,
in particular, validates the potential of OX513A RIDL 
mosquitoes for population suppression.
Reviewer Comments: Dramatic reduction in ovitrap index 
achieved although study not randomised.
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Ref$Number Author,$Year Study$Design Risk$of$Bias Actual$Bias Methods$undertaken$to$limit$bias Comments QATQS$Rating



























7 Morens(et(al(1986 Interrupted(time(series Random(and(Systematic(Error Selection(bias,(confounding Standardized(forms 3
































13 Pessanha(et(al(2009 Ecological(study Random(and(Systematic(Error
Confounding,(observer(bias,(
information(bias None 3





















17 Pai(et(al(2006 Interrupted(time(series Random(and(Systematic(Error
Selection(bias,(confounding,(
observer(bias,(random(error Random(sampling Small(sample(sizes 2
18 Igarashi(et(al(1997 Longitudinal Random(and(Systematic(Error
Selection(bias,(confounding,(
observer(bias Neighbourhood(matched(control External(control,(nonTrandom 3
















































































40 Stoddard(et(al(2014 Model N/A(Model






number Author (year) Location Intervention(s) Study design Duration Mosquito spp Outcomes measured
Effective at 
p<0.05?
1 Sanchez et al 2008 Cuba Advocacy, house inspections, community clean up, covering water tanks, environmental clean up Longitudinal 2 years Aedes aegypti BI No
2 Hanna et al. 2001 Australia Clean up Campaign (within 200m of case house) , Larvicides, IRS Longitudinal 8 months Aedes aegypti Dengue Incidence, Ovitraps Yes
3 Vanlerberghe et al. 2010 Cuba
Community-based advocacy, awareness CWGs, clean up, 
container covers, education (on use of larvicide), house 
inspections, water pipe repair
cRCT 1 year Aedes aegypti HI, BI, PPI Yes, all metrics
4 Baly et al. 2009 Cuba
Community-based environmental management, source 
reduction, larviciding, adulticiding, education, promote formation 
of CWGs, water covers
Controlled clinical trial 5 years Aedes aegypti HI Yes
5 Victor et al. 2002 India Temephos and environmental clean up, fogging every 2 weeks Interrupted time series N/K Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI, Man Hour Biting Density No
6 Wang et al. 1994 Singapore Source reduction, spraying and education Before and after intervention study 3 years Aedes aegypti HI, Dengue incidence No
7 Morens  et al. 1986 Puerto Rico Truck-mounted ULV, aerial spraying x4 Interrupted time series N/A Aedes aegypti Ovitraps, Dengue incidence Yes ovi, No incidence
8 McBride  et al. 1998 Australia Knockdown Sprays | Insect Repellents | Bed Nets | Mosquito Coils | House Screening Cross sectional 2 years Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence Yes
9 Swaddiwudhipong  et al. 1992 Thailand Source reduction, spraying, education Before and after intervention study 3 years Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI | Dengue incidence No
10 Kusumawathie et al. 2009 Sri Lanka Water Tank Covers RCT 1 year Aedes aegypti/ albopictus Tank Positivity Yes
11 Gurtler et al. 2009 Argentina Larvicide, source reduction, ULV and house inspections Before and after intervention study 5 years
Aedes aegypti/ 
albopictus HI, BI Yes, all metrics
12 Ávila Montes et al. 2004 Honduras Environmental health course intended to promote environmental clean up, safe handling of water
Before and after intervention 
study 8 months Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI
Yes CI, No HI, Yes 
BI
13 Pessanha et al. 2009 Brazil In accordance with the National Control Plan (not specified) Ecological study 3 years Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence No
14 Toledo et al. 2011 Cuba
Community-based environmental management and water 
covers (environmental clean up, garbage belts into gardens, 
water pipe repair, water container covers)
Observational 1 year Aedes aegypti BI, Dengue incidence Yes, all metrics
15 Murray-Smith et al. 1996 Australia House Screening Observational N/A Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence Yes
16 Omar et al. 2011 Malaysia Thermal chemical fogging and ULV Before and after intervention study 7 months Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence Yes
17 Pai et al. 2006 Taiwan Community-based clean up campaign Interrupted time series 6 months Aedes aegypti HI, Dengue incidence No HI, Yes, incidence
18 Igarashi et al. 1997 Viet Nam House Screening | ITMs Longitudinal 9 months Aedes aegypti HI, ADI, Dengue incidence Yes HI, Yes, ADI, No incidence
19 Sanchez et al. 2009 Cuba
Environmental clean-up campaigns, increase communication 
and community mobilisation and covering water tanks including 
education for professionals
Longitudinal 6 years Aedes aegypti BI Yes
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20 Pinho et al. 2010 Brazil Ultra low volume spraying N/A Model N/A Aedes aegypti R0 Yes
21 Huy et al. 2010 Cambodia Larviciding, advocacy and cleanup campaigns. Longitudinal 8 years Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence No
22 V-Prokopec et al. 2010 Australia Indoor Residual Spraying Retrospective observational 6 months Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence Yes, all metrics
23 Lin et al. 1994 Taiwan IRS, fogging, education, source reduction Longitudinal 4 years Aedes aegypti BI No
24 Lloyd et al. 1994 Mexico Educational messages Interrupted time series N/K Aedes aegypti CI, BI No
25 Ko et al. 1992 Taiwan House Screening | Bed Nets | Mosquito Coils | Mosquito Traps Case control 1 year Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence Yes
26 Jayasooriya et al. 2009 Sri Lanka Health education and environmental clean-up | one occasion only Longitudinal 3 years
Aedes aegypti/ 
albopictus BI, Dengue incidence No
27 Toledo et al. 2007 Cuba CWGs for covering of water sources; not protecting artificial containers; not removing abate from drinking water cRCT 2 years Aedes aegypti CI, HI Yes, all metrics
28 Kay et al. 2002 Viet Nam Mesocyclops Controlled trial 2 years Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI Yes, all metrics
29 Arunachalam et al. 2012 India Community-based environmental management and water covers cRCT 1.5 years Aedes aegypti CI,HI, BI, PPI Yes
30 Farajollahi et al. 2012 USA Nighttime Outdoor Fogging Controlled trial 2 years Aedes aegypti/ albopictus % control Yes
31 Loroño-Pino et al. 2013 Mexico Insecticide-treated curtains RCT 1 year Aedes aegypti Number of mosquito adults | Dengue incidence No
32 Lenhart et al. 2013 Thailand Insecticide-treated curtains cRCT 1 Year Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI, PPI No
33 Vanlerberghe et al. 2013 Thailand Insecticide-treated curtains cRCT 18 months | Ento samples at 6, 18 months Aedes aegypti HI, BI, PPI Yes, all metrics
34 Nam et al. 2012 Viet Nam Mesocyclops, clean up campaigns Controlled trial 4 years Aedes aegypti CI (absolute numbers), ADI Yes, all metrics
35 Nam et al. 2005 Viet Nam Mesocyclops, clean up campaigns Controlled trial 3.5 Years Aedes aegypti Larval numbers, mosquito numbers Yes, all metrics
36 Ocampo et al. 2014 Colombia Pyriproxifen Controlled Trial 18 months Aedes aegypti CI, HI, BI, PPPI | Dengue Incidence Yes
37 Deneger et al. 2014 Brazil BGS traps cRCT 16 months Aedes aegypti Adult mosquitoes, questionnaire | Serological Survey Yes
38 Tsunoda et al. 2013 Viet Nam Olyset net and pyriproxifen Controlled Trial 6 months Aedes aegypti CI, HI, PPPI Yes up to five months
39 Castro et al. 2012 Cuba Community participation to bolster existing campaigns cRCT 27 months Aedes aegypti BI, KAP Yes in BI 
40 Stoddard et al. 2014 Peru Outdoor fogging Model 10 years Aedes aegypti Dengue incidence No

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dr Philip J McCall 







Monday, 16 February 2015 
 
Dear Dr McCall, 
 
Research Protocol (12.31) Evaluation of vector control tools for dengue outbreak response 
 
Further to your request of the 11th February 2015, the LSTM REC have concluded that it would be 
possible for Mr Bowman to include the design of the above study as a chapter in his PhD thesis.   
 
However, as discussed, because of the lack of appropriate permissions none of the actual data 







Dr Angela Obasi,  
Chair,  










Brazil( Mexico( Dominican(Republic( Malaysia(
District( R2( District( R2( District( R2( District( R2(
270030! 0.39! 19! 0.32! 1102! 0.71! 64! 0.46!
520870! 0.36! 21! 0.32! 2101! 0.40! 34! 0.43!
290320! 0.35! 54! 0.31! 1302! 0.35! 2! 0.42!
150442! 0.33! 13! 0.28! 1101! 0.29! 56! 0.41!
350280! 0.33! 12! 0.28! 401! 0.25! 44! 0.40!
240800! 0.32! 24! 0.30! 1402! 0.25! 17! 0.38!
520140! 0.31! 38! 0.28! 2902! 0.24! 107! 0.38!
314800! 0.31! 15! 0.29! 3002! 0.21! 101! 0.37!
354340! 0.31! 11! 0.30! 1501! 0.21! 5! 0.35!








Brazil( Mexico( Dominican(Republic( Malaysia(
District( R2( District( R2( District( R2( District( R2(
251080! 0.37! 30! 0.32! 205! 0.77! 56! 0.50!
350280! 0.35! 19! 0.32! 1102! 0.58! 5! 0.49!
520870! 0.32! 52! 0.32! 1101! 0.49! 64! 0.43!
354980! 0.31! 10! 0.30! 206! 0.34! 25! 0.40!
354850! 0.30! 32! 0.29! 2601! 0.31! 2! 0.38!
320500! 0.29! 23! 0.29! 1001! 0.29! 107! 0.37!
150442! 0.28! 35! 0.29! 1501! 0.28! 34! 0.36!
500270! 0.28! 36! 0.29! 2501! 0.28! 17! 0.36!
520140! 0.27! 12! 0.29! 901! 0.27! 44! 0.36!
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Abstract
Background: Despite doubts about methods used and the association between vector density and dengue transmission,
routine sampling of mosquito vector populations is common in dengue-endemic countries worldwide. This study examined
the evidence from published studies for the existence of any quantitative relationship between vector indices and dengue
cases.
Methodology/Principal Findings: From a total of 1205 papers identified in database searches following Cochrane and
PRISMA Group guidelines, 18 were included for review. Eligibility criteria included 3-month study duration and dengue case
confirmation by WHO case definition and/or serology. A range of designs were seen, particularly in spatial sampling and
analyses, and all but 3 were classed as weak study designs. Eleven of eighteen studies generated Stegomyia indices from
combined larval and pupal data. Adult vector data were reported in only three studies. Of thirteen studies that investigated
associations between vector indices and dengue cases, 4 reported positive correlations, 4 found no correlation and 5
reported ambiguous or inconclusive associations. Six out of 7 studies that measured Breteau Indices reported dengue
transmission at levels below the currently accepted threshold of 5.
Conclusions/Significance: There was little evidence of quantifiable associations between vector indices and dengue
transmission that could reliably be used for outbreak prediction. This review highlighted the need for standardized
sampling protocols that adequately consider dengue spatial heterogeneity. Recommendations for more appropriately
designed studies include: standardized study design to elucidate the relationship between vector abundance and dengue
transmission; adult mosquito sampling should be routine; single values of Breteau or other indices are not reliable universal
dengue transmission thresholds; better knowledge of vector ecology is required.
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Introduction
Global dengue incidence has increased markedly over the past
50 years to the point where it is now the most widespread
mosquito-borne arboviral disease. The World Health Organisa-
tion (WHO) has estimated that 50–100 million dengue infections
occur annually, while a recent study calculated that the true figure
may be closer to 400 million [1–3]. Dengue is endemic throughout
the tropics, and almost half of the world’s population are at risk of
infection, 75% of whom live in the Asia-Pacific region [4]. Dengue
has been confirmed in 128 countries worldwide [4,5] with major
social and economic consequences [6–10].
Dengue is transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes, primarily by the highly
urban-adapted vector Aedes aegypti, and a secondary vector Aedes
albopictus [11]. Ae. aegypti thrives in the man-made urban environment,
particularly in deprived communities where water storage is routine,
sanitation is poor and non-biodegradable containers accumulate.
The abundance of dengue vectors species as well as dengue
transmission generally show seasonal variation. Depending on the
local ecology, these patterns can be in part driven by meteorological
parameters such as rainfall and temperature [12,13]. Vector
surveillance is recommended by WHO and is a routine practice
in many dengue-endemic countries to provide a quantifiable
measure of fluctuations in magnitude and geographical distribution
of dengue vector populations, ultimately with the purpose of
predicting outbreaks and evaluating control [14]. The standard
protocol relies on the Stegomyia indices, which sample the immature
mosquito stages (larvae and pupae) alone [15]. This approach was
developed over 90 years ago [16] for yellow fever, a markedly
different infection (zoonotic in origin though ultimately transmitted
between humans by Ae. aegypti) during a very different era (i.e. in
terms of urbanization levels and human population densities). Focks
(2004) questioned the reliability and sensitivity of the Stegomyia
indices because they correlate poorly with abundance of adult
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mosquitoes, (i.e. the actual vector stage) which should be sampled
directly [15]. Focks and others recommended sampling adult
mosquitoes directly or indirectly via pupal/demographic surveys
(calculating a pupae per person/area index, defined as the number
of pupae divided by the number of residents/area surveyed) [15,17].
Indices based on actual counts of adult female Ae. aegypti infesting
houses are likely to be the most accurate, but this is rarely done [15].
The Stegomyia indices remain central to the monitoring of dengue
vector populations. The most commonly used indices are the House
(or ‘premise’) index (HI - percentage of houses infested with larvae
and/or pupae;) the Container index (CI - percentage of water-
holding containers infested with larvae and/or pupae) and the
Breteau index (BI - number of positive containers per 100 houses
inspected) [14]. Variations in sampling protocols are common and
can lead to significant variations in indices: e.g. sampling may be
carried out indoors or outdoors only, or at both locations; the
presence of cryptic breeding sites may lead to under-sampling or
complete omission of certain sites; failure to distinguish Aedes aegypti/
albopictus from other common mosquito species, or from each other,
may lead to overestimates. Little is known about the relationship
between differing proportions of the various sampled larval instars
and the accuracy of these data as proxy measures of adult mosquito
abundance [17]. Finally, although ovitraps (water-filled pots in
which Aedes aegypti lay their eggs) are widely used as a simple
sampling tool, Focks [15] showed very convincingly that their
reliability is limited to indicating vector presence or absence.
Despite these doubts, many dengue control authorities worldwide
routinely collect vector population data based on these indices,
although the mathematical relationship between any of the indices
and dengue transmission is far from clear. Thresholds indicating
dengue outbreak risk for House and the Breteau indices (HI=1%,
BI= 5) have been used for many years [18,19], even though these
values were developed for yellow fever many decades earlier. Simple
thresholds may be valid in some situations [20], but a universal
critical threshold applicable across many contexts, has never been
determined for dengue. In pursuing the goal of identifying dengue
thresholds, Scott & Morrison [21] defined the fundamental
knowledge gaps as: 1) what is an acceptable level of dengue risk?;
2) what are the mosquito densities necessary to achieve that goal?; 3)
what is the best way to measure entomological risk?; 4) at what
geographic scale are the components of dengue transmission
important? While a number of mathematical models have explored
the value of thresholds or rates of change in the vector population
for the prediction of dengue outbreaks [22,23], these knowledge
gaps remain and continue to hinder progress [24]. For convenience,
dengue outbreaks are often defined as periods when dengue
incidence is equivalent to the mean plus 2 standard deviations
during the same month of the previous year [25].
Effective dengue surveillance and early warning systems, using
information from multiple epidemiological sources, are an
important goal for numerous countries worldwide. To determine
the value of vector surveillance for such systems, the findings of a
systematic review examining the evidence for a relationship
between mosquito indices and dengue cases are reported here.
Methods
Objectives
The aim of the study was to evaluate the potential value of
vector or entomological survey data for dengue surveillance by
examining the evidence from studies that investigated quantita-
tively the relationship between vector indices and dengue cases.
The specific objectives were:
1. To identify vector surveillance methods and indices used for
the routine monitoring of Aedes aegypti or Aedes albopictus
populations in any geographic location.
2. To examine how entomological indices correlated with dengue
incidence.
3. To examine the effectiveness or accuracy of vector surveillance
in predicting dengue outbreaks and consider how this might be
improved.
Search Strategy
A review protocol was established and agreed upon by all
authors. Guidelines from the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews and the PRISMA Group were followed as standard
methodologies [26,27]. The databases WHOLIS, PubMed,
EMBASE, LILACS and Web of Science were searched using
the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) ‘‘dengue’’ followed by the
Boolean operator ‘‘and’’ combined with one of each of the
following ‘free text’ terms in succession: ‘entomological surveil-
lance’, ‘oviposition trap’, ‘house index’, ‘container index’, ‘Breteau
index’, ‘pupal index’, ‘pupal survey’, ‘adult collection’, ‘sticky trap’,
‘aspirator collection’, ‘resting collection’, ‘landing collection’,
‘vector density’. The reference list of each of the included studies
was also searched, and ‘‘grey literature’’ was sought by commu-
nication with authors for cited unpublished documents.
Results were collated in EndNote (EndNote X5, Build 7473)
where abstracts were reviewed in accordance with agreed
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Full text review was completed
using ‘Papers’ (Papers 2, version 2.2.10). No limits were placed on
year of publication, language or location.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The criteria for inclusion or exclusion of individual studies were
set in advance (Table 1) and were used to assess each abstract and/
or the full text.
Author Summary
Routine sampling of mosquito vector populations is
common in dengue-endemic countries worldwide despite
doubts about methods used or the correlation between
vector density and dengue transmission. This systematic
review examined the published evidence investigating
associations between vector indices and dengue cases.
From a total of 1205 papers identified in database
searches, 18 were included for review. A range of designs
were seen, particularly in spatial sampling and analyses,
and all but 3 were classed as weak study designs. Thirteen
studies investigated associations between vector indices
and dengue cases: 4 reported positive correlations, 4
found no correlation and 5 reported ambiguous/unreliable
associations. Of 7 studies that measured the Breteau Index,
6 reported dengue transmission at levels below the
currently accepted threshold of 5. There was little evidence
of quantifiable associations between vector indices and
dengue transmission that could reliably be used to predict
outbreaks. Furthermore, appropriately designed studies
are required to elucidate the relationship between vector
abundance and dengue transmission. Recommendations
include: standardizing study designs, particularly with
respect to spatial heterogeneity; vector surveillance
programs should sample adult mosquitoes; global values
of the Breteau Index are not reliable universal dengue
transmission thresholds; and better knowledge of vector
ecology is required.
Systematic Review of Vector Indices and Dengue Transmission
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Table 1. Criteria for inclusion or exclusion of studies.
Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
Any study where entomological surveillance of Aedes spp. was undertaken
for .3 months (or for the duration of a dengue outbreak) in conjunction
with number of reported dengue cases
Studies with only one outcome of interest (entomological surveillance
OR dengue cases);
Any study type with all empirical data gathered within the same time period Opinion papers; review articles; retrospective analyses comparing data
generated at different time points




Figure 1. Search Tree. Diagram of searches performed and the number of articles returned and examined at each stage.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0002848.g001
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Definitions
The following definition was used for the term ‘vector
surveillance’: ‘‘Any ongoing surveillance of entomological indices,
including larval indices (House Index (HI), Container Index (CI),
Breteau Index (BI)), pupal indices (Pupal Productivity Index (PPI)
and other variations), oviposition trap data and data from adult
mosquito collections (methods include sticky, traps, CO2, odor-
baited, visual or other traps, resting catches, human landing
catches), used in relation to dengue outbreak/control.’’
Quality Assessment
Given the strict nature of the inclusion criteria, study design was
assessed at the data extraction stage using the Quality Assessment
Tool for Quantitative Studies (QATQS) [28]. QATQS provides a
recognized standardized method to assess study quality by
assigning scores based on possible selection bias, study design,
confounders, data collection methods, intervention integrity and
statistical analyses. This ensured each study could be ranked
qualitatively. The study design classes were intervention, case-
control and longitudinal. If clarification was required, authors
were contacted for any missing data or information.
Data Extraction and Assessment
The information extracted included first author, year of
publication, year of study, population size, study design, indices
and case definitions, study objectives, duration of study, frequency
of data collection, results and conclusions (as viewed by all
reviewers; Table S1). A table of bias was created to help identify
the strengths and weaknesses of each study (Table S2).
Ethics Statement
No ethical review was required for this systematic literature
review.
Results
A total of 1205 potentially relevant studies were identified in the
database search. After reviewing abstracts, 102 were selected and
retrieved for full text evaluation, of which 18 were considered to
have satisfied all inclusion and exclusion criteria and explored in
detail (Figure 1) [20,29–45].
Regarding the 84 studies excluded, the most common reasons
for exclusion were: study duration less than 3 months (22
studies); absence of a reliable dengue case definition (21 studies);
use of datasets that did not correspond temporally or spatially
(19 studies). Note that although such dislocated spatial compar-
isons were not captured by the exclusion criteria originally
defined (simply because it had not been expected), exclusion at
this point was considered to be valid. Other reasons for exclusion
were: measurement of only one outcome (i.e. vector or dengue
cases only: 9 studies); opinion or review articles (8 studies); use of
incomplete datasets – where only ‘selected’ portions of all of the
data available during the study period were used (5 studies).
Again, although the latter reason was not captured by the
original criteria, exclusion of studies where this occurred was
considered to be valid. Full details of the 18 studies reviewed are
summarised in the supporting data files (Checklist S1, Table S1,
Table S2).
The origin of the data used in analyses differed between studies.
Some generated novel data as an integral part of the study, thus
ensuring complete or independent control over the quality of the
data obtained, while others obtained existing or retrospective data
from external sources, including local surveillance data (e.g. local
government records, private companies, hospitals or health
centers, independent physicians and self-reported data). Twelve
studies generated vector data [30–32,34–40,42–44], five generated
dengue case data [29,30,35,36,38], four of which generated both
vector and dengue case data [30,35,36,38].
Study Design
Fourteen studies were longitudinal, two were case-control, one
was an ecological study (as defined by the unit of analysis) and one
was a vector control intervention. Applying QATQS [28], fifteen
studies [20,30–33,35–41,43–45] scored 3 (defined as a weak
study), two studies [29,42] scored 2 (a moderate study design) and
one study [34] scored 1 (a strong study design)(Annex 2). In the
latter study, Chadee and colleagues [34] used controls matched on
age and sex from a neighboring community, although the report
did not state whether or not this process was randomized.
Vector Sampling
Details of the sampling protocols used in each study are shown
in Table 2. Eleven of eighteen studies generated indices for
immature stages of the vector and collected combined larval and
pupal numbers to calculate either the CI, HI or BI [20,29–
32,34,35,37,40,42,43]. One of these [37] combined Ae. aegypti
and Ae. albopictus data. Four studies sampled only larvae
[33,36,44,45].
Thirteen studies reported the location of the immature stage
mosquito samples: six studies sampled both indoor and outdoor
containers [30,34,35,40–42], while seven searched indoor con-
tainers only [20,29,31,32,36,37,39]. Thus, where reported, all
studies included indoor sampling.
Pupal indices were reported in two studies [20,35]. Adult
mosquitoes were sampled in three studies [38,39,43].
Relationship between Entomological Indices and Dengue
Cases
Thirteen studies examined the association between entomolog-
ical indices and dengue, using a range of different statistical
approaches. Seven studies calculated regression coefficients
[36,37,39,40,43–45], two calculated rate ratios [31,38], one
calculated odds ratios [29] and two calculated the G-test for
significance [32,36]. One study used only specificity, sensitivity
and positive and negative predictive values [20].
The spatial unit of analysis, an important consideration in
dengue epidemiology (see Discussion) varied considerably across
studies, with units ranging from individual houses, housing blocks
and clusters to neighborhoods and even large municipalities
(Table 2).
Four studies reported statistically significant positive relation-
ships between entomological indices and dengue incidence [29–
31,39]. Of these, only one sampled adult mosquitoes (33% of
those studies that sampled adults) [39] while the remainder
sampled immature stage mosquitoes (20% of all those that
sampled immatures) [29,30,31](Table 2). These are discussed in
detail here.
Evidence for Positive Correlation between Vector Indices
and Dengue Cases
Sanchez (2006) [29] conducted a case control study using two
geographical units for analysis, blocks (units of approximately 50
houses) and neighborhoods (each containing approximately 9
blocks). Any block or neighborhood with at least 1 confirmed case
was considered positive, while a control was defined as a block or
neighborhood without confirmed cases. HI and BI mean values
were ‘‘consistently, substantially and significantly higher’’ in blocks
Systematic Review of Vector Indices and Dengue Transmission
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with dengue cases compared with control units. An odds ratio
(OR) of 3.49 (p,0.05) for dengue transmission was associated with
the presence of a single positive container in a block; fifteen of the
seventeen dengue cases recorded lived in a neighborhood where at
least 1 block had a BI.4.
In Trinidad, Chadee (2009) [30] compared retrospective
routine entomological household data with concurrent entomo-
logical data taken from confirmed dengue households, using a
cardinal points approach (i.e. the ‘index’ house plus the four
adjacent houses at its cardinal points). Chadee found that
significantly more (P,0.001) immatures were collected during
dengue case investigations than during the routine inspection and
treatment cycles. The report also stated that pupae per person
indices were higher and significantly more adults emerged (as a
function of total pupae count collected from household containers)
at locations where dengue was confirmed at the index house,
compared with routine investigations.
Pham et al. [31], examined monthly dengue case data, vector
larval indices and meteorological data from central Vietnam,
between 2004 and 2008. They found significant associations
between all entomological indices and dengue cases by univariate
analysis but only the HI and ‘‘household mosquito index’’ (not
defined in the paper), temperature and rainfall were significant
after multivariate analysis.
In Venezuela, Rubio-Palis et al. [39] used a simple regression
analysis to investigate correlations between vector indices, climatic
variables and dengue incidence for the period 1997–2005.
Analyses indicated a significant relationship (R2 = 0.9369) between
the numbers of dengue cases, Ae. aegypti abundance (both
immatures and adults) and rainfall. Acknowledging the retrospec-
tive nature of the study, the authors expressed caution in the
predictive value of the findings. Moreover, another limitation was
that entomological data were derived only from actual homes and
neighbouring houses of confirmed dengue cases but no data were
collected from ‘control’ houses.
Value of Vector Indices for Advance Warning of Dengue
Outbreaks
Within these four studies was some additional evidence that
observed changes in vector indices might be useful for the
prediction of impending dengue transmission or outbreaks. In
Cuba, Sanchez (2006) [29] reported that blocks with BImax
(defined as the highest or ‘maximum’ block level BI in a
neighborhood) values greater than 4 were significantly more likely
to record positive cases in the following month, and had a 3–5
times greater dengue risk in comparison with control blocks. The
report concluded that BImax.4 and neighborhood BI.1 during
the preceding 2 months provided ‘‘good predictive discrimina-
tion’’. In northern Venezuela Rubio-Palis et al. [39] found the most
significant correlation between rainfall levels and the appearance
of dengue cases two months later, indicating that the magnitude of
outbreaks might be predictable to some extent following periods of
rainfall. Pham et al. [31] confirmed an association between dengue
transmission and periods of higher rainfall and mosquito
abundance in the central highlands of Vietnam, but did not
indicate whether this could be used in advance of transmission as a
predictive tool.
Unreliable or Absence of Correlation between Vector
Indices and Dengue Cases
A further five studies [34,37,40,43,44] reported ambiguous
evidence of associations, both positive and negative, between
entomological data and dengue cases. In Belo Horizonte, Correa et
al. [43] found a 5–7 fold increase in mean monthly dengue
incidence where the ‘infestation rate’ (defined as house index) was
‘‘between 1.33% and 2.76% and equal to or higher than 2.77%
when compared to areas showing 0.45% or less’’, although it was
unclear whether or not this was statistically significant. They
reported a moderate but significant correlation between adult Aedes
spp. infestation rates and numbers of dengue cases (R= 0.67) even
Figure 2. Range of Breteau indexes reported during dengue transmission. Dotted line indicates a BI value of 5, which has been considered
a transmission threshold for dengue [21,45,52]. Note: Includes all data where available, whether statistically significant or insignificant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0002848.g002
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though HI and dengue cases were only weakly correlated
(R= 0.25 at the municipal level; R= 0.21 and R=0.14 at the
district and village level). Sulaiman et al. [37] reported a significant
correlation between BI and HI and dengue cases in certain areas
of Kuala Lumpur, but not in others. In Trinidad, Chadee et al.
[34] found that 75% of DHF cases were located in areas where BI
was greater than 10, although BI and dengue infections were
rarely correlated. An additional two studies reported either very
low correlations between vector indices and dengue [44], or
utilized highly variable inter-annual data precluding such analyses
[40].
Four studies, from Malaysia [36], Brazil [35] and Colombia
[35,45] found no statistically significant relationships between
entomological indices and dengue cases. Foo et al. [36] observed a
positive but non-significant association between dengue cases and
HI and BI, which they suggested may have been influenced by the
small sample size, the presence of Ae. albopictus and socio-
demographic factors. Honorio et al. [38] found no significant
associations between recent dengue cases and Ae. aegypti densities
and proposed that infections received outside the home were
responsible. In Colombia, Romero-Vivas and Falconar [35]
reported distinct positive temporal correlations between the larval
density index and pupal density index (p,0.005) and a negative
association between the larval density index and egg density index
(p,0.01); however, they found no correlation between any of the
larval, pupal or adult indices with either rainfall or dengue-like
cases. The spatial model of Arboleda et al. found no indication that
the BI was in any way correlated with the dengue cases or those
areas predicted as ‘suitable’ [45].
In the remaining studies [20,32,33,41,42] a variety of mixed,
inconclusive or weak associations were reported. Gurtler et al.
conducted analyses on the effect of a given intervention on
mosquito indices but not on dengue cases [32]. Although Katyal et
al. [33] did not present any statistical analysis, they reported the
observation that over a five year period, a fall in cases was visually
correlated with a fall in indices. However, they conceded that ‘‘an
increasing trend of cases was observed [in 2001] in spite of a
further declining HI trend’’, and concluded that HI had no
predictive value at the ‘macro’ level. Despite the absence of
statistical analysis, Chaikoolvatana et al. [41] reported a suggestive
link between dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) during peak
annual rainfall months and high abundance of mosquitoes.
Chadee et al. observed ambiguous associations, with BI partially
correlating with dengue fever cases for two out of three years [42].
As in their earlier study at the same Cuban location [29], Sanchez
et al [20] reported that while BImax$4 was a useful predictor for
outbreaks at the block level, sensitivity during outbreaks ranged
between 62% and 81.8% and specificity between 71.9% and
78.1%.
Use of Vector Indices as Transmission Thresholds
The Breteau Index (BI) was used as an outcome measure in
seven studies [29–31,34,36–38] and BImax threshold was consid-
ered in three (Table 2) [20,29,40]. Here, BI values ranged from 1
to 66 during periods when dengue transmission was recorded
(Figure 2). In other studies, both recent [46] and historic [47],
dengue transmission was recorded when BI values were lower than
the widely accepted transmission threshold of 5. Notably, in a
study in Trinidad, ‘high’ transmission (25–40 cases for 75% of
sample ‘cycles’) took place in areas with relatively ‘low’ abundance
(,BI,5) while, conversely, a consistently higher BI of 5.4 in
neighbouring areas did not result in dengue cases [34]. In Rio de
Janeiro, the BI did not correlate with dengue incidence and
transmission occurred in association with a wide range of BI levels
(range 3.30–20.51) [38].
Discussion
With worldwide dengue transmission levels at an all time high,
predicting dengue outbreaks in advance of their occurrence or
identifying specific locations where outbreak risks are highest is of
critical importance. This review considered the evidence that
changes in vector populations can be correlated with dengue virus
transmission and whether or not monitoring fluctuations in vector
indices might be employed to provide reliable advance warning of
impending dengue outbreaks.
Eighteen studies that had the potential to provide evidence of
any association between vector indices and dengue incidence were
identified and examined. Notably, only 4 studies utilized new data
on both vector indices and dengue cases collected de novo as an
integral part of the study. More common was a reliance on local
government-level records for the dengue case data, a practice that
potentially introduces error or bias for number of reasons. First,
hospital reports are prone to selection bias, as asymptomatic/
inapparent infections may not be recorded and the actual number
of cases may have been significantly underreported. Second, there
can be a considerable delay between the times of onset of infection
and reporting which, if the infection date is not calculated, would
result in a temporal mismatch of vector and case data. Third,
differences between the geographic location of the vector and
dengue case data, or between the spatial units from which each
was originally calculated, would result in a geographic mismatch
or mask potential relationships, respectively.
The latter point is of particular significance not only from the
point of view of these studies, but also when considering the design
of future investigations. A growing body of evidence indicates that
the distribution of dengue cases typically is highly clustered in both
time and space. In various studies, post-dating those reviewed, the
size of such clusters ranged from 800 m [48] to less than 100 m
[49]. The effective area of such key ‘pockets’ or ‘hotspots’ is likely
to be determined by dispersal of the vector [49,50] which itself can
vary over time [51], and is influenced by house density [52] and by
human movement within and beyond the infection cluster [53].
Consequently, in studies attempting to correlate vector indices
with dengue transmission, and where the geographical unit is too
large, high vector densities in key dengue hotspots might be diluted
by inclusion of neighboring areas with low densities, thus masking
any true relationships [see 38].
Indeed, human movement potentially confounds dengue vector
data that derive from residential areas alone as increasingly,
evidence indicates that only a proportion of dengue infections are
transmitted in the individual’s own home, with many infections
(possibly the majority) resulting from bites by virus-infected
mosquitoes at other houses, schools, workplaces or numerous
locations remote from the home [53,54]. Clearly, this presents a
serious challenge when considering the use of vector data for
surveillance and highlights a need for inclusion of data from public
locations [55] in addition to residential areas, in any surveillance
program.
Returning to the studies examined in this review, the fact that
there was no clear indication of any consistent association between
vector indices and dengue cases is not unexpected, given the
diverse and mostly weak study designs. One study found there was
no apparent increase in vector indices coinciding with what was
the largest increase in dengue fever cases of all areas studied [40],
while in another, dengue transmission remained low despite
exceptionally high vector indices [44]. In studies where correla-
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tions were calculated for HI, BI and dengue cases, regression
coefficients ranged from weak/moderate non-significant (R= 0.43
and R=0.35 respectively; p.0.05) [38], to moderate significant
associations (R= 0.61 and R=0.60 respectively, but only in the
urban centre; p,0.05) [37].
Only two studies calculated pupal indices, even though fifteen of
the eighteen studies reviewed were published more than three
years after WHO acknowledged that the traditional Stegomyia
indices were inadequate for the measurement of dengue vector
abundance [56]. In the two studies included in this review that
calculated pupal indices, only one reported increases in the pupal
index, but its relationship with dengue cases was not statistically
significant, possibly due to the low numbers of pupae recorded
[30,35]. A major problem with pupal surveys is the difficulty in
locating breeding sites and the potential existence of important or
key but cryptic breeding sites (e.g. overhead tanks on houses or
underground water reserves such as sewers or wells) that may
harbor significant proportions of the vector population [57,58].
Clearly, calculation of adult female Aedes aegypti indices is the
most direct measure of exposure to dengue transmission [15]. Of
the four studies reviewed that reported some correlation between
vector indices and dengue cases, two [31,39] recorded adult vector
data. The adult population of Aedes aegypti is rarely sampled, partly
due to the erroneous but commonly held belief that carrying out
such sampling is time-consuming, difficult or expensive [59].
Sampling adult female Aedes aegypti is a relatively simple task,
though it can be limited by the fact that mosquito numbers often
remain low during outbreaks [60]. Nonetheless, it is possible to aim
to sample adult mosquitoes as a routine procedure with minimal
additional training and resources. A number of novel sampling
devices [61–63] offer the potential to monitor vectors during
outbreaks [64] and at the spatial scale required to accurately sample
populations of Ae. aegypti [65]. Simple affordable low-tech tools that
enable localized sampling of adult Ae. aegypti and other mosquito
vectors are available, with initial studies demonstrating their ease
and effectiveness in comparison with older methods [66,67]. In
Brazil, routine sampling of Ae. aegypti adults with gravid traps
deployed at relatively low densities was used to identify high risk
localities which were then targeted for vector control [68,69]. This
‘Intelligent Dengue Monitoring’ system was reported to have
prevented over 27,000 dengue cases over two ‘dengue seasons’
between 2009 and 2011 with considerable reductions in cost burden
to the communities where it was deployed [70].
None of the studies reported on viral infection rates in the
vector. This perhaps is not surprising given that techniques
suitable for application in routine surveillance, such as PCR or
NS1, have not been available until recently, that vector infection
rates with dengue virus are of the order of 1% even in areas where
transmission is ongoing [64,70–72] and the cost of running the
large numbers of tests to detect meaningful infection levels could
be considered prohibitive for many authorities. Nonetheless,
routine screening for dengue virus of trapped adult female Aedes
aegypti is possible and has been incorporated into the routine
surveillance program in Belo Horizonte, Brazil [73]. The relative
low dispersal rates of Ae. aegypti as compared with the high mobility
of humans as they commute daily from the home to the workplace,
school, etc., means that virus-infection rates in the vector
potentially could provide an accurate or epidemiologically valid
indicator of dengue risk in any particular locality, thus informing
vector control. Clearly, elucidating the relative value of such an
index would require substantial research investment, while
integrating it into routine surveillance programmes would demand
significant sustained investment, but the importance of metrics like
the sporozoite or entomological inoculation rates used in malaria
epidemiology [59] already indicate the potential.
This review has also demonstrated the unreliability of accepted
vector thresholds for dengue transmission. A number of studies
reported dengue transmission at BI levels below the currently
accepted threshold of 5 (Figure 2) [29,34,36–38] or when the HI
was below 1% [74,75]. Elsewhere, Focks proposed a pupal
productivity index of 0.25 as a threshold for dengue transmission
in Honduras [76], yet in Brazil dengue transmission occurred at
PPI levels of 0.15 [58]. While the desire for a single globally
applicable transmission threshold is understandable, it seems
unlikely that such a threshold exists, given the variety and
complexity of other parameters that potentially influence the risk
of outbreaks today [19,77,78]. Chadee concluded in 2009 that
dengue transmission occurs, not at a fixed entomologic figure/
quantity but rather at a variable level based on numerous factors
including seroprevalence, mosquito density and climate [30]. It is
becoming increasingly apparent that thresholds differ at different
locations and in different contexts, and while they must be
calculated independently at each location [19,79]. Moreover,
empirically defining thresholds, which must be expected to be
dynamic, rising and falling as the susceptibility of the local
population changes, will require comprehensive prospective,
longitudinal vector studies [80], with simultaneous monitoring of
the relationship between Ae. aegypti population densities and
dengue virus transmission in a spatially relevant human cohort.
Study Limitations
In spite of reference searches and use of grey literature,
publication bias will likely remain given the very nature of a
systematic review. However, we also sought to further limit the
effect of publication bias by placing no restriction on language,
and those languages encountered were: English, French, Portu-
guese, Spanish and Chinese.
Additionally, one should be cautious when interpreting these
data due to the study design of the 18 articles. As defined by
QATAS assessment methods, study design was often weak (15
studies), meaning that studies were prone to bias and confounding
factors, which may have skewed some of the reported associations.
In addition, most (n = 13) studies relied on dengue case data from
external sources, rather than obtaining study-generated data. With
the exception of vector sampling and generation of vector index,
there were few similarities in the approaches across the different
studies.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Despite the widespread practice of collecting vector population
data, the review has revealed that very few rigorous studies have
been undertaken to determine the relationship between vector
abundance and dengue transmission; of those that have been
published, few provide tangible evidence of such a relationship,
and therefore it is not possible to draw a firm conclusion. After
decades of vector surveillance in many countries and considering
the magnitude of the dengue threat today both in those and other
countries that have recently experienced major dengue outbreaks,
this is disappointing. Yet it is also indicative of the lack of basic
knowledge of dengue epidemiology, in particular with regard to
transmission. Clearly, this is a major knowledge gap that requires
attention with a degree of urgency and the following research
priorities are recommended:
N The relationship between vector population abundance and
dengue transmission remains unknown and should be
quantified. Studies should aim to collect new vector and
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clinical datasets carefully matched temporally and spatially.
Given that epidemiology will vary considerably between
different contexts and geographical localities, multiple loca-
tions should be investigated.
N The ideal and most powerful approach would be for a series of
coordinated studies, to be carried out in multiple locations
worldwide, as exemplified by recent examples [80]. To
facilitate such studies, and ensure higher power in individual
and combined datasets, the development of a standardized
study design and protocols is a priority.
N Individual locations are also strongly encouraged to investigate
the relationship independently. Many dengue-affected areas
(cities, districts or similar spatial units) are likely to have
substantial historic vector and dengue data that potentially
may be suitable for appropriate analysis.
N Spatial heterogeneity and transmission at sites other than the
home must be considered and carefully incorporated into any
study design.
N The utilization of single global values of the Breteau (BI) or
other vector indices as thresholds for dengue transmission is
unreliable and is not recommended.
N While the need for a standardized reliable definition of a
dengue outbreak has already been stated elsewhere [81],
research into the relationship between vector abundance and
dengue transmission should endeavor to develop a similar
approach to defining reliable locality-specific vector population
indices (e.g. thresholds, rates of increase, etc.) for use as early
warning signals for impending increases in dengue transmis-
sion.
N Adoption of adult dengue vector sampling by all vector
surveillance programs is urged. Various new trapping
methods, as well as a simple resting catch approach, should
be evaluated.
N Relationship between larval, pupal and adult stages of the
vector population and the factors influencing adult emergence
rates remain poorly understood. The paucity of fundamental
knowledge of the ecology of mosquito vectors generally and the
need for basic studies has been advocated elsewhere [82,83]
and is true for Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus. A greater
understanding of the ecology of dengue vectors is essential.
In the absence of definitive evidence that dengue vector
surveillance data can contribute to the prediction of dengue
outbreaks, it might be tempting to consider abandoning the
practice altogether. However, this would be a rash and premature
judgment. At the very least, this systematic review has demon-
strated that the potential of vector surveillance data has not yet
been evaluated. Indeed, its full potential will not be apparent until
its contribution to a complete predictive model incorporating all
other covariates influencing dengue epidemiology have been
considered. That will not be possible until multiple high quality
studies investigating the relationship between vector populations
and dengue transmission have been carried out.
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